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PREFACE. 
The purpose of this thesis is to gather significant 
fragments of history relative to the Negro in Brockto:x:, I.:ass-
achusetts, and to compile them into a synthetic whole. In 
undertaking such a task, much depends upon the co-operation 
which is given by the group of v.rhom the history is being 
,1 written. For the most part, there has been good resp_on~.e, 
! 
I, 
both through letters which ·were v:ritten and through priv~te _ 
interviews. As strange as it may seem, a few were suspicious 
in the beginning, and a small number have never been much 
interested in volunteering important material. On the wh_ole, 
hov!ever, the willingness manifested to impart knovrledge has 
been gratifying. 
If, for any unknovm reason, the author has made any 
erroneous statements, he is humbly apologetic. It has not 
been his desire to distort, create, leave out, or ignore 
any elements or factors of importance to the Brockton Negro. 
:~ In recording main events in a history, it is not possible 
to mention everyone by name. Any omission, therefore, is 
,f 
not purposive, and there should be no offense felt by any 
reader. It should be remembered that each is a member of 
the group which makes the v.;hole complete. 
In this thes~s the author has endPavored to give an 
accurate account of the things vrhich appealed to him as 
having historical sienificance. !To attempt !"las been made to 
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! shoYr partiality, either run:mg persons or organizations._ The il 
only desire or concern of the author has been to discover I 
1 it 
. I' 
j and record factual knowledge as regards the Negroes of :1 
I Brockton and their activities. Ylhile our study may have no il !I 
I 11 
1 im."r.edi~.te value, it is hoped that the presrrvation of this 11 
I !: 
. phase of Brockton's history may prove v;orthwhile to future fl 
I ' I I' 
I generations, enlightening them as to their pioneering an- 'i 
I cestors. 1: 
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ET:_ANCIPATION P~OCLAlfATIOl!: ITS CAUS2 AJID MEANI~rG. 
Abraham Lincoln, some years before he vtas made pres-
ident, witmessed the selling of a girl upon a slave block. 
It so incensed him that he said: 11 If I ever get a chance to 
hit that thing, I'll hit it hard!" Time rolled on and he 
was nominated for the presidency. Eis platform, at the 
same time that it made him popular in the North, caused the 
South ~uncomprolnisingly to react severely against him. 
The liforth had not been successful in making slavery 
profitable. It was highly industrialized, and the Negro 
I' 
I 
I 
lj 
could not fit well or readily into a factory system. Hence, Ill 
it is but natural that the North should think the institution
1
j 
'1! of slavery both unwise and unethical. It gave the South an 
undesirable advantage in the competitive labor struggle, an II 
'I advantage that might have spelled economic defeat for the I 
North. 
England, too, sensed the danger, and began to discourage,! 
the very institution which in earlier days she had so heart-
ily sanctioned. That nation had encouraged emigrants to 
set out for the shores of the South, and had even equipped 
them with farm machinery, not forgettinrr, hov.rever, to exact 
her toll at harvest time.The farmer exchanged his cotton 
for horses, machinery, and clothing. In the exchange, he 
realized little, if any, profit, and the remuneration for 
[ his labors vras indeed small. England, motivated by thlis 
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great source of revenue, sought to stimulate the barter by 
encouraging the use of slaves on the cotton plantations. 
The result was a greatly increased amount of profit, espec-
ially since the lucrative slave transportation was carried 
on chiefly by English shippers. After the Negro race was 
established on American shores, however, it was found that 
the native--born slave was better adapted to the climate, 
food, and customs than was the imported one. Consequently, 
foreign slave-trade diminished. When financial returns 
ceased, then England was no longer ready to stand by the 
system. That nation subsequently became a sympathizer with 
Northern idealism. The profit motive gone, England now 
viewed the situation dif:ferently, and readily conceded the 
evils of the slavery institution. 
The Southern cotton farmer could not understand all 
the political maneuvers directed against him 1but, under-
standing that his right to enslave black human beings was 
being attacked, he rebelled. Ee believed in a democracy, 
but in a democracy that did not impose limitations upon him. 
The South, having no desire to control the North, asked the 
North to be equally considerate of her. She insisted that 
her possession of slaves was a legal property right not to 
be interfered vli th. 
Of course, the North viewed democracy differently. She 
declared that such major problems as this one could not be 
localized, but, rather, concerned all the people. The pol-
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itical issue took on religious fervor, and the strife was, 
conse.quently, much intensified. No doubt there were many 
people who had religious convictions in the matter, but 
many used religion merely as a cloak. Eany Christian chur-
ches,that should have spoke~ kept quiet. In fact, there 
were several that were ready to mob any speaker that took 
it upon himself to speak in favor of slavery abolition. 
In Boston, many heated discussions arose, and some churches 
were divided as a result. A strong Baptist Church in the 
down-town section of the city desired to keep quiet on the 
problem. The result was a division. The new church formed 
by the dissenters was Boston's v;ell known Tremont Temple. 
Some churches vrere surrounded by mobs, waiting to lay hold 
of any speaker who darelraise his voice in protest of 
slavery; the whole country was in ferment. The division 
was not so readily discerned as v1as the r.:ason-Dixon line, 
but there were divisions nevertheless, even among family 
groups. Even in the great war that subsequently ensued, 
brothers were aligned against brother~ and fathers against 
sons. 
After Lincoln's election to the presidency, the states 
of the South began to secede. Lincoln realized the task 
that faced him. Ee saw that something must be done to 
keep the states within the Union. "A house divided against 
itself cannot stand." "A nation half slave, and half free, 
cannot long endure." ~egardless of the price involved the 
0 
0 
4 
sta.tes must be welded more securely together! The full 
strength of an undivided nation must be maintained! The 
South could ~ot be persuaded thatJ her act_ions were wrong; ... 
consequently, t.he Forth made plans for coercion. In 1861 the 
war started and for four years it enP,ured. It was a ques-
tion in the minds of' many as to whether 1 might was right'·' 
or whether 'right ·would win'. It is now generally conceded 
that right won. The Southern states reluctantly returned to 
the Union, and the slaves went free. 
Was the vrar fought to bring the states back into the 
Union, or to free the slaves? The Negroes like to think 
that the war was fought to restore the Union, and it is 
widely argued that if' it had not been f'or Jefferson Davis 
there would have been no war. Jefferson Davis was a South-
ern leader whose influence was instrumental in persuading 
the Southern states to secede. Now if' there had been no 
Jefferson Davis, and no breaking of' the Union, what steps 
would Abraham Lincoln have taken to f'ree the black man? 
That is a question which no finite being can answer. It may 
\ 
well be that the primary cause of' the Civil War was the 
slavery issue. t~any battles have been fought in home, com-
munity, and country under similar circumstances. Few fights 
occur from one offense, it is the continual ferment and 
agitation that creates the strife. Usually the great mass 
of' people is acquainted only with the result of' an action 
rather than with the cause of the action itself. 
-''----------------
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~.'las the Civil Vlar fought as the result of an economic, 
or moral drive? The answer to this also indicates the 
answer to the previous question. There is not much doubt 
but that the ·war was motivated, partly, at least, by econ-
omic greed. r The Northeners feared that plantation ovmers 
might enrich themselves by means of the slavery institution 
and thus be enabled to establish their ovm factories and milli 
facilities; the Southerners naturally wished to maintain 
slavery since it meant s·o mt:eh for their economic security. 
To say the war vras fought just to maintain the Union would 
be to slightly pervert the truth. The industrial North 
saw the financial hazards of slavery. Slave-labor was 
giving the South too great an advantage and leverage in 
industrial matters. 
Nevr England, and particularly Boston, has the reput-
ation the world over for being the 'cradle land' for the 
development of that liberal spirit whicJ: eventually flared 
into the abolitionist movement. There were a few liberal-
minded citizens of Hew England v1ho made slavery a moral 
issue. ~~lilliam Lloyd Garrison, ~Nendell Phillips, and 
Phillips Brooks, and John Brovm of the West, began the 
moral war even before the first milit~ skirmish took 
place. Brovm, at his ov;n expense, made trips to Europe 
behalf of the slaves. At last, the issue so gripped him 
in 
that he could no longer remain peaceful and law-abiding. 
Ee left his ranch in the t•_rest, came to Virginia, and with 
--- ='--"'= 
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two of his sons, started to free the slav-~ :-~v-~-~-:-~~;:-~-:~-1 li ----
!1 
)I force. Stephen A. Douglas sympathized vlith hi:n and would 
have accompanied him had the plans and tactics not seemed 
so futile. Brovm '.".'US wounded and his sons vwre killed. 
'l'he Virginians, wishing to shov1 their fairness to this 
over-enthusiastic emanci~Jntor, nlloV!ed him a court trial. 
,, 
!1 He was sentenced to die. 
In Nevi England, sentiment ·;ras beinc; created a!~·ainst 
slavery. 11illiam Lloyd Garrison, as a youn;:,r, nevlSpaper 
editor, was contribating his share of propa_anda j_n t~e 
interest of this cause. 
11 When his anprcnticesllip v1as comT>leted, i·1e be-
II II 
li 
d 
1\ 
I 
,., 
!I 
came on r:arch c.2, l82o, editor of the local r F> ~.::;1~ pm;:ss J 1; 
After the 1 FR8~ PRESS' failed, Garrison sought employ-
ment in Boston ---- joined Nathaniel H. ·.~hite in 
editoring the 1Hational Philanthropist. ----He was 
elected coreesponding secretary and in 183~:: became a 
salaried agent for spreading its doctrines. 11 1 
Another reformer v1ho joined Garrison and became a 
great help to him, was ~endell Philli]s. He joined the 
Anti-Slaver.{ society in 1D37 ancl protested against the 
murder of Elijah Lovejoy, tile Abolitionist editor in 
; 
p 
Illinois. He agreed v:i t~1 Garrison that the Aboli cioni st 
cause should not be linked with any political pa:r•ty. 
Phillips nas a lavryer \;·:no devoted his time to Peform 
movements by sneechcs and writ~en articles. 
Bot11 Pll.llliy)s and Garrison figured in street dis-
orders. The mobs dragged Garrison through the streets, 
1
1 
1. A Dictionary of American Biogr'aphy: Vol. IV pa;~c 109. 
i! 
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and, further to shov1 their contempt for him, they bull t 
a scaffold in front of his home. It vas only throuch the 
quick action of Boston 1 s mayor that Garrison vms spirited 
away and thus excaped what might have been serious bodily 
injury. ~Ie went dovm into South Carolina •;;here he was 
hail eel as. a god. ::Ie said that anythine; he vrould vmnt for 
his ovm children, he r10uld also desire for colored children. 
PJ:Lillips Brooks, a Boston clergy~nan, did his part by pro-
claiming abolition from his pulpit and from the speaker's 
stand. n1ese men had many sympathizers. Consec~uently, 
the Civil 'i/ar vms partially fouz3ht on moral grounds. 
After the Emancipation Proclamation, in 1863, the moral 
issue became lllOre bitter. 
'l'he E'tnaneipation Proclam::ttion has various interpre-
tnt ions for the Nerrro. 'l'o some, the E:lmmc:i.l)ation Procla-
mation is only an historical event, Tihile to others it 
is the providence of God. 'l'hosc ';;ho attach no ::;pccial 
significance to it ure usually those r1ho have experienced 
hardship as a result of it. Once, perhaps, they vievred it 
as the providence of God, but as time wore on, and they 
met difficulty after difficulty, they began to be in doubt 
as to its divine origin. The Negro folk, before their 
emanci~ation, looked forvrard to s.:;me l.h~opian age. At last 
emancipation came, but Paradise did not follon. 'l'heir 
emancipation did not grant ttlem im ... 11unity i'rom social evils. 
'I j, 
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In I~act, the latter vrere multiplied. 'l'he Southern farmer 
had lost nmch--- sons, slaves, and homes. He had now to 
0 rehabilitate himself; he had no time for thou~ht of others. 
3specially, he did not have time nor disposition to con-
sider the needs or comforts of his fo~ner slaves. T~c 
Negro was now vlithout a home, a job, and 'aithout money. 
de had now obtained his political freedom, but only at the 
oxpen:3e of economic pres sure. Some viere only too glad to 
stay vri th their mas l:; ers, but many v;ere throvm upon their 
own resources. Some of tne colored people even fought in 
the Civil ':Jar for their o\·mors. 'l'ney \"Jere perfectly con-
tent and y;ished to make no chance. Others ';:ere justly 
dissatisfied, and tried to escape their masters before 
they were freed. Some bettered their conditions but others 
only impoverished themselves the more. 'l'he Northern folk, 
sensing the indifference of b1e Southerners, c;ave Yihatever 
aid they could to the oppressed race. 
'l'he tvJO ma1n problems concerning the Negro 
during the Civil 0ar concerned his freedom and his mn-
I 
ploymont as a soldier. ., \1 I ~ 
followed the policy of plctcinc; those l\er;roes v:ho came 
to the army to vJOrlc. j'ajor-General David Hunter issued 
an oro.er to free the slaves in nis cie·;artment in ; .a;.r 1862. 
0 'l'his bi·ought the matter of ti1e employ:r:ent of lTegro soldiers 
in t.i1e Union armies to the public attention. 'l'he ex:oonent;s 
of t~e anti-slavery cause brou~ht pressure to bear uoon 
-i-
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9 
President Lincoln in an effort to Get him to free the 
slaves. Horace Greely led this movement nith his edi-
to rial, 11 Tho Prayer of 'l'v:enty r·'illions. 11 President 
Lincoln felt that the freedom of the slaves nas a necos-
sity as a war measure in order to strengthen the cause of 
the North. This belief was increased after ~cClellan's 
unsuccessful Gam:paign against Richnond in the spring of 
1862. The opportunity to issue the statement of his 
purpose came after Lee had been defeated at Antietam in 
September, H3G::. The Proclamation of ~mancipation \'JUS I 
finally issued on January first in 1363. 'I'his became 
one of the most important documents in the history of 
the United States. 
After the war, the problem arose regarding the 
recognition which should be extended to the Negro race 
by the country as a whole. The North was ea~er to crant 
_::onerous t1'eatment to those ilesro soldiers v1ho had fought 
in the war in behalf of the Union. There was some uncer-
tainty to whether the Negro would be permitted to re-
main free or not. The freedon of the slaves had been 
granted as a vmr measure and :t~1ir.;ht be repealed after the 
close of the war. The ~ur had stirred up the force of 
e race natred and the richts of the Nesro were seen to be 
not so easy to achieve as it had appeared during the war. 
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'l'he main problem 'Which confronted the country ai'ter 
.
-, 
.t 
the Civil War was the adjustment of the half million 
Negroes in the South to their new conditions. This was 
mainly a Cluestion of race relations. 'l'he South had been 
demoralized during the war due to the confiscation of 
property and privation. ~he adjustment of the Negro to 
these nevr conditions vms hindered by politicians vtho 
sought to use thmn for their own gain. The aovernment 
set up agencies to take care of' the Negro refu:~ees, ex-
pecially those v:ho ha<l fought in the nar. 'l1he best lmovm 
relief work wax the Bureau of Hef'uGee Freedmen and Aban-
II 
doned Lands which was created in 1865 and lasted until 
1869. It made several notable achievements. 
11 The greatest success of the Freedmen's Bureau I 
lay in the plantinG of the free school amen:_:; 
Negroes, and tne idea of free elementary education 
amonB all classes in the South. --- For some 
fifteen million dollars, beside the sum spent 
before 1865, and the dole of benevolent societies, li 
this bureau set going a system of free labor, II 
established a beginning of peasant proprietor-
ship, secured the recognition of black freedmen j 
before courts of law, and founded the free conm1on I 
school in the South. On the other hand, it failed ' 
to begin tr1e establishment of good will betvJCen l1l1 
ex-masters and freedmen, to rruarcJ its work vwc:lly 1 
from paternalistic methods, which discouraged 
self-reliance, and to carry out to any consider-
able extent its implied promises to furnish the 
freedmen vlith land. 11 1 
'l1wenty-five years after the vmr, the white South \Vas 
more fully organized with a nevi economic program. This 
program v:as based upon the fallac~r tuat the Negro existed 
only for the good of the Vlhite man in the economic fielci. 
!I 
!' 
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1. DuBois: 'l'he Souls of Black Folk , 32-32 
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1
he Negro was disfranchised on the ground of illitera.c;y and 
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Discrimination vms common in all the phase: of' so~ia~ :ir'e. ~-~~ =-- ~ -~. 
/, 
non payment of poll tax. 
Louisiana passed the "G!•and.father 
clause
11 
in 1898 v:ilich perrdtted all descendants of men who 
had voted before the Civil ;~'8r to be exempt of the education 1 
test for voting. 
'rllis clause succeeded in preventing the 
greater number of :Negroes from voting. 
'.Phe other SoutheJ•n 
states passed si2ilar laws within the next decade. Plorida 
passed an act to prohibit v;hite and coloured children from 
being taught in the same schools. This was in 1895. Even 
in the churches, the ~)olicy of encouraging r:;eparate groups 
for the Negro and the white people vms followed. 1'his 
social discrimination was based upon the unjust economic 
system of· the exploitation of the Negro rmrker in the 
interest of the r1hite man. 'l'he system of' peonage brought 
about ti1ese un,just conditions. 
11
To this one source may be t1•aced most of the 
ills borne by both white man and Negro during 
the period. If the Negro's labor was to be 
exploited, it was necessary that he be without 
the nrotection of Political nower and that he 
be dJEmied justice ln court. ~ I.f he vms to be 
reduced to a peon, certainly socially he must 
be given a peon's place. Accordingly there 
develoned everyv1here-in schools, in places of 
public·' accommodation, in the i'acilitles o.f city 
life - the idea of inferior service for Negroes; 
and an unenlightened IJrison system flourished 
in all its hideousness. FUrthernore, as a re-
sult of the vicious economic systmn, arose the 
sinister form of the Negro criminal. Here 
an:ain the South begged the '.uestion, represen-t~tive writers lamenting the passing of the 
II 
I! 
I ~
II 
/I 
,, 
I 
II 
I 
I 
dear uead days of slavery, and pointing cynically 
to the effects of freedom on the Negro. They 
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failed to remember in the case of the Negro criminal 
that from childhood to manhood - in education., in eco-
nomic chance, in 1 ee;al pov1er - they had by their ovm 
system deprived a human bein:~ of every pri vile[!e 
that vras due him., ruining him body and soul; and then 
they stood aghast at the thing their ~ands had made. 
More than that, they blamed the race itself for the 
character tha~ now sometimes appeared, and called upon 
thrifty, aspiring Negroes to find the criminal and give 
him up_ to tho law. Thrifty, asnirin~ Ne~roes vondered 
' 1~ 
v1hat was the business of the police. rr ''i~aJ'ly in 
the nineties, however, the pendulum had srmng f'ully 
backward, and the years from 1890 to 1895 were in 
some ways the darkest that the race has experienced 
since the emancipution.n 
In 1895, Booker 'l'. 'iiashington delivered a remarkable 
speech at the Cotton States EX})Osition in Atlanta :tn v1hich 
he stated the importance of industrial education for the 
Negro. He had or'ganized a school for industrial education 
at Tuskegee Alabama in 1881. This school begun extension 
work for the district farmers in 1892. Schools of this 
tyne began to s~)ring up all over the South and proved an 
important factor in improving the condition of the He,sroes. 
Tho organization of these schools made Rooker T. ~ashington 
the aclmowledged_ le:ader of' the ilot;ro people. He was in 
line with the needs O~L· the time, meet:Ln.::-; botl1 the economic 
aud educational demands of nis age. rle organized the 
lJational Ne;ro Business League in lDOO rrl'lich promoted 
t_he establisl1:1:ent or' J'ie~~ro busines.s institutions in the 
South. Jii<> statements indicc~te nis .1zenius. 
''..tis a race there are tno thinp;s I"Je must lea:t'n to 
c!o one is to put brains into the co,<mon oecupations 
of,life and the other is to dignify co~non labor. --
'l'here i~ no defense or security for any of us except 
in the hi,,~hest intelligence and development of all. n 
-_",=--::=~-!1------------------,---,=--= 
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The labor situation intensifies it. Politicians took 
advantage of t.L1e econo: .ic ri valr'y bet·neon coloured and 
vmite labor in order to turn tr1e prejudice of the ':illite 
laborer against the Negroe~;. 'Jlhis Yiaf3 :oart of t.i1e cam-
pai:_;;n to disenfrancl1ise the .i·Jegro voter in many states. 
'l'he pre,iudice thus aroused resulted in race riots and 
mob violence wnich was freouent at the start of this 
century. Labor unions did not talce t.t:..e 1~ egro into their 
ore;anizations du:r.·in~~ this period but souc;nt to prevent 
11 The fatal C2Jnpalt~n :in GOOP[';:iY \.h:tc:h enJr,;lnated 
j_n the Atlnnto_ T/:cLssacre v;as an aL.ternpt, futher1 ed i.Jy 
conscienceless oolitlcians, to arouse the nrejudices 
of t.he ranlc amL file oi' '::hite larorers and farmers 
a.s£ainst tr1e e;rovilng competition of black men, so 
ti:1at bluclc rilen bv lo.".; could be forcec:J baclc to sub-
serviency ltnd ~'e~·fdoJ1J. 11 
'l'he greo.t est movement on tho part of the Negroes to 
crente better economic and social adjustrr.ents took place 
in 1909 vrhen the National As9ociation for the Advancement 
of GolorecJ :toeople vras formed in J.Je''l Yorlc. Tlte or;:<;anization 
vias successful ancl slonly penetrated the ~:outh. 'J.'ile 
Director stated the purpose of the society as folloTis. 
2. 
"Of b"IO thin;_~ v;e Her::;roes have dreamed for' mo.ny 
year~5 : il.l1 or~ anization so ef:;_'ectlve and so powerful 
tnat cl1en discrimlnation and injustice touched one 
i~egro, it would touch lf-:,OUO,OOO. -.• 'e have not got this 
yet but we have taln:;n a cr·eat ste~) tovmrd it. ..e 
hav~ dreamed, ~oo, of an organization that would work 
--the r Ne,/ro DrOIJlem 1 is sh1ply one phase of the vaster 
l';l'O l,:lem of c} ernOCI'B.Cq in Jullerica. ,; ~ .. 
Ibid. 
pa,<;e 3f-:0. 
n2.r:•·e 3;39. 
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II. 
EARLY HISTORY OF THE NEGRO II( BOSTON. 
A. The Coming of the Negro to New England. 
In 1638 a trading vessel by the name of' "Desire" landed 
on these New England shores with the first Negroes to become 
a part of this conununity. These Negroes were purchased by 
the people of Boston. This was a representation of' those 
strange twists in the reasoning of people that vdll permit 
them to extol the virtues of' a cause in one breath and self-
ishly deny it to another in the next. There were those with-
in the Puritan ranks that condoned the enslaving of these 
black creatures on the basis of' the Hebrew experiences of 
the Bible. However, it cannot be truthfully said that this 
represented the consensus of opinion, for there were many who 
could not dove-tail their ambition f'or religious freedom with 
freedom of slave possession. Neither could they completely 
deny salvation to these ignorant and heathen Blacks. 
But certainly, in some cases at least, the church was a 
party to the propogation of the slavery institution. History 
records that it participated, to some extent, in the slave 1 
1
: .. 1 traffic. In one instance we find it altogether willing to . 
il 
accept a slave as an inheritance from a slave-ovming member. !I 
Of the tasks assigned the Negro by his new masters we have 
no knov.rledge. Without doubt, he became the fore-runner of 
the many members of his race who, even to this day, must con-
-======~===============================-
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tent themselves with menial tasks such as janitorial ser-
vices, street-cleaning, ditch-digging, or coal mining. Pro-
• 
bably he cared for the church property in exchange for food 
ll ~· 
and clothing and, at death, a proper burial. It is not in-
conceivable that the church, in providing these things, 
thought herself the donor of Christian charity. She was 
expressing the love of God for humanity. 
·· "It appears that at first the slave trade was an 
enterprise undertaken with the authority of the colony, 
for in March 1639 the General Court ruled that three 
pounds, eight shillings should be paid Lieutenant 
Davenport 'for the charge transported for the slaves, 
which, v'.hen they have earned it, he is to repay it back 
again'. The marginal note states 'Lieutenant Davenport 
to keep the slaves'".l. 
In 1742, in a rather crude count of persons in Boston, 
there were listed 1374 Negroes, slave and free. In ten years 
this number had increased by over a hundred. Betvmen 1742 
and 1765 this element of Boston's population fluctuated con- / 
siderably. At one ti~e it came close to constituting a third II 
of the total number of Boston citizens. But apparently the 
Blacks vrere very susceptible to the ravages of this wild 
countrYand must have succumbed to its hardships, for in 
1790 only 766 of them could be found. We must take into 
account here the fact that slave-trading was at a low ebb. 
Thus their ranks were not greatly increased from the out-
side. 
There seems to be but little information concerning the 
Boston negroes I participation in the Revolutionary War. Cer-
~). 
14 
tain inferences of history, however, indicate that, even in 
this matter, slaves were not un:faith:ful to their masters 
despite the threat of extreme danger. For instance, we find / 
this statement from the report of a l.'lassachusetts Bureau of 
Labor: 
B. 
"··········Negroes were fighting shoulder to 
shoulder with white colonists. From the Boston Mass-
acre to the conclusion of the war they were numbere~ 
among those at practically everJ major engagement." 
Early Education of the Negro. 
!• 
I 
I 
II 
Early education in America was chiefly au;:function of the il 
li 
church. If a Negro member of any given community were given 'J 
the privileges and rights of church attendance he could also 
avail himself of the opportunities offered for training in 
the arts of reading, v~iting, and arithmetic. But in those 
communities where his Christian status was in doubt or un-
recognized he was .denied the chance to improve upon his 
state of ignorance. However, in some communities schools 
were being established independently of churches. Until 
about 1820 the Boston Negro had access to these schools on 
an equal basis with white citizens. But in that year a sig-
nificant thing happened. 
,I 
I 
"A group of Kegroes p~titioned the school committeeif 
to establish a separate prJ.mary school. • • • • Continued 11 
taunting by the white children had made school attend- ' 
ance unpleasant for their ovm. This request was at 
first turned dovm, but later granted. In 1831 a sep- , 
arate Grammer School was opened in the North End but due · 
to the fact that the Negro population was drifting out 
of that section, it had to be closed four years later 
for lack of attendance. A little later the Smith School 
1. "Thirty-fourth Annual Report of the 1~assachusetts Bureau 
of the Statistics of Labor", pp. 227-228. 
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WaS erected on Joy Street. This school was named after 11 
Abrel Smith, who left a legacy to the city to be used 
in the education of :Negroes."l 
It was not long, however, until the Negro, in clamor-
ing for recognition and equality in all matters, began to 
react against the separate school idea for v;hich they had 
earlier asked. About the year 1840, led by Garrison and 
Phillips, a group of Negroes petitioned the School Corrrrnittee 
to open the doors of the Public Schools to the Negro ChildrenJ 
In the following report this petition was denied: 
"OUr inquiries into the origin and history of 
separate schools have also convinced us that the lead- It 
ing motive for their establishment was precisely the I 
opposite of a design to degrade the colored people, as 
has so often been charged. The colored children in 
Boston possessed equal rights with others, as everyone 
knows, yet very few, often not more than tv,ro or three 
in all, attended the Public Schools. It was next to 
impossible to bring them in. Benevolent individuals 
undertook, therefore, to sustain special separate 
schools for them, and it was with great difficulty for 
a long time that they could be brought into these 
institutions. The labor of getting them in was far 
greater than the labor of teaching them when once 
brought in. It was by the exertion of benevolent white 
persons, in connection with the most intelligent of the 
colored people, that this class of children ·was brought 
under school instruction in any considerable numbers •••• 
The question arises by what means the views and feelings 
of the colored people in reference to these special 
schools for their benefit have been so mysteriously 
changed."2 
Continued effort, ho·wever, brought about the desired 
effect. Intelligent colored leaders, aided and encouraged 
by such men as Garrison and Phillips, stubbornly refused to 
give up the battle. In April, 1855, there was enacted 
legislation to abolish separate schools throughout the en-
====~====================·--·---' 
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1. 
2. 
"Report of Primary Schools", Boston, 1840. 
"Report of Primary Schools", Boston, 1846. 
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tire state. 
C. The Negro and the Civil War. 
The Fugitive Slave Law brought a division of opinion 
II,' 
1 
in Boston. This law required that all the fugitive slaves 
I! 
i! be returned to their ovmers regardless of where they had 
been found or how long they had successfully eluded their 
masters. !'::any of the Negroes in Boston had been fugitive 
for a long time and had settled on the northern slope of 
Beacon Fill where they thought themselves secure. At one of I 
I 
the. meetings in FaJluil Hall the new law was denounced and the I 
1: 
i 
I· 
I; 
'I 
:, 
" :i 
i' 
I' 
·I ,, 
I 
I ,, 
'I 
Negroes v.rere given instructions to stay where they were for 
they should receive protection from their white friends. 
In some cases the Negroes managed their ovm affairs in 
seeking protection of their freedom. A Negro by the name of 
Shadrach was arrested in February, 1851. Shadrach was 
placed in confinement in the United States Court-room to 
av.rait his arraignment before the United States Com.'Tiissioner. 
A mob of 1\egroes rescued him and sent him to Canada. But 
sims, another fugitive, was not so fortunate. Fie was tried, 
:: found guilty of deserting his master, and, with a police 
escort of three hundred men, was placed aboard a ship 
i 
I 
!, ,, 
't 
II 
i; 
sailing for Savannah. "That day the funeral bells were 
tolled in Boston."l 
The most important of all the slave cases was that of 
Anthony Burns, in 1854. Previous to the trial involving him 
·---:=:::·::::--:--=~!~~ ==::.=-=··-=·-=-·======--· --- .. -- --· -·------
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Charles Sumner had stirred up quite a bit of controversy in I 
I 
I the Senate concerning the moral and social grounds for being 
li lenient with the struggling race. From this time on there 
seemed to be a weakening of the potency of the Fugitive Slave 1: 
Law and popular sympathy began to be expressed to the ad-
vantage of the slave. 
At one time, when :Lt was thought probable that a couple 
by the name of Crafts, being married by Theodore Parker, 
would be captured and returned to slavery, they were pro-
vided at the wedding ceremony with a Bible and a bovlie knife. 
The former was for the protection of the soul, and the latter 
was equally important in that it was for the protection of 
the body. The couple made haste to sail for England where 
they found safety. 
It is knovm that the above mentioned minister preached 
his sermons with a dravm sword and a pistol lying at hand 
for instant use. It is easily seen that anti-slavery feeling 
was rising rapidly among the educated and influential people 
of the :Sast. 
Burns was arrested on May 24, 1854, in Boston. Inuned-
iately such men as Wendell Phillips, Theodore Parker, Samuel 
Howe, and Thomas V!entworth Higginson came to his assistance. 
1
! 
rl 
During a meeting at Faneuil Hall it ·was the plan of the men 
mentioned to break up the proceedings and rescue the prison-
er. Police, sensing the disturbance, stood on guard within 
locked doors. The men on the outside battered upon the door 
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18 
vrith a heavy joist, and when the_ysucceeded in gaining an 
entrance they were ta..'l(en in hand by the police. During the 
struggle a shot was fired which resulted in the death of 
a marshal's deputy. 
Despite the failure of the attack, it indicated quite 
.. , 
forcibly that clergymen, educators, and philanthropists I 
II 
were taking up the cause of the Negro • 111 
On the Monday immediately following the riot, the Burns I 
trial began. The court-room was guarded within and without 1
1 
with many soldiers and police. Dana, pleading for the de- 'I 
f'ense, pled in vain, for the court eventually decided that 
the slave must be returned to his former ovmer, Mr. Edward 
G. Loring. Protesting this decision the women of Boston 
sent 1~r. Loring thirty pieces of silver. "So much of local 
sympathy went out to the surrendered slave that little was 
left for the officer who administered the law ."1 
The next problem was to remove Burns safely to the ship 
that was to convey to the southern plantation of his serv-
itude. Dr. Bowditch describes the occassion as follows: 
"In full, broad daylight, in the middle of the day, 
in front of the assembled merchant-princes of State 
Street, with a right royal cortege of two companies of 
United States troops, and cannon loaded with grape, and 
all the military of Suffolk County, the poor slave was 
escorted, as vlith royal splendor, to the end of Long 
Wharf. But the splPndor vras entirely within the pro-
cession and not in the surroundings. Shops and offices 
were closed and draped in black. Flags with the Union 
dovm were hung across State Street. Swinging in air, 
near the old State House, was a huge coffin bearing the 
leQ"end 'The funeral of liberty'. Hisses and cries of 
'Shame! Shame!' met the procession throughout its line 
===~==============-·· .-
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[i o:f march. A brother o:f a member o:f the Corps o:f Cadets, :1 , 
:r later a distinguished 9f'f'icer in th~ Civil War, tells :! , 
:i the story that when th~s young sold~er came home at 'r 
' 
" evening he flung himself' dovm and cried like a child 1
1 !1 f'or very sorrow at the part his military duty had forced :: 
/! him to play in that day's vrork. ul /r 
r' With the sentiment already stirred up, it was seen that :! 
!; l' 
I! this would be the last attempt to send fugitive slaves back /! 
I! ,, 
ii :: :::i~m::::::.H::~i:;w:::e~~ar;:: =~r=:i::t~;i::~~: ~~~ 
ri 
J, lodges in Boston and throughout the state f'or the purpose 
I! Ji~_~ 1: of' seizing slave-hunters who would not, even for a consid-
'i II 
!! eration, give freedom to their fugitives. In the event of /i 
ref'usal to release his slave, he was sent f'rom lodge to lodge : 
ii 
I' in the custody of' persons vrho savr to it that his hunt for his 1; 
fugitive should no longer continue. 
il 
1! Of course, this proced- f! 
'I 
ure was virtually kidnapping, but it was condoned by a great /i 
II part of the population. 
Actual participation of Negro forces in the Civil War 
that followed these events was at first f'rovmed upon by the 
lrorth. But because of military reversals at both Vicks-
burg and Fredricksburg it became necessary to receive re-
cruits from some source or another. Finally it was agreed 
that Negroes should be allovred to :fight under 
II 
1, 
II 
I' il 
! 
I 
II 
II 
!I !I - o:f vrhi te officers. 
,, Boston : ·respondE>d to this 
the supervision il p 
:J 
call for col- /, 
1) 
i' 
II 
:I 
:1 ,, 
ored troops by organizing the Fi:fty-:fourth Regiment of 
Massachusetts Infantry under Colonel Robert Gould Shaw. 
That young o:f:ficer had confidence in the men given under his 
========:-:-:= ....... - -. ··--- - -:::_-__ -_--~c·:-_ ----
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arts and sciences o~ fighting, and convinced them of their 
worth and value for this patriotic and moral issue. Amidst 
the cheers of an enthusiastic Boston populace they left the 
city for the field of battle. In their seige o~ Fort Wagner 
these men covered themselves ·with undying glory, and just-
ified all the confidence and faith that had been placed in 
them by their young superior. An historian v~ites of this 
splendid enterprise as follows: 
"But of all the good work in which Governor And-
revr and Mr. Forbes were associated, that which stands 
as the fullest flowering o~ thirty years of anti-
slavery agitation in Boston was the raising of the 
Fifty-fourth Regiment of Massachusetts Infantry, Col-
ored. This was the first of all Negro regiments raised 
in the .Northern States. From the outbreak of the war, 
Governor Andrew had eagerly wished to enlist colored 
troops, but for two years the Vlar Department withheld 
its consent. '!lhen permission was finally granted, it 
became a point of pride with the governor to show 
the country that Massachusetts was ready to give of its 
best to the work. His choice for the Colonelcy fell 
upon young Robert Gould Shaw, an o~ficer of rare power, 
1
1 
who was already winning himself distinction in the 
Second Massachusetts. Turning his back on certain 
advancement there, though doubtful of his ability to 
to command the nevr regiment, he gave himself heart and 
soul to the task. Eis fellow officers were also of I 
gentle birth and breeding and were also strong abolit-
ionists. In the camp at Readville the spr.ing days 
were given over to grounding the black men in the 
elements of soldiery. On !'/Jay 28, they set sail for 
south Carolina. Let Major Henry L. Higginson bring the 
day back to us: 'Can you see those brave men, well-
drilled and disciplined, proud of themselves, proud of ,1 their handsome colonel, (he was only twenty-six years i 
old) and of their gallc~t, earnest young white officers,' 
marching through crowded streets in order to salute ·, 
Governor Andrew, their true friend, standing before the 
state Fouse surrounded by his staff of chosen and faith-
ful aides; then once more marching to the steamer at 
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Battery Wharf' while thousands of' men and women cheere~ c' r~-- '~~--=co' 
them--- the despised race--- as they went :forth to blot 
out with their ovm blood the sin of' a nation? Every 
Negro knew that he ran other and greater risks than 
the soldiers of' the white regiments; and, :further, 
everyone of' those white o:ff'icers knew that at the hands 
of' other white o:fi'icers and superiors he would receive 
severe criticism and condemnation. In less than t·wo 
months the regiment led the attack upon Fort Wagner, 
where the ':fair-haired Northern hero' and nearly half' 
his guard 'of' dusky hue' :fell together and were buried in a common trench."l 
Opposite the main entrance of' the State Eouse in Boston 
there is erected a memorial to this brave regiment and its 
of':ficers.The bronze·: statuary depicts the regiment on the 
march, determination and courage ·showing on the :faces of the 
' 
men vrho so earnestly follow their leader. Beneath this 
. 
bronze·are writtenthese words: 
ROBERT GOULD SHAW. 
Colonel of the Fi:fty-:fourth Regiment of Massachusetts 
Infantry. Born in Boston October X, t'LDCCCXXXVIII. Killed 
while leading the assult on Fort Wagner, South Carolina, 
July XVIII, lv'!DCCCLXIII. 
"Right in the van on the ;r-ed rampart's slippery swell 
With heart that beat a charge he fell foevrard, 
as fits a man; 
But the high soul burns on to light men's feet 
~'There death for noble ends makes dying sweet." 
On the reverse side of the memorial we find this in-
scription: 
TO Tr'E FIFTY-FOURTE REGIMENT OF Iv:ASSACHUSETTS 
INFANTRY. 
The white officers taking life and honor in their hands-~ 
cast in their lot with men of a despised race unproved in 
war-- and risked death as inciters of' servile insurrection 
1. Fowe, DeYlolfe, Boston, the Place and-the People, 
pp. 291-295. 
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if taken prisoners-- besides encountering all the perils 
of camp, march, and battle. 
The black rank and file volunteered when disaster 
clouded the Union cause-- served without pay for eighteen 
months until given that of white troops-- faced threatened 
enslavement if captured-- were brave in action-- patient 
under heavy and dangerous labors-- and cheerful amid hard-
ships and privations. 
Together they gave to the nation and world undying 
proof that Americans of African descent possess the pride, 
courage, and devotion of the patriot soldier. One Fundred 
and Eighty Thousand such Americans enlisted under the flag 
in MDCCCLXIII to MDCCCLXV. 
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NEGRO -~~fAR VB'l'ER.AHS Ii{ Bl\OC!('l10H 
'l'he Negro soldier played an important part in the civil 
v;ar durine; the last few years oi" the Viar. negroes v1ere used 
by both the North and the ~outh in connection with the war. 
~he Confederates used Negroes from the start of the war to 
do the manual vrork. The emnloyment of Negroes as soldiers 
was a pl1 0blem that aroused considerable dispute durine; the 
first years of the Civil ';·Jar. 1l 1he Proclamation of :G.'manci:,)a-
tion changed the status of the Ne~ro so that he became a 
free man. '.l'his fact along vii th the actual need of lar.<J;er 
forces by the North resulted in a federal policy of definite 
enlistment of lie:.::ro troops. IJegroes nere to become non-
conun.issioned men under nhite oi'ficers nho '.:ere experienced 
soldiers. :. car::paic;n f'o:;::> C1c;:::ro volunteer~' \/&c. jJU:ohec1 for-
Union armies. 
'.i.'ho enlistment of lJegrocs as soldlers had several ad-
v antac;e s. It met the neec1 en t 1e IJart of the northern 
!I t::n1 mie s of a ln.rc;ee number of loyal tror;p s. 'rhe for;i:.er 
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slaves, al thouf;h inexperienced in v1arfare, weJ'e valuable for 
doin::: L'1e hard norlc as well as ti1e actual i'igntinr::;. 'l'he en-
listment of' tr1ese colo~eed jnen f'urnishec! a definite job for 
them durin::; the \"Jar. A L:crge number of' :<e··roes tb.at had been 
freed had no v1ork and no nay of earnin.? a li vin>];. The Negroes 
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gained a feelinc; of self resrJect and honor by fighting for 
the nation. The fact that the Negroes fought for the Union 
r~ained for them the respect and aflmiration of the Northern 
people. '1'l1is helr>ed to rrmke secure the freedom 'l<hich they had 
·::ained durin:=; the vmr. ti1e F:reedmans r-:\uren:n nas established 
after the war to take care of these Hegro soldiers and tl1eir 
families. On the other hand, the war caused an increase of 
race consciousness vhich was increased by the participation 
of i·iec;ro troups :i.n be:1alf of the ~1orth. 
'l'he He;;ro troops showed coul~age and ability in their 
conduct during the vvar. 'l1here were four ma_i OJ' ene;ae;ement s 
where the Negro troops distinquished themselves. These ~ere 
at l'ort ~ludson, Fort rillow, F'ort; ~.'L~:sner, and ?etersburG. 
The respect of the officers for the loyalty and ctevotion of 
these troops is shown by the following accounts, t~e first 
from the New York Times of 18ci3. 
il r.:ren:eral D':"Jlc;ht, at least, must have ll.ad the idea not 
onl- tuat they (t~e Negro troops) were men, but sornethins 
more tb.an wen, from the terrific test to nhich he nut their 
valor.-- their colo~·s are torn to pieces by shot, and lit-
erall,y bes<:Htbered by blood and orains. ·' 
1l'.ne :.:as.sachusetts of Uegroes distinouished it-
/or oravery under General Shaw. 
flOn ,June G tho Ne~:roes again distinquishod them-
' elves and ·eon friends by their braver·y at i':tlliken' s 
Bend. 'rhe Fifty-i'onrth I:assac1msetts, cor11rnanded b:v 
Robert -::+oulcl :3havr, was conspicuous in the attempt to 
take For~ ~~~ner, on ~orris Island near Charleston, July 
1.:;, lt-3o3. 1i'he regiment had marched tYro cla;r s anci tv1o · 
il 
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11i;7 ht s throu::;h <'lVJam~) s ancl clrenchLlt=; rains in order to be 
in···tLr1e i'or the assault. In the en.sagement nearly all t.he ;1 
of fie ers of the regir1cnt "c·:er>e killed, aJr10l1{~ t tleEJ Colonel Sewn. 
1. Bra~ley,B.; A Social History of thG funerican Nerro, 
~·)a[_Se 2t~~,//. 
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'l'v10 Brockton Hesroes fousht in the Ci·vil './ar. 'I'he s e 
men v1ere Lemuel Ashport and Lonis Simpson. :'r. Simp son en-
listed in Company G of the Fifty-fourth reciment in 13ti1. 
ji 
,I 
'I 
I 
=·lis entnusiasm for right never ceased, and his tireless ei'fort;.l 
in behalf' of good ci tizensh:i.p v10n nlm hicsh respect. A short 
sketcll. of ~.:r. Ashport portrays his career c'•uring the Yiar. 
,; It VIas sometime in 1840 th.at one of the first 
Hegro families settled in vThat is nov1 lmovm as Grockcon, 
··.assachusetts. 'I'he father of this f~::u!'ily vras Forah 
Ashport. One of his three sons, Lemuel, enlist eel E".t 
the outbreak of the Civil ~ar under the leadership of 
Charles F. Cabot. ~hen that officer was killed, Lenrual 
accompanrued the body back to Boston. He then entered 
the famous Fifty-fourth Regiment under the direction of 
Robert Gould Shaw and was in every engagement in vrhich 
that regDnent participated. At the end of the war he 
0as discharged upon his arrival at Galloupes Island, 
Boston, on 'Je:9tmnber 1, 1865. He reenlisted for a term 
of three years v1ith the 'l';·:enty-fiftll S. •. Ee0;ulars, and, 
at tne exoiration or' l.1i.s term, received honorable ciis-
chargeat Fort CJa rl:;:e, ·.L'exas. 'i'he succeeding October he 
was appointed to a position on the New Orleans Police 
Force by General Sheridan. Ee r'emained the:r'e I'or bro 
years, then returned to Brockton.~~ 
f)uring 'c:i:1e Spanish-!-Di~erican ~:~~r, there -..rere four 
regiments of :L·fegro soldiers in the ~egular army. 'i.'hese 
v;ere the tYJenty-fourth Infantry, the 'l'vienty-fifth Infantry, 
the 'l'p/;'flf,y Nintn Cavalry and the '11enth Cavalry. :.'any Negroes 
enlisted in the volunteer service and formed some regiments 
conmmnded entirely by Necro officers. 1hc Ne~ro re~iments 
saw active service and fought bravely. 
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11
'l'he very first re::r;ii;ent. ordered to the front v;hen 
the vmr broke out vras the '.I'nenty-fourth Infantry; and 
Negro troops were conspicuous in the fi~htin~ around 
~antiago. They figured in a brilliant ~harg~ at Las 
(luasimas on Juno 24, --the l:<'irst Volunt ee1, C2. valry ( 
Colonel Hoosevelt 1 s i 1.Roue;h Hirl.er.s 11 ) was :.·>racticalJ.y 
saved from annihilation by the gallant vJOrk of the men 
of the 'ronth cavalry. 11 
'.I'ne folloviing comment was made by the ''Heview or Reviens 11 
1n an editorial at the time of the war. 
''One of the most gratifyinp; incidents of the 
0panish ·::ar has been the entnusiasm tilat the colol,ed 
regiments of the regular army have aroused throughout 
the wt1.ole country. 'l1 heir fighting at ;.:;antiat;o was ma?-
nificent. The Negro soldiers showed excellent discipline 
the highest qualities of personal bravery, very superior 
pnysical endurance, unfailing sood temper-, nnd the most 
gene:eous disposition to·,-;ard all comrades in armD, v:hethcr 
wHite or black. Roosevelt's Rough Riders have come 
back singing the praises of' the coloPed troops. There 
is not a disenting voice in the chorus of praise.----
Een who can fig·ht for• their countr~: as did t:-nese colored 
troops O).lght to have their full share of' gratitude and 
honor. 11 .:: 
There were two Negro volunteers from Brockton in the 
0panish-American vmr. 'l'hene men vrere ~:r. Jacob H. C}oin[';s 
and ,,illiam Allen vuo served in COli1}Jan~/ L of the Sixtp. 
~:assachusetts Infantry. Each served for more than a year 
and partie ipated in some of the major skirwi :3hes around 
Porto Rico. •rney helped invade the island and as~Jisted in 
the battles of l-'ounce, Arisbo, and Yauco. 
·:,OHLD '~··'AR VE'l'EHAHS. 
In the '.Iorld ·;:ar, the i·Je~roes furnisheci 40 1 ,000 men 
of' w.i.1.ich number half of them actuall~.r v1ere enr_,;ac:ed in 
service in France. negro men also served in all branches 
====#=================----
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Brawley, 13.: ~_.Soc~~l Jistory of the American N~~ 
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of the army, A special camp v1as formed, Camp :oodge, for the 
trainine; of Negro officers. ·rhis camp trained le:;Oc men v1ho 
received comrissions. ~i1e Secretary or· \Var had a Negro, 
i.Ir. Scott, as a special reprcsentati ve and assistant. l·Ier;ro 
nurses served in the tlOsnitals. ·There were Negro Y.::.c.A. 
secretaries and chaplains. ~he Negro race contributed their 
share to the support of' the army aho in their occupations I 
and by contributing loyally to the Liberty 3onds and Red Cross. 
NeE;ro troops uere cited for bravery in many engagements and-
made as fine a record as in past wars. Several regiments 
hi:::;her comrnand. :I 
Race discrimination continued here in the United States 
in spite of the noble sacrifices and loyalty of' the J.<e13ro 
regiments in the Tiar. ~he war tended to intensify t~1e an-
tagonism a~ainst the ~esro in the South. lhe Ne~ro did not 
receive due credit for his services in the vrar. 'j_'he movin1::; 
nictures of the war did not give the Ee[(l'O any Dart in its 
list of honorable forces. Ne13roes were the victims of small 
discrimination in the service v.rhich inc1•eased ti1eir hardsl1i·o 
in the ~ar. The result of the wcr was to intensify t~e 
feeling of bitterness betnecn the l':ec;ro and the '.mite people. 
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On a percentage basis, the Heero race in Brockton con-
tributed more than their share of soldiers and sailors to the 
Gl'eat ,,ar of lDl?. 
l
1
he ~first one to fall victim to the shells 
of t~1e enemy v1as Oleanis .iilliam Burton. 
·1'he quotation 
below was taken from a book dedicated to Brockton war heroes 
v1ho lost their lives in service. 
:'Orleanis ~.illiam bu.rton, pY'i V~ite of Co::1pany .:c;, 
:so? InLntr;y-, •:ms born in Boyton, Va. ~Tul;:r ~:o, 1,:9~]. 
He v>~as the son of L:iaj:mel and Anna Price Surton, nor: oi' 16~? Crescent i:5treet, ~:rockton. 
He cane to 'Jroclcton I:ovember >0, 190;) and Vi.:Js 
err::rJloyed in the textile mills at Lav:reilce later. '.'e 
·was mar1,ied to :~lizarJeth I-lal1 -- :Ie v:as a :mmmbe1' of the 
Lincoln Con~:ree;ational Church o:f Brockton. ue died 
July 8,, l918,.a~d.is said to hav~ ~een the first colored 
man to nave clled ln th" service ... 
Although many Negroes fought in the front line trenches 
in the war, Burton was the only one to die in action.-
~wo were gassed and died monthc later, ar·ter returnin~ home 
to Brockton. 
r·iorris Gale of the clO::th Ini'antr.'r l,endered 
efficient services durin3 the ~orld :~ar but ~as sassed and 
cUed shortly ai'ter returnin~~ home. 
,Julian Younr;, oi' the 
8C:?tl1 Infantry and :.illiam Allen, of t.tle I·~nr};inee,,s fought 
ln many eng;agement s but returned home safely. 
,'Jeor~~e Ciabrouel had ex:)eriences v:hieh are typical of' 
those w~1ich the Brockton Ne~roes underTient durin; the 
,aar·. Guorouel vms drafted in l'Jl8 and Vlus sent to Cal::p 
Devens for trainin~. After thirt~r- eic;l.1t cia::'s oi' cam~~ t:Pain-
in:-~ he Vias at the front, neGr the GGrman border. 
mernbe:L, of Company ~.l., i30'7t1l 1nf<:utr:v. 
:liE: term of service 
v.-as eleven months viit[l thrillin experiences. 
One clay, after 
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a twenty-three mile hike, having had for their rations one 
canteen of water and a very small portion of food,. they 
entered what is knovm as Death Valley. One colored regiment 
had been entirely wiped out there and the company of which 
I/r. Gabrouel ·was a member had been sent to take its place. 
Shots and shells were continually vrhizzing over their heads, 
a bombardment v:hich continued for sixter:n days. 
Mr. Gabrouel participated in the Eeuse Argonne battle. 
Fe vms never wounded or gassed, but he had w.ny narrovr 
escapes. Fe relates an incident in which he had been talk-
ing v;ith a group of men and, immediately a:fter leaving them, 
a shell burst in their midst, wounding seriously the very 
person wi~h whom he himself had but only a moment before 
conversed. On another occassion one of' the men of' his 
company was carrying a shell. It exploded, beheading the 
one vrho had held it. This took place after the ·war vrhen 
Corporal Gabruoel and his men were given the task of des-
troying German ammunition found stored o~ French soil. There 
·were many tons of these large shells which had been brought 
into France. Many of them had been timed to explode at some 
time in the fUture. This, of course, made them very danger-
ous to handle. Their presence constituted a constant danger 
and Gabrouel and his men emptied their contents by attach-
ing fuses and applying the necessary ignition. 
rJ:r. Gabrouel had tvro brothers in the service, one of' 
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whom was gassed an:_' i.;oundcd nine times. Ee recovered :from 
the l'tounds, but in 1925, he succumbed as a result of the 
gas. Fis gassing V!as of such nature that the drinking of' 
water poisoned him. tTust a small amount of' water vwuld 
turn his skin as yc1lovr as zold. For seven years he sur- 11 
vived on the ice-cream that the doctor recommended. I 
Er. Gabroue1, although made a corporal in France, spoke 'j 
about vrar as being a 'hell on earth'. r:le have reason to 
believe that many of the hardships he suffered have never 
been uttered. For a time he i-vas reported in Brockton as 
being among the missing. It vras at that time that his 
wife v:as confined after the manner of' •aomen, expecting her 
first-born. She travailed, and brought forth tv1ins. These 
home conditions added to the worries of r.:r. Gabrouel and it 
is said that the year he spent 'in hell' has aged him con-
siderably. 
Frank R. Smith was born in Boston. He enlisted in the 
army in 1911 and v:as sent to Camp ·Allen,, Vermont, for 
training. There hE> remained for two years and eight months. 
Ee was enrolled in the Tenth Cavalry of' Company K. In 
1913 Villa and his men v.rere causing trouble on the lJexican 
Border, and Fr. Smith VJSS sent there to help maintain the 
peace. Subsequently, in 1914,he received his discharge 
from Fort Fichuga, Arizona. From there he came to Brock-
ton ~·!here he resided until 1916. During this time work 
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was anything but plentiful, and, desiring further travels, 
he enlisted in the Havy. This enlistment took place Feb-
ruary 15, 1916. !.~r. Smith was fi:rst sent to Norfolk, Va. 
where he cruised up and dovm the Atlantic. Visits v1ere 
made to Hexico and Cuba, from v1hich place they were order-
ed back to the United States at the beginning t¢ of 
u. s. participation in the ~!lorld War. J,'ir. Smith's new 
task vras to serve as an escort, pilo~ing ships to Eng-
land and France. His ship was fired upon many times by 
submarines, but no disasters occurred. He ·was aboard the 
battle-ship "Tacoma'' when it vras sinking just off the coast 
.. 
of Vera Cruz. 1~ost of the men were rescued; only about 
tvrelve or fifteen perished as the ship ·went dovm. 
Mr. Smith spent eighteen years in the .r.ra~J, _and during 
that time he saw a great deal of the world. Ee has ser-
ved on over a hundred-and-fifty different vessels. Eis 
active naval service ceased July 3, 1933. He is now a 
member of the reserves, and also a member of the American 
Legion Post 35 of Brockton. 
The author of this thesis does not wish to show 
partiality, but space will not permit a biographical 
. sketch of each Brockton Negro who participated in the 
World ~:Jar. Some of liTr. George Gabruoel' s experiences have 
been recorded, and as a number of men from Brockton ser-
ved in his Company, their experiences were parallel. 
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BUSINESS 11EN IN BROCKTON. 
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It seems quite impossible to ascertain any ae!·inite 1·acts:1 
Negroes whoj 
1 have been interviewed do not seem disposed to advance any in-
1 
f'ormat ion which is concrete. They a.o not want. to admit that. 
race prejudice exists 1n Brockton. They seem to have a race I 
consciousness rather than an individual outlook on the problem 
as to race discrimination in business a.eal1ngs. 
I 
They t·eel that. the.:.t>lack man is not getting a square deal, but.ll 
they hesitate to place speciric blame on any person or busines~ 
concern. The white man is quite prone to talk about himself d 
and his business affiliations. It he is not getting a square Ill 
I deal in the business world he is quite willing tb.at all or his I 
I 
f'riends and associates know about it. .Nov; perhaps the Negroes I 
I' 
discuss these more personal business problems among their own I 
kind, but their prudence is proround 1n the presence or othersJ 
I! 
Tney 
I ii Possibly rear dominates them to the extent or carerulness. 
I, 
1: might have been skeptical o1· the 1nqu1si tor, thinking that. 
if II 
i' 
!: 
II 
II 
their words might reach the ears or their employers. 
On the other hana., white employers were int.erviewea as to 11l 
'I 
their general attitude and practice regarding colored labor~ lj 
11 .All test11'ied that blacks and whites were treated alike, no 
I! 
I! 
li 
! ~ ,, 
:! partiality being shown• The criterion which served as a basis! 
1: or judgment was e1'1'iciency. 
li ·Regardless o1· the ract that the Brockton colored man will 
:j 
II not admit race preJudice, and the white employer d.enies that 
:i 
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rerent conclusions. Realizing that the Negroes are rar in II 
the minority, yet on a proportional basis, they should nave a j 
better showing. In considering over one hundred years o:r 
II 
Brockton's history, only 1·ive colored men nave attained. t.o disjT 
tinct business positions; a mall carrier, two policemen, anoto+ 
I 
er e real estate man, and the last an executive 1n a shOe ~ 
company is not a large percentage in the 1·ield o1· achievement.! 
or these five, only three carried on their business activities j 
in the city itselr. It is true that a rew girls have been 
given opportunities ror practice teaching, but that was only 
ror a short cturation or time. In orcter to obtain permanent 
. 
positions they had to seek elsewhere. A :rew girls nave been 
employed as stenographers, but only for short period.s or time.l 
Likewise, there have been a rew barbers and garage men, a plum~~· 
ber; a carpenter, and a raw store keepers. Also some have 
I 
succeeded in the pressing and dyeing business. The barbers, \ 
\ 
•I 
as a rule, did not survive long, usually closing shop arter 
only two or three years or operation; the garage men soon ,, 
!'ound their business unpro!·itable; and everyone of the store II 
I! keepers has tailed at least once. There are two grocery stores 
!I 
II and a fruit and vegetable store in operation at the present 
time, but it has been a hard struggle ror them to cope with 
the keen competition or their white neighbors. 
Yet, this group represents the highest business achieve• 
ments o1· the colored race in Brockton. All others or the past 
I' 
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century !"all in the category o:r common laborers. Only one 
stands out :rrom the crowd because o:r business success. He is 
He came :rrom Virginia as a very poor boy, 
worked ror a time as porter on a train, ana then as Jani»or 
in the y. M. c. A• He was encouraged to buy an apartment 
house and finally secured money enough to make a down payment.,!. 
I 
This started him on a conquest for property and launched him I 
on his career as a dealer in real estate. In 1912 his business 
had grown until he was devoting !"ull time to it ana. tound it II 
necessary to rent an o!"fice in which to do busine as • Toaay hi~ 
business activities are divided between two clties - New ~ork I 
' 
and Brockton. It is said that now he has in his name over two 
I: 
rl million dollars worth of property. 
II !, 
;j 
II 
11 
Brockton is an industrial city with many shoe ractories, 
II yet only a comparative few Negroes have ever been employed stead.• 
!I 
1ly 1n any of' these factories. All o1· these concerns have had~i 
:: at some time in their history, colored men 1n their employ and II 
, II 
ij 
,: 
I; 
I 
r, 
,, 
I! 
!. 
i: 
'i 
:i 
most of them have a tew even now. But only one colored man or lJ 
!1 
the number employed in tha past and present has ever arisen to 1\ 
an executive position. The man to whom I rerer is Mr. Edward I 
Malery who has ror years worked ror the Douglas company as an 
adjuster or claims • All or the other employees 
inary laborers, many or them working day by day 
have been ord- I 
I, 
at piece work. I! 
I. 
Brockton is a city or apprA>ximately sixty-rive thousand 
! 
~: 
i; people, and yet in the entire city there 1s not one college 
il li trained Hegro man or woman employed. Those who graduate I'rom 
i-
t 
i: 
! colleges f_incLit_advantageou_s _tq=-:t~~~-E~)~_ves. to depart for other 
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,,i' r! people by becoming physicians. 
the country. Two Brockton boys have honored the1r:1 
I 
These are Dr. Jones and Dr. 
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Harris who have established their practices in New York and 
Brooklyn. One girl who graduated rrom Boston University and 
took graduate work at Columbia 1s now a missionary 1n Arrica. 
I 
I A tew or the girls who have been trained in Normal Schools arel 
teaching in the south, but the greater number or college young· 
1·olk are located in New York or vicinity. 
We again ask the question: Is Brockton treating its 
colored population without prejudice? Our conclusions are 
that. the evidence is none too strong in its derense. 
The labor situation has never been acute in Brobton~ 
On the average, the colored !:!1.?...'1 has had an equal chance with 
others. For the past five years work has been none ~ou 
I 
II 
I 
I 
p l ent.iful for workers of any race, regardless of locality. 
Some Negr oes have been forced to resort to charity, but. they \; 
do not stand alone in this predicament. The majority of the 
NegU'..'Qes have work of some sort---at least one member of the 
family is usually a wage- earner. This is not the best that 
might be hop ed for, but it saves the family the embarrassment 
of accep ting p ublic relief. Most of the middle-aged men 
have employment of some kind, for they have established thenr 
selves in previous years. The big P roblem faces· the Young 
Peop le just out of High School who find it impossible to get . 
a job. Thi_s ap p lies equally to Caucasians and Negroes. 
I' I! 
[i 
li 
'I 
li, 
d 
' 
1: 
;, Most of the jobs that are obtained are but part time 
I! 
, ~----------~----l~---affairs.-~Thus---the-problem-of:::-how_~to-:::us-e:::-leisure time is not. 
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an inconsidernble one. Ylhat shall young people do with · .. 
t,heir excess energy? Possibly, in time, var_ious ci_ties vlill 
launch projects v1herin vrood ViOrkers and mechanics can 
v;ork out and perfect their ideas. This will stimulate in-
itiative 2~d make for creativity. 
Until the spring of 1932, the only union among the 
shoe ·workers in Brockton V!as the 11 Boot and Shoe-" factory ..L 
union. The union was in the saddle and it was impossible to 
force it to dismount. They had the agreement with shoe 
companies that workers were to be given no rights that vrould 
conflict in any v:a:y v-rith those of the union. One of the 
requirements vras that a.ll workers be members of that union. 
Anyone who refused to become· a member was to be released i'rom 
the employment lists. 
The union, in return, gave the men some compensatiol1_, 
for the money that was exacted from them. Small insurance 
''TaS given in case of sickness or accident, and some aid vms 
given in the event of death. In spite of this the vrorkers 
became dissatisfied, and determined to break v!ith the union. 
They made the attempt and w·ere successful. 
Revolt against the union was interpreted as rebellion 
against the industr'J. All the employees were releas~d, and 
other workers imported. Of course many riots ensued. 
The Douglas Company was so crippled that it cib.uld hard-
ly operate. It attempted to continue as before but was so 
handicC~.pped that it had to resort to arbitration ,·.rith former 
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workers. A nevr labor union, ·which is still functioning, was 
organized. It is a local affair, and is knovm as the 
"Brotherhood Union". 
The colored laborers in Brockton have never been strong 
enough in any particular field of labor to maintain a 
separate. union. In all cases the Negroes have paid their 
dues and have been regular members. Butthe unions have not 
greatly concerned the Brockton :Negro. 
Until a fevr months ago, one of the requirements for 
working in the ~hoe industry was membership in the "Boo_t 
and Shoe Union". The union had an agreement that anyone 
becoming employed in one of the factories vms automatically 
a member. A small initiation fee vms charged and dues vrere 
regularly collected. 
The ·workers became dissatisfied and objected to the 
payment of dues. They felt that adE!,quate benefits were not 
forthcoming.· ~,'Then the vrorkers finally refused to pa:r.' the 
companies were in a great dilemmai. The "Boot and Sbae11 
union objected to the use of' their stan~ on the product of 
such a company. It vm.s deemed unwise by the company to dis-
charge all its men, and the union had no power to force it 
to do so. 
The results v:ere that the men continued to work as non-
members of the union. The companies continue to function 
vJithout the use of thl? union stamp. As to the advantages of 
the nevr union formed by the men themselves, it is not no\·r 
38 
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1! pos.sible to say. The new organization has not functioned 
I. 
li 
. 
,. 
I 
. I 
-:-P \-
long enough. I 
The Brocton Negroes have never been active in labor 
disturbances. In most instances, they are held in high es-
teem by their employers, and are considered very dep endable . 
They do their tasks without grumbling, and try to fit them-
selves into the organizations of both the companies and the 
workers. 
Albert Buslmell Hart has this to say of the "Boot and 
Shoe" union: 
"In one noteworthy instance the union even fought, 
in behalf of the employers, an outlaw strike against 
certain workers who had violated their agreement and 
~one on strike. This was in 1924 at Brockton, where the 
Boot and Shoe" union long remained dominant. The 
union emerged victorious in this encounter and demon-
strated to the employers that when the union made an 
agreement it was able to enforee it upon its own mem-
bers. Following the disintegration of the "Amalgamated" 
in the shoe cities north of Boston, the "Boot and Shoe" 
workers stepped in; and at present they are rap idly 
aiding in restoring the prestige of such cities as Lynn 
and Haverhill that for a few years after the World War 
suffered severely from internal labor troubles." 
Although the Brockton Negro has not been given a chance 
to distinguish himself in an executive ·way, he has neverthe-
less forged ahead, and made a good showing as a citizen. The 
I 
majority of the Negroes ovm their own homes, or in the proces ~ 
of purchasing them. These homes are not in any one section, I 
I 
I but are scattered throughout the city. Some of these homes are 
II of the finest kind, and are located in the best dwelling 
quarters of Brockton. These homes are also modernly equipped 
and well furn ished for ideal living conditions. NOt ali 
I 
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: ever are so well !'avo red, as many are 1'orced to rent, and ac cep~ f 
-t 
'· : I It 
conditions as ori'ered them. The ren~ing problem is no~ hea~ly ' 
as acute now, as 1 t was a rew years ago, ·when houses were more 
in demand. Then too, the Negroes in Brockton have an advantage 
over the Negroes or many other cities, due to thelr 1\:lndrea 
1: rrlend, I.Ir. watt Terry. I.lr. Terry is a Real Estate ma.'1, ana has 
II 
I' 
under his charge a great number or homes; thus he CM give to 
hio race their choice. 
As it has been stated., ti1e most or· the Nesroes have no~ 
I :i risen above the leve 1 or common wor1m1en; consequently, some may 1 
II II 
1i 'i'londer hoil tbey Iilanase their paY'lllents on a ho:ne. The a.l1sWer 
: ~ I ; 
,: ls not hard y;hen i7e ta1:e into conalderation the ra::r,ily as a uni~. 
The Yli!'e worl:s, as 17ell as the hus0&.nct, and the cl1ilctren also II 
ir tl1oro 1s any po::;siblc chance. Often tne 17iic maxos n:r :noro 
li money than hor i1'..lS0c.nd, d<..ie -'uo tile "'u;)rpe o:r nork she is able to 
!! I: secure. st1e r;,:__y ::er7e ~.s :u.aid in co1:1e ·.;;:;alt(ly [w:;:.::, D.i-:.C. al-
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C hilc.ren ;;~others 11orl: so ern 
.Alti.lOL.ti;)l 
they do not ho..vo tl:e cloco supc;rvlsion o.t· parents, ttoy orton 
associate theil1SO lve S with childrsn ~Lill cto, elK!. a::J a rc cult 
pro!'l t by their environ;nont. I1' 
! either have oct a. jobs to pc r:t'or;;r, 
! 
tl::.c;y o.ro o:· :JC1lool ase, ti·:.ey 
time, never has troubled the colored generations or the past. 
Their daily routine or lire l~:ept them busily eng2..gea, so that 
they did not hc,ve tim.e to 1·rorry about recreation. Nor/ t,he situa·
1 
1 tion has changed, and what to do with one 1 s time is a problem. 
I I 
I 
I 
Thls is a opecial concern I·or many youn5 people toaay, bot~ 
I ror colore c. an c. Tihi to, regarale ss oi· the c 1 ty in ·which they awe ~1. 
I i! 
It not only applies to the young, but people or all ages are 
wondering 1.hat next they C2.ll ao to amuse themselves. 1Jovies 
ana other amusement places imve capi talizea on this de sire, but 
since the people who he,ve the most time, have the least money, 
these capitalistic concerns can not minister to their needs. 
Brockton, along with other' cities, has realizea this, ana to 
cope with it has laid out lal'ge sums o!· money on public ·:;orks, 
such as parlm and play grounas. 
In addition to sitting in the park, ana playing ball or 
gol!', what do the Negroes in Brockton ao with their surplus 
i! I! 
!i 
i 
lj 
i 
time? The various activities o!' the Lincoln and lJ:essiah churches 
solve ror many the leisuue time problem. soclal events hc:tve to 
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be planned., and have to be attended. and. this tal\:es tlme. As 
the Brockton N,;:;gDoes are socially minaod., either one or the 
other of the Churches manages to have comcthing going on most 
I 
:or the time. For a larger perspective on hm7 leisure time is 
absorbed., read the ensuing chapters on Lodges, Clubs and. Music. 
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v. 
EDUCATION AND THE E3.0CKTOH NEGHO. 
~!le have already witnessed some of' the movements for 
better ad.justments for education in Boston. We have obser-
ved some of' the problems incidental to both the schools in 
vrhich the students learned together and those systems in 
which they were separated according to race. We have been 1! 
impressed with the liberality of' the Boston school trustees 
in granting to the colored folk their ·wishes. First, the 
negro asked for separate schools; then he wished his child-
ren to attend the regular schools established principally 
for v1hite children. All these desires \'!ere granted, ~ot, 
however, \'rithout much debate, conflict, and wrangling_ •. 
In Brockton, the issue has never been forced. Never 
has there been any serious contention. The :t-regro has never 
sought separate schools for his race, but has been quite 
content to allo·w the children of' his race to mingle with 
those of' white people in the public schools. Ee has been 
given a square deal by the Brockton School Board, and the 
white students enjoy no privilege or consideration that is 
not shared by his colored class-mates. There is no record 
that the Negro students were ever discriminated against by 
teachers or superintendents. 
Communication with the present Fead If:aster of' the 
Brockton schools reveals that the colored children do not 
constitute the problem that is often attributed them. Yle 
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qoote from the Head ILaster' s letter of' F·ilarch 4., 1935: 
11 1 do not feel that :negro pupils are any more of' 
a problem to us than white children. · They mix ·with 
other pupils :freely, have no particular interests -
as to studies, do not as a rule prepare f'or college, 
engage in sports, and seem to have no great interest in music." 
The :first Negro to graduate from the Brockton Eigh 
School v;as Edward Iilallery. He received his diploma in 
1903. Miss Pearl Ashport, youngest daughter o:f Lemuel 
Ashport, graduated from the same institution in 1907. 
Miss r.Tary Pearvis was graduated at about the same time. 
Of course, the number of' Negro graduates has increased 
greatly in recent years. 
As is the case with ·v.rhite students also, many Negro 
boys and girls do not complete their High School courses. 
Several of the Brockton graduates, however, have been very 
diligent in pursuing higher education and not a few of' them 
have become enrolled in colleges, universities, and 
Normal Schools. An attempt has been made to secure a com-
plete list of' such students. If any have been omitted, 
we vrish to assure the reader that it has not been done in-
tentionally. From information available the following 
roll has been compiled: 
r,~rs. I1~ary l':ilson, nee Reavis, Bridgewater normal, 
graduated in 1910. No·w married. · · 
Paul Lincoln Jones, Tufts T!:edical College, 1927, 
surgeon in Earlem hospital, New York. 
Chester E. Harris, Tufts r:~edical College, 1927, 
practicing physician in :New Kensington, Pa. 
I.·Tyrtle E. Harris, Bridge1Nater Normal, B.S. 1924, 
novr teaching. 
======#=========================-~~~-···•--..-, __ 
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Arthur Royster, Syracuse University, A.B. 1929, teacher. 
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Ruth Royster, City Colleee, Washington, 1931, in school. 
Edna Royster, Bridgewater Rormal, 1931, in school.-
Lester Bryant, Syracuse University, 1927, undertaker. 
Wallace Terry, Eortheastern University Law School, 
1927, real estate, N"ew York. · 
Carrie Eilliard, Temple University, 1927. N"ew York 
University, 1930, National Recreation School, 
1934. Teaching in Eoreton, N. J. - · 
Alta Jones, S.R.E., Boston University, New York un·iv-
ersity, 1930., B.A., M.A. Missionary in Africa. 
Zilpha Mapp, Bridgewater Normal, 1931, In school~ _ 
Thomas Bradford Eilliard, attending :rrevr York Uni'~er-
sity. 
Elyse Hilliard, Secretary Urban League, :r-Tew York. 
Raymond Turner, Boston University, B.s., Electrician. 
Mildred Turner, Boston University, B.s., Secreta!':( 
High School, Brooklyn. 
Lloyd Turner, Boston University, B.A., Social Service 
in BroQklyn, 1934. -
Hattie Edv-rards, Nurse in New England Hospital f'or · · 
Vlomen in Boston, served in France, married Eon. 
William Reid of' Boston in +934. 
These young people have continued their education, in 
many cases, because some outstanding_individual has broug?t 
influence to bear upon them to do so. A brief' biographical 
sketch of' each of' several leading Brockton citizens who 
w·ere interested in higher education of the Negro follows. 
Rev. Allan Hudson, for many years pastor of the First 
Congregational Church in i5~it¢n Brockton, vias. deeply inter-
ested in the education of members of his race. He spoke on 
several occassions before the students of Eovmrd University 
in V.Jashington, D.C. In 1904 that institution conferred 
upon him the degree of Doctor of Divinity. Also, that in-
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56 
stitution made him a trustee. 
the school and held that position until his death in 1915. 
Reverend J. Stanley Durkee, Ph. D., for several years 
. . 
pastor of the South Congregational Church in Brockton~ . 
succeeded Dr. Eudson as president of Howard University. 
Be remained in that position until early in 1927. 
Another Brockton minister Vlho became deeply interested 
., 
in educating the colored people was Reverend Pitt Dil~i!lg: lj 
ham. Ee was for several years the pastor of Unity Church. 
Later, he was identified with collegiate education among 
the Negroes of' the South. 
Reverend Charles r ..r. Melden, several years pastor of 
the Central M.E.Church of Brockton, was in later years 
. . 
president of a colored university in the South. 
The first church organized among the colored people in 
Brockton had as its organizer its first pastor, Rever~n~ _ 
Sebastian D. Turner. Fe remained in Brockton until he went 
into the army as a cha.plain. Ee was induced to remain in 
the service after the vrar. 
One of the conspicuously successfUl colored men of' 
the Brockton Church is 1Natt Terry, once janitor of the 
y .1:.c .A. and of some of the apartment buildings in the city. 
Fe took up real estate and at one time controlled a great 
dee~ of Brockton property. He is on recond as h~ving. b.een 
one of' the largest property ovmers in the country. Later, 
he changed his base of operations to 1-Tevr York where his-
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convictions. 
Reverend Benjamin Bravrley was one of the strongest 
advocates for Negro education that Brockton ever had. Be-
fore taking up his duties as pastor of the J,:essiah Baptist 
church he had been engaged in literary v,rork in Cambri_dge. 
He v;as a former instructor and professor_ of English, and 
later deem, of 1~Zorehouse College, Atlanta, Ga. 
1.Tr. Brawley was born in Columbia, S.C. April 22, 1882. 
When but nineteen years old he received his A.B. from 
r.:orehouse college. He also came into possession of degrees 
from University of Chicago and Harvard. He continued. his 
study in the Boston School of Expression and the Divinity 
and Graduate Schools of the University of Chicago. From 
1910 to 1912 he was professor of English in Howard Univer-
s:i,ty of i'/ashington, D. C. He taught three swmners at 
Ep..mpton Institute and in 1919 and 1920 he was president of 
the Association of Colleges for Negro Youths. 
Reverend Brawley has vrritten many books, most of 
which are of a distinctly educational nature. 
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VI. 
RELIGION Aim· TIE BROCKTON NEGRO. 
According to the "Bro~kton Enterprise" Eegro church 
history dates back to 1800. Fere we see r.':r. Easton and his 
men attending a religious service in a colonial meeting 
house in search of spiritual refreshment. The sexton mis-
took their zeal for disorderly conduct, as the following 
clipping from the "Enterprise" indicates: 
"The story has been told, ·and is alleged to be· 
true, that on one occassion I'.Tr. Easton took the· boys 
to church. During the· meeting there v·ere frequent 
shouts of 'Fallelujah' • The sexton objected, and 
asked what they meant by such procedure. They replied 
by saying 'We are all getting religion.' The sext·on 
requested that they leave,saying that the church·was no 
place for such actions. I;e ordered their arrest.~' 
Later in Brockton's history, when colored people. ~rere 
more plentiful, some deacons and pew-owners were disturbed 
by the visits of their ebony brothers. 
"In the eEtrly records of this first church in 
}.Torth Rridgevrater (now Brockton) it is recorded under 
the date of Itarch 19, 1787, 'Voted to build a porch; · 
provided it can be done without expense to the parish, 
and also to put seats in the porch and belfry for the 
lTegroes, and all the room where the stairs and Negro 
pev{s novr are'. Evidently there ·was some resentment on 
the part of the colored people at being expected-to 
occupy a loft especially set apart for their use. ·There 
is a letter dated August 4, 1800: 'To ·see what measures 
the parish vrill take to prevent the blacks from occupy-
in;:- the seats appropriated to the use of v:hite people; 
so~as to prevent any disturbance in the time of public 
worship'. 
At one of the meetings it was voted 'that the side 
galleries and th~ seats in the body of.the meetin[J 
house be approprJ.ated to the use of vrlu te people, and the :l 
seats in the porch above to the use of the black'. 
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Whether the desires of this vote vrer·e ·carried· out 
or not we do not know. There vms no controversv 'north 
mentioning, ho·wever, for sixteen years. In December,·· · 
1216, it was 'voted that the people of color may occupy 
the t·wo back seats in the VTest Gallery of our meeting 
house, and no others, or that they may have ground for 
one pew in the northv:est corner of the gallery, ahd · 
ground for another pew in the northeast gallery, e.s they 
choose, and that the parish clerk serve the people of 
color v:i th e. copy of this vote'. 
This v;as the most likely factor that led to the found-
ing of the colored churches. This vms· not the only reason, 
however. No doubt, the temperaments of the two races ·were 
so different that separc>.te churches v1ere desired by both 
the white people and the :l'regroes. In some instances, Negroes 
belonged to white churches and there is no evidence that 
racial discrimination of any kind was manifested. Just 
prior to 1897 it was recorded that the Terry girls, and 
several others were members of the I;:ethodist Episcopal 
organization. But due to difference in temperament, it 
soon became advisable to establish separate groups for the 
purposes of v10rship. 
Early in the year 1897, Reverend Turner came to Brock-
ton and called the Negro people together in the interests 
of founding a church of their ovm. He vms a young man just 
i 
/! 
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out of school, and in Brock~on he thought he savr a deep re- j, 
ligious need for his people. Reverend; v:as willing to effect 
a separation from the dependence upon the white churches and 
to lead his people into green pastures of their ovm. In 
his attempt to lead the group.from out the land of E~rpt the 
company became divided. r.:eetings v:ere held very peacably in 
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Kingman Hall until the problem of denominational affiliation 
arose. Reverend Turner v:as a Congr_egationalist, but by no 
means a bigoted one. The chances are that at this time one 
strong denomination vrould have been e-stablished for the 
colored folk of Brockton had it not been for the fact that 
another strong faction sought recognition. 
A historical sketch of this newly found Congregational 
church, as printed in the Souvenir Program of r,:ay 28, 1912, 
is as follows: 
"On April 9, 1897, Rev. s. D. Turner visited 
Brockton, and preached the following Sunday to the 
colored people, in Kingman Hall. Services v:er·e held 
regularly each Sabbath and a Christian Union v:as formed. 
After several weeks of successful meetings in the · 
above place, the Union moved to 140 Court Street, and 
continued its regular services with s. membership of' 
tnenty-two. A Sabbath School ·was soon organized, 'i:ri th 
thirty-seven members. The Congregational ministers 
interested themselves in the Union, and advised the · 
forming of a regular Congregational Church. The Union 
voted to do so at a meeting of the Union held. June 
29, 1297, with Rev. Robert L. Rae, Rev. Andrew VI.· .. 
Archibald, D. D., Rev. \'lilliam Thomas Beale and· Rev.· 
Allen Fudson, representing the Congregational churche·s. 
A council was ca.lled to meet vrith the Union, and organ-
ize a Congregational Church, which v:as done on Oct-
ober 19, 1897. On suggestion of Rev. Allen rudson, 
the nev: church ·was named the Lincoln Congregational 
Church, and one yec-...r later it was admitted to the 
norfolk Conference of Congregational Churches. 
At a reception held in the Lincoln Congregational 
Church, on Court Street, about o~e hundred friends-of 
the church were entertained. The reception vras tender-
ed them in testimonial of their thanks and appreciation 
for the donations vrhich had been given tow·ard a build-
ing fund. The books were all called in and the money 
C)'Lmted. It shov.red a liberal response to the appeals 
v.rhich had been mc.'1.de. 
Follovring vrere the amounts collected o:.r the· 
v8 rious ladies: Ers. L. T. Slaughter, ~[;80. 65; tr<rs. · 
George Levlis, $42. CO; I~rs. L. I.:anning, ;;2c. 85; rrs. 
, F. F': Chavis, ~~15.CO; T.~iss E. Terry, ~:)8.10; t:rs. E. B. 
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Parker, $2.00; Leiss F. E. Winslow, 75 cents; Ers. R. 
Taylor, $1.30. · 
During February 19oo·, a definite step was ·taken 
to secure funds for the nevr building. At ·a banquet 
held in the Porter Congregational church, at v1hich 
'Hilliam L. Garrison, (..Tr., vias the speaker; on suggest-
ion by Rev. Albert F. Pierce, D. D., of' the South Con-
greeational Church, a fund vms stB.rted, and Rev. S. 
D. Turner vras endorsed, and ·went forth to solicit · 
$2500.00, and on July 20 announced that the fund vri:fs 
complete. Arrangements were immediately made to pur-
chase and build. The· present site vras secured, and the 
corner-stone of' the nev; building vias laid november, 
190C, and on January 1, 1901, the building was dedi-
cated v.ri th the f'ollot·ring services:-- · · · · - · 
At the morning service, the sermon vms delivered 
by Rev. J. P. Bixby, of' Revere. This \'Tas also a bap-
tism and reception of' members at this service. Six· 
members were received by baptism,· and two by letter. 
An interesting featur~ of' the morning service Y:as a 
presentation to the church of a silver communion 
service, by E. E. Bennett Lodge, u.o.o.F. The church 
had previously been presented v!ith a pulpit sett by 
the First Congregational Church, and a pulpit B~ble, 
by '!lilliam A. Boyden, ·· · · · · 
The dedication services proper took place at 
three o'Clock in the afternoon. rrhe· program for these 
services was very interesting, and was as f'olliliws: 
Eymn Prelude. 
Responsive Lesson. Rev. James Lade, Pastor of 
1:lendell Avenue Church. 
Prayer. Rev. R. L. Rae, Pastor of the Waldo 
Church. 
Scripture Lesson. Rev. Allen F~dson, Pastor of' 
First Congregational Church. 
Sermon. Rev. Albert F. Pierce, Pstor of South 
Congregational Church. 
Statement. George E. Keith, Chairman of Board 
of Trustees. 
Of'fering. 
Service-of Consecration. ~ev. s. D. Turner, 
Pastor of the church. 
Prayer of dedication. Rev. A. V'f. Archibald, 
D. D., Pastor of Porter Congregational Church. 
Fymn. · · · 
Benediction. By the Pastor. 
I 
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At the evening service, :S.ev. Edvrard Bro,·m; of St. Luke's 
1
j 
church, Boston, preached the sermon. r·~rs. Eannah !! 
Soule presented the church vd th a Bible. 
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· Th~ church 'went steadily on, increasing in 
membersh~p and usefulness. A Y.::>ung Pe::>ple' s SocietY 
of Christian Endeavor ·was formed, and the society \'ras 
admitted to the Bridgevmter Local Union of Christian 
Endeavor. · 
The property vii th furnishings cost $5000.00 
vrhich vras all paid for by the society in 1903. 
The Ladies Aid Society have purchased and made 
the church a present of' en Estey organ, costing ~p350, 
upon \·-rhich $300 has been paid. A piano ·was purchased 
for the Sabbath School, and is being paid for by a 
club of young ladies connected vrith the church. Our 
church membership has grovm from 22 to 110. Two-thirds 
of the additi::>ns are by conversion. The Sabbath School 
has also increased until now we :find our present quarters 
inadequate. The young life of our church claims our 
attention, and challenges our effort. We are very 
anxious to care properly for our young people, and 
feel we must do it or we will all suf:fer. A plant.in 
·which their social life can be cared for is needed. 
To meet this need \'le haue added three rooms in the· base-
ment, but v1e find they are damp and can ·only be used 
occassionally. There is space in·· the rear to build, 
and we hope to be able to do this. The building is 
kept in good repair, inside and out; has been painted 
three times outside, and decorated once inside. We 
have a vested choir of fifteen young people for the 
morning worship, and an adult choir for the evening 
s~rvice. The young people, when they are ten years of 
age, are given one year in the Pastor's Religious 
Training Class. · 
If our friends who believe in the future use:ful"-
ness of our work, will help us, v;e·,Nill be very erate-
ful, and v!ill try in the future, as in the past, to 
merit their confidence and assistance. Our futur·e· de-
pends upon our young people, and 'I.'Ie must train them.·· 
The present population of colored people in this city 
is about 800. 
We take this opportunity of thanking our many 
friends for their sympathy, prayers, and financial 
suuport. 'The Lord bless thee and keep thee. The 
Lord make his face to shine upon thee and be graci::>us 
unto thee. The Lord'lif'e up his countenance upon thee 
and give thee peace'. 11 
Under the Supervision of Rev. Turner, a church build_ing 
was erected on Appleton Street. This was used for sometime 
as the Lincoln Congregational meeting house. During these 
years a theological debate arose in the First Baptist church 
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and a part of their members broke away. The result was a 
nev; church on Court Street v;hich v1as knovm as the Free Will 
Baptist Church. Finally, the older members of this group 
died out, or became reconciled to the mother church, an~ 
there was a move to _reunite. The trustees of the Lincoln 
Coneregational church made negotiations for the Free 'Jill 
Baptist building and were successful in securing it. They 
had no use f'or tv10 buildings so they sold their Appleton 
Street building to the Christian Advent people. The Lincoln 
Congregational church has worked hard to pay off its 
mortgage, and has finally succeeded. Today the church is 
free of all debt. 
After the celebration of the fifteenth anniversary of 
the Lincoln church, a student from Boston University, L:r. 
Lav.rrence, was called to take charge. Fe was a native of the 
~:lest Indies, but was thouroughly accustomed to American ways. 
Fe vms v.rell liked and his services v1ere ·well attended. E"is 
remuneration was eight dollars a week. After tTNo years of 
service he resigned and \'rent to Tennessee-•. 
L'artin Jennings v-ms then brought from New Jersey. 
He and his family remained in Brockton for a number of 
yee.rs, and his ef:ficient services were much appreciated by 
the church. Nothing striking has been reported concerning 
his ministry, but he is reputed to have been an excellent 
leader. After me..ny years o:f active service, he resigned 
and v,;ent back to Emv Jersey. 
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Thomas Dnusell next took up the work, and remained v:i th 
the church ~or about ~ive years. Although no large ad~~~­
ions vrere made to the church, he was able to hold the group 
together. Fe still has many ~riends among the Brockton ~olk. 
A~ter Rev. Dausell's time o~ service, the church used 
several supply ministers. Finally, it decided upon a young 
:rnan ·who was then a graduate of' Boston university. Ee had 
compl0ted his divinity course at Yale, and vvas anxious to 
put into practice some o~ the things he had learned. This 
man i'!8_s Robert T. Peacock. He was keen energetic and tact-
~ul. Fis personality attracted the ;young people, a.nd, vr_hen 
in their circles, ·was always popular. The result was that he 
accompolished much in building up the young people's organ-
ize.tions in his church. Fe organized them into a club 
knmvn as the Alpha Zeta e ircle. Rev. Heacock was also 
succpssful in persuading a large number ~rom this group to 
join the church. He remained as pastor ~or e.bout two y.ears, 
and resigned to accept e. call to the St. John's Congregat-
ional Church in Springfield, l'.:assachusetts. 
Robert Boston Dokes, also a single men, and a student 
~rom Gordon College, v;as invited by Lincoln church to take 
up the vrork. As a student he did very nicely, but, o~ course, ; 
I. 
vms not thP leader that his predecessor had been. !1 
I 
A~ter Rev. Dokes, the church again resorted to supplies l 
for a time. Among these men was tToseph Reed, who late:r 
became a pa.stor o~ the !'~essiah Baptist church. Eis \'lork in 
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Lincoln church was considered very satis:factory. 
The next Lincoln pastor vras Thomas (J. Bell, vrho v;as 
brought :from the Nazarene Congregational church in 1-:ew 
York City. Fe is the man in charge at the present time and 
his vrork is most satis:factory. Rev. Bell has revived in-
terest in the church, and has made a number of' new additions 
to the membership. re is active in his pastoral work and 
is well abreast o:f the times so :far as the timeliness o:f his 
preaching is concerned. Because o:f his activities upon the 
:field, it has been said of him, 1 It takes tvro to see Rev. 
Bell; one to see him coming, the other to see him dise~pear. 1 
Rev. Bell rooms across the street from the church. 
' Fis quarters are in the Y .r·.:.c.A. hotel located there, a!!d he 
has :free access to the nearby public library. Fe is much 
interested in Y .r.~. C .A. work, having held secretarial posit-
ions 1dtl1 that organization and havine helped establish !lew 
branches for it in the L:iddle YTest. In an address, v:hich he 
recently delivered, Re-v. Bell vras heard to state, 1 All m;:r 
life I have been a pioneer, and my purpose is to continue 
pioneering :for Christ. 1 
For the past tvrenty years, some o:f those to be remem-
bered, who are now deceased, a.re: Henry Chavis, Thomas 
Slaughter, Irr. J. Smith, Levds Terry, Edward Kennad;f, Anna 
Kersey, Robert Royster, John Kersey, and James Atus. 
on (.Tuly 22, 1897, a little band of faithful Christian 
1 workers met in Kingman Fall to express their desire for 
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starting another Negro church. They were interested in 
having the Baptist denomination represented among ~hem, and 
at that meeting, they asked Dr. Vl. H. Eaton,. of the l.Tass .. 
achusetts State Convention to outline the possibilities of 
such en enterprise and inform them as to the essentials of' 
membership. 
Let·ters were called f'or from those v;ho vvere already 
in good standing with that denomination. Three ~esponded: 
Kitty Brum~ell, Theophilos Brummell, and John Parker. 
These three, then, became the founders of' the I.~essiah 
Baptist Church. Others vrho v1ere in good standing but had 
not the necesse.ry letters were also made members. They 
·were Susan Parker, !~annie Gales, Jennie Mallery, Betsy !Jur-
rell, Bella Ge~es, Sallie Royster, Lucy Kersey, Corne;t.ia 
Kersey, c. s. Wyatt, Charles F. Ea.rris, Eilary A. Gale~, 
rrames r.:allery, John Rawlis, rl. s. Kersey, James Finnie.. II 
Sympathy with the newly organized society was expressed 
by James Royster, J,:argaret T:'lright, and Joseph Royster •. 
At that meeting Rev. Johnson W. Hill was moderator, and 
the clerks were C. S. \'lyatt and Wm. E. Royster. Services 
were scheduled to be held each Sunday at 10:30 A. E., 3_:00 
p. I.~., and 7: CO P. 11. Tuesday evening was set aside for 
prayer meeting. 
Rev. Fenry E. Jones was called to serve as the first 
pastor in August 1897. A special council f'or the purpose 
of designating the r:essiah church as an official Baptist 
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organization \'!aS held on October 5, 1897. Nine Baptist 
churche-s v1ere represented at that council. That same 
evening, public recognition services were held. Deacons at 
this time vrere F. A. Gale, C. F. Farris, and Eenry Famil ton. 
Theophilos Brummell was made clerk. 
Dedication services for the new church home were held 
April 27 to J·.':ay 4, 1902. This nev1 home vras located on 
Alton Street. Benjamin Jones presented the church v:ith a 
new pulpit in August, 1908. In 1911 the church received as 
a gift from t:r. Vlooton an individual com'T:union set. 
In 1913 Rev. Jones felt that his work in behalf of the 
Eessiah church vras completed, so, after nearl;:r sevent~e~ 
years of faithful service, he handed in his resignation. 
Shortly afterv·.:ard he accepted a call to the St. tTohn 
Baptist Church in ~flo burn. He vms installed there July 15, 
1914. 
A call vms then extended to Rev. li. A. Earriot as pastor 
of the church to serve one year. re a.ccepted in August, 
1914 and resigned in ITovember 1916. 
Rev. C. C. ~:,'eathers accepted the pastorate in July, 
1920, and remained until November of that year. Fe was 
succeeded by Benjamin Brawley. Sev. Brawley remained until 
T n 1(),("')<":', t U. p' ~)C:,L o During his pastorate the church purchased the 
Borden estate on Fich strect for a future church site. 
Rev. Zechariah rarrison acceptPd the pastorate in 
:<'ebruary 1923 and remained until AU8Ust, 1924. 
68 
Rev. John W. \'lalker acceptf'd a call to the church in 
FE"\bruary, 1925. During his pastorate, plan_s vrere m_ade and 
carried to completion-- ple.ns that brought about t!1e church 
building of' the present day, and its beautiful interior 
decorations. At that time the membership roll listed 
146 resident members Dnd 46 non-resident members. 
Under the faithful leadership of' Rev. Walker, the f'ollov:-
ing officials vrere ·installed: Deacons Theophilos BrU?:.uell, 
Charles F. rarris, Ja.mes T:allery, James Overby, and Farry 
Bernard. 
A list of' the officials in the year 1927 is as follows: 
Trustees: Theophilos Brummell, ·:'Tcttt Terry, 
Charles F. Farris, ~.7illiam Turner, Benjamin 
Jones. · 
Tree.surer: 1:'lilliam Turner. 
Clerk: Edith Royster. 
Organist: James B. Brummell, Jr. 
President of Brotherhood: Deacon Bernard. 
President T-.Tissionary Circle: Fannie .Bernard; 
President Volunteer Society: Allah Brummell. 
President Christian Endeavor: Alice J,~arrov: ~- · 
Asst. Supt. Sunday School: raynard Sondridge. 
(Signed) 
Edith Royster, Clerk. 
The follov.ring is a copy of a paper read by Edvmrd 
lallery and contains the history of the Eessiah church from 
the yee.rs 1897 to 1907. The paper vms written by a 1.'.rhite 
lady, I.:rs. Eradley. 
II In thP Sacred \'Iord vre find the inf'ini te lov"e of 
Jehovah for Fis church ex-pressed by variuos emblems. 
The beloved disciple speaks of the church as the 'Bride 
of Christ 1 • The apostle Paul frequently illustrates 
the sam~ thour:rht by calling the church the ':2o?-Y of 
Ch.,...l. ~t 1 of v~'n···l· ch Fe is the head. In the propnecy of 1. J,. \..~ ' .~ ' ~ 
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17 ' • 1 f . ., th f · · - . ., · · O-~ZE'Kle v,re .·1no.. an:> • er ·1gure useo.., vrhich 1s· a fitting 
symbol of the church vthose tenth anniversary vre ob- -
serve today. In the severitcent:!-1 chapter of Ezekiel v.re 
fine thssc -r.rords: 'Fe took also the seed of the land 
and planted it in a fruitful field .•.• and it gre\v nnd 
became a ppreading vine, and brought forth branches· 
end shot forth sprigs'. Ten years ago, another vine 
vras plc-mted by the :Oi vine I' and, e.nd it was nrunsd c,_fter 
the sreat Fe ad of the Church--- the 'I.;essiah I Baptist 
church. It vra.s a slender vine-- weak numerically--
consisting only of thrce·members, but strong in faith 
and integrity of purpose. The little band realized the 
need of a human husbandma.n to culture and nourish the 
tiny vine. The name of an earnest ordained man vras 
brought to their notice, and a call \"Tas sent forth to 
him. It found him busy toiling for the r.:aster in ·· 
Virginia. But as the 'Vacedonian Cry' from the infant 
church sounded in his ear, he recognized it as a divin~ 
ca.ll, and he promptly responded. Therefore, only a few 
v,reeks intervened before the pastorate commenced, and- · 
it has continued uninterrupted until the present time. 
The struggling vine v:as not left to languish. 
F.arly in September, 1897, a public recognition 
vms given the nevr church by a council consisting of 
pastors and delegates frQm.nearly every Baptist church 
in the Old Colony Association. This meeting vras held 
in the First Baptist Church in this city. The follow-
ing month of October, at the annual meeting of the Old 
Colony Association of Baptist Churches, the new church 
vms received into fellowship. At that time the nUmber 
of members had increased to tvrenty-eight. The· next 
year there \'Jere ten additions, and there has been. a 
steady increase until now there arc eighty-three· on 'the 
roll. The largest number received during any one year 
has been sixteen. There have been more than one hundi~ed 
additions in all, but deaths, removals, and suspensions 
have decreased \\7hat otherv:ise Ylould have been the -
present number of mE'mbers. Only four members have been 
called avray by death. Their names arc as follow·s: 
Betty Terry, Gertrude Chavis, Henry Pookroom, and 
George Ashport. ~Nhile we mourn the loss of those who 
have been taken from our ranks, we realize that addit-
ional responsibility rests upon those of us who sur-
vive, and that Vle can most truly honor their memory by 
serving faithfully. 
The sacred vine vrhose planting and grov.rth we 
comrr.emora.te today not only grew. like Ezekiel's vine, 
but also, like his, 'brought forth branches and shot .. 
forth sprigs'. One stately~ fruitful branch.vms nameS. 
the mNilling ~.'lorkers". The.1r labors and fru1tage have 
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been so,abundant that the church treasurer's record · 
shows an entry as large as $225 contributed by them at 
one time, besides many lesser contributions. A sprig . 
of similar character V>'as named "Young L·adies' Turquois 
Club". Its vdsely directed efforts have helped to fill 
the coffers of the church treasury. Still another tvdg 
Yrhich vre must not overlook in this mention is the 
"Busy Bees"-- a brave band of girls ·who have sought to 
contribute their help to the work. 
A department v:hich calls for constant abounding 
labor is our Sabbath Scho-ol branch. Its date of organ-
ization is not far behind the organization of the 
church. There have been only four superintendents: 
John P?..rker, Eilary Gales, Charles Harris, and ':'latt 
Terry, the last of v1hom is now· in charge. our school 
has a vrell-stocked library, a set of maps, and uses the 
Baptist Quarterly of the International Series of · · 
lessons. It does not fail to observe Red Letter Day, 
or make an annual outing. 
A vigorous sprig which deserves mention in this · 
connection is the 'Een's Bible Class'. It is taught by 
the pastor and has been maintained throughout the entire 
dee.ade. Its membership varies in numbers as there is· 
a draft made upon it for. officers and teachers, but the 
class roll has included forty at its maximum. A comely 
branch is that of the 'Young People's Society of Christ-
ian Endeavor'. Its weekly devotional service· is held at 
the twilight hour of the Sabbath, and is directed in 
lines to secure the deepening and broadening of the· 
Christian life. As its constitution calls for a semi-
annual election of officers, many of our young people 
have held offices in that department of Christian 
vrork vrith acceptance and success. Two vrho have filled 
the office of president have been called to leave 
their earthly vrork. The names of James Chavis and 
Peter Jones ·will ever be treasured with grateful re-
membrance by the b&nd that survives. · 
'."le v;ould not omit to mention our church choir,· 
composed, as it is, of our young people, who, including 
chorister and organist, have grovm up in our Sabbath 
School and Young People's societies. Their valuable 
aid in leading the worship of our church services is · · 
ueatly appreciated and enjQ:Yed by our people. They are 
surt?ly entitled to be accora~d. a place among the · 
fruitful branches of the vine whose majestic growth we 
are celebrating tonight. · · _ 
In recounting the tokens of divine favor whfch_ . 
have been bestowed upon our church a~ the year~ fave 
rolled by vre cannot forget the ProvJ.dences vrhJ.CLl,led 
to o~r being in possession of this house of \'JOrshJ.p. 
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The name of' this corporation shall be the I·.:essiah 
Baptist Church of' Brockton. 
Article II. I.:embership. 
Any membPr of' the religi:)US society of the I\:essiah 
Baptists of' legal age, may become a member of this 
corporation by making application·to the clerk, and 
sitming his assent to the by-laws; none but resident 
members of said church shall have the rir;ht to vote. 
Article III. I.~eetings. .. ·, 
The rmnual m0eting shall be held on the evening of' 
tll.e third Friday in l.lay o:f eac11 ·year. -
Special meetings may be called at any· time by the 
standing committee upon application of' f'ive members in 
writing. 
The v-rct.rrant calling the meeting of the church·· · · 
shall be posted at least seven days before the time 6f' 
holding the meeting in a conspicuous place near ·one: of 
the principal entrances of the usual place of meeting-
of' said church. Seven members shall constitute a quorum 
for the transaction of business. 
Article IV. Officers. - · 
The officers of the corporation shall cohsis·t · o·f 
a ste.ndinr; committee of three persons, a treasurer;· ·a 
clerk, and such other officE·rs and agents as the corp-
ore,tion may from time to time B.uthorize. The stand:.. 
ing cornn:ittee, treasurer, and clerk; shall be chosen 
by -ballot at the annual mf:eting, or an adjournmen·t 
thereof, and shall hold their offices for one year 
from the third Friday in T.:ay in the year in which· they 
are chosen, and thereafter until others are chosen and 
qualified in their stead. 
Article V. Duties of Officers. 
The standing committee, shall by its v:arrant·; ·· 
order all meetings of the corporation, and shall have· 
the care and mcmegement of all property of' the c orporat-
ion, unless such care and management shall, by v·ote·, 
be assigned to a special committee. But the standihg 
committee shall not buy property, nor sell, nor lease 
for a term of yec~rs, any of the property· cif the corp-
oration, unless authorized to do so by vote of' the_ 
corpora.tion. . .. 
The treasurer sh~ll have the custody of all the 
monies, of' the deeds, bonds, and othFr business papers 
of the church, and shall keep accurate b6:)ks of ·account·, 
:::howin[ all money received and disbursed. re shall give 
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bonds for the f'e.i t'P.ful discharge- of his duty whenever 
reo_uired by the standing coiTlmit.tee. · 
The clerk, who shall be strorn, shall attend all' · 
mcE:'tings and keep accurate records thereof in a proper 
book, and perform all other duties incident to his · · 
office. In his absence from any meeting, a clerk pro-
tempore shall be chosen, who shall be sworn. 
Article VI. Amendments. 
These by-laws may be c,mended, or repealed, or 
additional by-laws may be adopted, not inconsistent·· 
vri th lavr, at any meeting duly called for that purp::>se. 
Such proposed changes or additions shall be submitted in 
viriting and shall lay over e.t least one week for con-
sideration. 
July, 1901. 
S\·Iorn to by '.'Jarren Goddard, 
,Justice of the Peace-. 
Reverend Benjamin Bravrley c·ame to Uessiah church as a 
Harvard graduate. Fe vms a man of' pov;rer and influence, ~_nd 
was able to maintain control. I'e overcame the procrastinat-
ing tendency of late-churcg-going through a very clever 
plan v1hich he oricinated. It is said that the people act-
ually ran to church to be there on time. One did not dare 
come in late. Fis plan not o!!lY stimulated promptness, it 
also increased the attendance. The increase vms due to 
the numbers Y!ho came to vritness the sad plight of those 
v.rhose arrivals v:ere delayed. Although punctual church 
habits v:ere gradually formed, they vrere not deeply ingr~~ned 
in the church r:oers, as more recent pastors vrill testify. 
Rev. JJrawley vms the pastor of Tv:essiah during the 
Brockton CentE-nnial. Rev. tTennings vms the minister at 
the Lincoln Congregational church, and both \'Tere called 
upon to speak at the Centennial celebration. Rev. Brawley 
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used for his subjest "I::aking a Sure Foun<?-ation", and Rev. 
Jennings spoke on "T.:aking the City Glad". As to whether the 
subjects were assigned, no one seem s to know, but tho.s~ 
\v·ho happened to hear t!lese addresses say that the subjects 
were very ·well handled. These addresses were delivered 
before large crm'lds of' people who had assembled in cele-
bration of' their city's birthday. 
Rev. Bravrley was a schoilil teacher in former times,_ and 
a business man. He uarried the great principles of' both 
over into his religi~us life. Fe used an ~pplication of' 
good business principles to effect the punttual church 
. . . 
attendance vrc mentioned above. re told his people that 
if' one rings a time clock late consistently, his employe~ 
calls him into the office for an explanation. If a pupil 
arrives at school late, he must soon bring a reason for h~s 
tardiness in the form of' a signed excuse from the parents. 
The business man goes t:) work at eight, the pupil goes t?. 
school at nine, vrhy cannot those who come to church arrive 
by ten-thirty7 Rev. Brawley often indicated that if' folks 
could not arrive on time he \'rould .just as soon have them 
stay mray altogether. 
From the columns of the"Brockton Enterprise", December 
7, 1909, and again printed December 7, 1934, just tvJenty-
f'ive years later, we find this item: 
11After struggling seven years to overcome the 
mortgage of two thousand dollars, members of the 
r::essiah Baptist church, at last succeeded in making the 
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final payment, and the parishoners rejoiced in the fact 
that the house of' v1orshio vras free of d-ebt~ Plans 
were made immediately" to ... burn the mortgage-. Rev. H. E. 
(.Tones had the pleasure of burning the papers c.t a jollification meeting." 
cTolm W. ~:!alker led the church into a reconstruction 
program vrhich has proved burdensome. In 1928, when money 
v.ras plentiful, plons were set into action for remodelling 
the church. Spme of the members felt ashamed of their little 
church and thought it should be complete;iy overhauled. There 
is no d::mbt but that they had some grounds for thsir con-
victions. I-.'lany of tht?m o':med their oYm homes, c;.nd had them 
nicel:;r furnished. '.'!hy should the Lord's house be less 
attractive? lTo one can say that the argtL.J~nt vras not logic-
ally sound. The church \·ras- novr situated on the most fashion-
able street in Brockton, and the little vroody struct,ure did 
not harmonize with its surroundings. A proposal was raade to 
face it v:ith brick. This was ddme, cmd the church v.ras con-
sequently placed in c:. class i'.'it~ its neighbors. Ot:!-1ers 
then contended that it vms not enou[;h ,just to fix up the 
outside--- the inside,too, should be redecorated. Surround-
ings must be conducive to vrorship if religious values c-re_ to 
be had. Any man with spiritual insight C-:)uld see tna.t, so 
the pro.ject v:as undertakPn. ::tooms vrere part.itioncd off for 
convenir:nces; in the bas('ment there \'TB_s placed running 
/~ \'rater, and 0. new furnace v:es installed. In the me in auditor-
i urn ne':: lipht fixtures 1:rerP hung ancl a :pipP-organ inst2~led. 
At last, the little church vras remodelled, and every member 
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vras proud of the trc:msf'orm2.ti0n \'ihich he.d been e:ff'ected •.. 
The only discouraging note in the whole procedure came 
at the time the bill was presented for payment. The cost of 
constructing the original building v;as tvro thousand dol_l~s, 
and that had comparatively easily been paid. But the nevr 
debt amounted to something like nine. th:msancl dollars. Fad 
prosperity continued the burden might have soon been lifted, 
but the reduced income of the families making up the 
churches membership made it impossible to diminish the debt 
in any very significant vray. 
The thirty-eight dollars a \'lec·k nhich they paid their 
. -
pa.stor bcca.'Tie more and more difficult to raise. Interest on 
the notes has increased the debt to quite a sTeat deal more 
than it vras originally. 
There is no itemized account of-the eX'penses incurred 
in the remodelling process. It is .suspected by some that 
the vrork actually done on the project did not nearly approach 
such an irnmense amount. I3ut efforts to procure itemized 
statements of the bill are unavailing. 
Rev. Walker se.\'T the predicament of I.~esriah. Fe resigned , 1: 
in the fall of 1930. !_Toseph ?..eed vras next called, but on a 
much reduced sale.ry. F'e received twenty dol 1_ars a neek~ an 
amount much lo\·;er than that received by his predecessor. 
It y.ras only by faith, on this sum, that he ventured into 
matrimony. re also received the experience e.nd recogniti')n 
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into the Old Plymouth Association. l.Tessiah church took 
great pride in the social and professional attainment which 
their pastor experienced. 
Rev. Reed vms not a college or seminary trained man, but 
he ',·ras a good speaker. Ee completed one year of college in. 
Atlanta, Georgia, at Vorehouse, and had takr-:n some relizious 
training in Boston. He was assisted in obtaining his ordin-
ation by Rev. F. I.:. Svraffield, of the First Baptist church. 
After one year of service at l.~essiah, Rev. Reed resigned 
and accepted a pastorate in Atlanta, Georgia. 
The ordination service for Rev. Reed vras as follov:s: 
Organ. 
Rev. Frank K. Coleman. 
Prelude. 
Invocation. 
Hymn. 
Einutes of 
Anthem. 
Scripture. 
Solo. 
the Council. Rev. A. D. Creelaman. 
SE'rmon. 
Solo. 
Choir. 
Rev. J. E. Berry. 
t:iss Iva Fargrove. 
I~ev. I. VI. Eiggenbotham. 
~ev. Joseph B. Reed. 
Candidate. ~1ev. F. L:. S\'raffield. Charge to 
Charge to 
Fymn. 
Benediction. 
Postlude. 
Church. Rev. Da.niel Rider. 
Rev. Joseph B. Reed. 
Organ. 
This service took place in the r.:essiah Baptist church 
on ~Tanuc.ry 22, 1932. 
Financial oblizations v,·ere bearing dovm he..rder and 
harder, and I,:essiak no longer felt able to pay a living 
' vrage to a residrnt minister. Ande>vcr-Eevrton Thcolog~cal 
Seminary vms asked to send a supply preacher to them. 
-q ichard I. t"cKenney vras chosen. L~r. ftc Kenny served in this 
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cape_city for about a year. Ee vras to have received ten 
dollars a v:eek, but it v;as found ne~essary_ before the end 
of the yeer t-:> cut his salary to five dollars. This amount 
he received for the remainder of his time among them. 
rcKenney had a good voice and easily sang his -vray into the 
hearts of t,he people. He vms also a good speaker and a 
good mixer. Ee left in January 1934, to te.lce up a pastorate 
in Providence. 
The next, one to serve the Eessiah church for any length 
of time ·was Leon R .. Searles. Fe, also, v,ras a student at 
Andover-Newton, but v;as not colored. He -...·ras Eessiah' s 
first white pastor. Ee served from April 16, 1934 to 
- . . 
December of the same year. Every nev1 minister had his 
salary cut into tvvo, and this vias also true of Searles. 
He delivered two sermons for two dollars. Fe could not sing 
like :r:cKenney, so he was successful in starting a mixed 
quartet. It received no pay, but it rivalled the quartet 
of any other church. The organist vr~s a high-school girl, 
and her services, also, vrere donated. 
Rev. outlaw, from Fyde Park, is now acting as supply 
pastor. 
The I~essiah church has vielcomed and has listened to 
some of the best Fegro speakers in the country.. It has also 
·-
( had the privilege of listenine to men of honor in other 
races. Everett Ferrick, D. D., of Andover-r!evrton Semir:ary, 
has spoken to them several times on various occassions. 
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Rev. Svraf'field, of the "Ei'irst Baptist Church in BDockton, 
has alvmys rr..anifested keen interest in the Lcs:::iah organ-
iza.tion. Fe has arranged spee..kers for them and has always 
entended the l~essiaJ1. people cordial invitations to come 
to his church upon auspicious occassions. re has given 
invaluable aid in helping the r.essiah folk select their 
pastors. 'S.ev. t..Toseph Reed v,ras one of his students, and 
it was through him that this young man was given the chance 
to serve Brockton so well. 
t:ordecai Johnson, a distinguished lecturer and vrorker 
among both the vrhite and colored races, has been guest sl?eak-
er at ressiah many times. Dr •• Johnson is now president of 
Howard University, a college for colored students located in 
'.'tEtshington, D. C. 
Clayton Po·well, pastor of the Abyssinia Church in 
r;ev,r York has appeared before conwegations at L:essiah. E1s 
messages v:ere always enjoyable, and his coming to Brockton 
vras alvmys appreciated. 
Rev. Tindley, pastor, evangelist, and song v.Ti ter from 
Philadelphia, held ·special services at r.:essiah. Fe ·was 
fearless ·pn attacking sin, ·and assumed the proport,ions of a I 
l 
I Billy Sunday in many respects. Fis outspoken vray often 
'I 
Fe met his death !1 involved him in no smG.ll amount of trouble. 
·while 1 taken for a ride 1 • Fe was forced into a car. Later 
his lifeless body \'ras found riddled '.'lith bullets . 
Roland Ve.yes, the \'!ell knovm singer, has thrilled the 
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Eessiah pe~ple vdth his songs. Eis visits stand out as 
'mountain t~p experiences'. 
Dr. ,:t. E. B. DuBois, a graduate of Harvard, a writer 
and teacher, used to visit r.:essiah frequently. Whenever he 
ca.me, he was asked to speak, and his messages were grea~l;Y_ 
appreciated. Fe has been editor of "The Crisis", a teacher 
in Ohio, and is novr associated vrith "The Eational Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Colored People". 
Rev. Jackson, president of the r:ew England Conferen<?e, 
has paid his compliments to the dhurch by speaking there. 
Fe vms considered a powerful speaker vri th a vital message. 
The above vrere eminent men, and it is with much pleasure 
that the nessiah people remember their coming. The church 
glories in the past, and looks forvmrd t~ the future vri th 
doors y.Jide open to men of outstanding character and reputat-
ion. 
The young people's society of the l::essiah Bcptist 
Church v1as first knovm as the Christian Endeavor. The 
Society was connected vrith the Plymouth County Christian 
F,ndeavor Union. It pm"'ticipated in the many rallies, ??:n-
quets, mass meetings, and conventi')ns held by that organ-
ization. 
Some of the young people who were active in the young 
people's society several yec:.rs 2,go vrere 'the t:allery_s,. th~-
overbys, the Scndridges, the Joneses, the Farrises, and the 
Bryants'. ~.'le quote from a letter submitted b],l one of the 
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Messiah Endeavorers: 
In 1926 the society severed its ·connections with 
the Christian Endeavor Union and joined the B.Y.P·.u. -
Auxiliary of the United Baptist Convention of !!Tass~-· 
achusetts and Rhode Island. 'The change was me..de wJh'ile 
~ev. J. W. 1:lalker vras pastor. The B.Y.P.U. also :flas 
m<"mbership in the Brockton Young People's. Council. 
Since 1926 the B.Y.P.U. usually opens the fall-
session vrith a mass meeting v:ith some theoloeical ·: · · 
studc:-nt or another well knavm leader in charge. These 
students address the mcr.1bers e.nd help them get the' right 
start for the beginning of another year. Delegates 
from the B.Y.P.U. are sent to the get-together meet- · 
ing of the convention vrhich is held in September. They 
also attend the Thanksgiving get-together, the I.~id~ 
1:'!inter Conference, the Educational l.~eeting, and the 
Annual Convention in I':ay. · · · ·· · 
The president and field secretary of the Conventi.on 
visit the societies once or tviice a year, or more often 
if needed. Presidents from the various B.Y.P.u.-
societies throughout the state exchange place·s on· 
certain specified dntes; ideas are exchanged aml sug-
gestions offered. · 
Through the Brockton Young People's Council much 
is dane to improve the society. Union meetings are· 
held v.rith othPr groups, and speakers and entertainers 
are secured through the Council •. The Council is · · 
active from September to June, presenting something 
interesting each month. ~ · ·· 
Ar.long the leaders of the young people's society 
since 19?2 are: Vlallace Terry, Alice Earro\I'T, Lulu 
stroud, Bradford Eilliard, and Janet Scott." 
For the past thirty-seven years, Lincoln and I~.~essiah_ 
have been friendly church rivals. They have never challenged 
one another to a duel, nor have they fought in open battle. 
Each church has progressed beyond the stage of denomination-
al intolerance and have arrived at comity. Church co-oper-
ation in a big '\'JaY, as yet, how·ever, is not too evident. 
The young people fraternize in a very congenial manner,, but 
the older people do not mix so readily. The young folks 
have at leant one joint service a month. This, of course, 
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mal<:es :for improvem~nt :for both organizations ~epresented-._ 
Occassionally the pastor of the Messiah church extends 
an invitation to the Lincoln minister to·address the 
I~:essiah group. But such co-operative measures are not 
:frequent. Both churches maintain morning and evening ser-
vices. The eveninG service is not usually lareely attended, 
but it is then that the pastors are expected to deliver their 
best sermons. Sug:~estions ·were made for a union evening 
service, but despairing remarks \'lere so prevalent that the 
idea vras c.!Topped. 
Perhaps there i.s a reason vl'ri'J union services cannot be 
ca_rried on effectively. Denominational bigotry has not 
sufficiently died out so that there is common meeting ground. 
Then, too, rema_rks of the past have been knmtm to antag-
onize and offend. For the most part, they were not purpo~ive 
but, due to misinterpretation, uncom:fortableness resulted. 
If a person anticipates or e~ects offense, he usually 
finds it. 
In some instances, over-zealousness has produced tense-
ness. Some religious leaders, and many Hegroe_s, believe 
that one strong colored church is enough in the ordinary 
community, but tactless spreading of this belief has usually 
brought only antagonism. At least, it has failed, so far 
as Brockton is concerned, to promote friendliness between the 
tvJO denominations. 
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LODGES AI\TD THE BROCKTON NEGRO. 
A. Odd Fellov,rs. 
In the year 1893 the Head Of'f'ice of' the "Grand United 
Order of' Odd Fellows" in Philadelphia granted a charter to 
f'if'teen of' Brockton's leading Negro citizens. That charter 
authorized them to procede as a local chapter of' that organ-
ization, which, it will be recalled, corresponds to the 
"Independent Order of' Odd Fellows" composed solely of' white 
persons. The new local organization obtained a lease on 
Kingman Hall, and great interest was shown in the meetings hel~ 
there. At one time the membership roll of' the lodge listed 
f'if'ty-eight names, a number which it was never able to ex-
,j 
I 
ceed. By sub-letting their hall to other organizations 
such as churches, clubs, and societies, the "Grand United 
Order of' Odd Fellows" was enabled to realize no small amount ~~~ 
of' revenue. 
After receiving the charter, the members lost no time 
naming their group the "Edward E. Bennett Lodge". Mr. 
Bennett had been a prominent white citizen of' Brockton and 
had been instrumental in the successful operation of' the 
'underground railroad' before and during the Civil Vlar. 
An early group of' of'f'icers includes the following 
names: 
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First Noble Grand------- George Sandridge. 
Vice Grand-------------- Francis J. Davis. 
Noble Father------------ James E. Atus. .:~ 
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Past Noble Father------ Parmeanus Pierce. 1 
Treasurer-------------- Lemuel Ashport. 
Permanent Secretary---- Benjamin Simpson. 
Elective Secretary----- Thomas Davis. 
Chaplain--------------- Charles Harris • 
Warden----------------- Edward Lewis. 
Inside Guard----------- Prescott Simpson. 
Past Noble Grand------- William Cornell. 
The lodge offered insurance benefits for both sickness 
and death. According to the regulations, liability for 
sickness benefits could not exceed a total of sixty-five 
dollars. This was usually paid the recipient in weekly pay-
ments of five dollars each. Accordingly, the lodge's re-
sponsibility ceased at the end of thirteen weeks. Death 
benefits were cared for simply by assessing every member 
one dollar at the time the death occurred. Running expenses 
for the organization were obtained through a system of dues. 
Each member was compelled to pay an annual due of twenty 
cents to the District headquarters and a monthly due of 
fifty cents to the local chapter. 
The "Edward E. Bennett Lodge" met bi-weekly for almost 
thirty-seven years. In 1930, however, it was forced to dis-
band for economic reasons not unfamiliar to practically 
every similar organization of the le~d. In that year it 
returned its charter and ritual to headquarters. 
One of the most sacred memories of the men who have 
been members of the Brockton Chapter o:f the "Grand United 
Order of Odd Fellows" is that it was the first organization 
to contribute to the Brockton Hospital. It contributed a 
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B. Household of Ruth. 
~- The women's auxiliary of the "Grand United Order of 
Odd Fellows" is known as the "Household of Ruth". Two years 
ci.f'ter the "Eflward E. Bennett Lodge" had secured its charter 
it assisted the colored women of Brockton in organizing the 
auxiliary society. On June 20, 1899, this auxiliary began 
its existence and was officially knovm as "Eousehold of Ruth 
1351". Among the Odd Fellows who aided in setting up the 
new oreanization were Lemuel Ashport, William Gray, Robert 
Thompson, and George Clary. All these men are now deceased. 
When first organized the membership of "Household of 
Ruth 135111 consisted only of the ·wives, sisters, and daught-
ers of the members of the "Edward E. Bennett Lodge", but in 
later years any woman could be admitted upon recommendation 
from three members already in good standing. 
The membership roll has listed as many as thirty-two 
names, but at the present time the list is quite small. 
Only one charter member, Mrs. Gertrude Sinnnoms, survives. 
Many of the members of the lodge were quite active and,,in 
several cases, became officers of the "District Grand House- / 
hold"---- a body that supervised some fifteen or twenty local/ 
I organizations. 1 
For some time the group held its meetings in Kingman 
Hall. Kingman Eall was replaced, however, by the present-
day Kennedy Building, and "Household of Ruth 1351" had to 
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seek new quarters. It moved to 167 School Street and soon 
gained full title to the property. The building came to be 
knovm as "Ruth Fall", and meetings are held there at the 
present time. 
c. Knights of Pythias. 
A colored branch of the 11 Knights of Pythias" \'las organ-
ized in Brockton in 1899. The number of members has always 
been small, but at one time there were thirty names on the 
roll. The man most interested in the founding of the group 
was Henry McDonal. In return for his efforts he became the 
first Chancellor Commander. He held this office for two 
years, after which he was succeeded by his brother-in-law, 
Vl. H. Royster. 
In 1903 that organization affiliated itself with the 
larger order of the lodge. It thus became recognized as on 
equal basi·s with any other "Knights of Pythias" branch in the 
world. The charter granted them in that year is still held. 
At the same time a membership campaign was put into 
action. The result was a number of nev1 recruits. The 
special club rates offered for the occasion _ were a powerful 
incentive. Henry McDonal was again elected to lead the 
organization. After rendering efficient service for quite a 
lengthy period of time, Mr. flcDonal was succeeded by Ralph J. 
Hargrove. Mr. Eargrove held the office for a term of two 
years, and was, in turn, succeeded by Thomas Reed. 
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II continued for a number of years, but the group finally be-
'i 
Meetings vrere then J 
carried on in private homes. The man most interested in the '1 
came too small to bear the expense. 
order at the present time is Jacob Goings. 
The present status of the order is critical, and Unless 
there is an immediate revival among the Pythias members, the 
charter will be lost. That document calls for at least seven 
active members in good standing. This number is still reg-
istered on the books, but for the three months immediately 
preceding the time of this writing, March 15, 1935, no dues 
have been paid. This automatically renders the members with-
out compensation in case of sickness or death. 
Efforts have been made to secure the assistance of the 
,I 
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Grand Chancellor Commander of Boston, and other state officers'! 
for the purpose of reviving interest in the Brockton chapter, 
but as yet nothing has been done. Membership dues are being 
withheld on this account. Only a few have expressed the de-
sire for the order to be maintained; many are indifferent. 
D. Order of Calanthe. 
I 
The "Order of Calanthe" is the official auxiliary of the ,, 
I "Knights of Pythias". Since it is a comparatively young 
organization, at least so far as Brockton is concerned, there ~! 
I 
is but little that can be said of it. 
Through the efforts of lvirs. Geraldine L. Johnson, a 
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up in Brockton on tTune 27, 1921. At that time of'f'icers were 
elected as follows: 
Worthy Counsellor-------------- Mrs. Ophelia Smith. 1/ 
II V! orthy Inspector-----------1\':rs. Bertha Kanning. Worthy Inspectress------ Mrs. Francis Hargrove. 
1
.'!orthy Orator---------------I.~rs. Matilda Frowell. 
1Horthy Register of' Deeds-----Mrs. Flora Simpson. 
Worthy Recorder of' Accounts---Miss Iva Hargrove. 
Worthy Receiver of' Deposits---].irs. Florence Vlells. 
Worthy Senior Directress-- lv:rs. Sarah Johnson. 
-~Worthy Junior Directress---I.:iss Doris E. :Young. 
Worthy Escort----------------:r.::rs. Bertha Skinner. 
Worthy Protector---------------I.Ir. Thomas Reed. 
Worthy Eerald--------------r.:r. Edward Johnson. 
Concerning this organization which rlrs. Johnson was 
so instrumental in establishing, she se.ys: 
"In recognition of' my good work I was officially 
made Grand Deputy of' the Grand Court f'or the Plymouth County District. 
'In Fidelity, Farmony, and Love• is our chief' 
motto." 
====#================--- . 
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VIII. 
CLUBS AND TEE BROCKTON NEGRO. 
1. The 1!Jilling 1Horkers. 
The "VJilling VJorkers 11 were organized by I;~rs. Jones as 
an older women's Sunday School Class. They were brought 
together as volunteers to help lift the financial burden 
of the church. This was in the early history of the church 
before the first mortgage was paid. They gave suppers, 
entertainments, and v:hatever else their hands might find 
to do, in the vray of swelling the budget. 
These 11 VTilling workers" were not only interested in 
the mundane things of' life. They vmre also organized to 
promote the Kingdom and to manifest Christian values by 
Christian living. They were diligent students o:f the 
Word, and they made their knowledge e:f:fective. They did 
this by introducing to the Sunday School a Fome Depar~ent, 
and seeing to it that pamphlets, quarterlies, tracts, and 
other religious literature were distributed. 
2. The Busy Bees. 
This was a young girls' class which was organized and 
. -
taught by Mrs. Jones. 1:'le will have to admit that Mrs. 
c.Tones must have been a 'Y:illing worker' as well as an 
exceptionally good minister's w~:fe. She used discretion 
in the choice of her club names. Both "Willing Workers" 
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and "Busy Bee" implies activity, a characteristic necessity 
for progress. 
3. "Phylis 1!/heatly Club" 
This was also a Sunday School class which was made to 
function through the eff'orts of !·!irs. Mabel Terry. She put 
life into this class by taking the girls on hikes, enter-
taining them in her_home, and, at the same time, training 
them for usefulness. The girls were brought before the 
public several times as entertainers. Musicals, minstrels, 
and concerts v.:ere given. 
4. Alpha Zeta Circle. 
This group was organized by Reverend Eeacock of the 
Congregational cb.urch. Elmer Farris was made its first 
president and its popularity gripped the interest of the 
young people. Everyone wanted to be young and join in the 
social endeavors of the club. No z_gc limit was set, and 
no one v1as excluded. Consequently the membership of the 
club was more than half that of' the church itself. They 
held their business meetings at the church after which 
social games were enjoyed. They became a great asset to 
the church through their financial maneuvers as well as 
through their social attainm~nts. Once a year, at least, 
they z,rranged for a banquet, ·vrhich alvrays went on record 
as a grand success. Food was donated, so the receipts 
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·were, for the most part, cle.ar profit. This was n~vcr just 
an ordinary banquet; it was a memorable af'fnir:arid no one 
grumbled at the price set at a dollar a plate.. Upo1:1 S?me 
of these occasions as many as two hundred were served. 
The club has not been so active in recent ye~s, bu.t. 
there is a move to rekindle the fire of enthusiasm. Other 
social activities have detracted, but :they cam1ot con-:tri-
bute to the welfare of the church as can the Alpha Zeta 
Circle. 
5. The Good Rope Club. 
The Good Pope Club is made up mainly of adult men and 
women from the l:;essiah Baptist Sunday School. Their pur-
pose is to live up to their name by creating good :fellovr:-
ship among all. r ..:any of their activities are centered in 
uplifting the social life of the church. Parties, socials, 
special day festivities have to be arranged for, and they 
contribute their share in these activities. 
One of the suc.cessful social events of this club was 
a dog shov; Vihich was given in the fall og 1934 at the home 
of ILrs. H. 0. Bernard. Announcement vms made from the 
pulpit with the anticipation of live dogs being brought 
together. The pastor was afraid that the purpose of the 
club might be thwarted. 
The evening came and everyone brought his dog. Some 
were home made, some had been purchased. Prizes were 
. -~-- ----- ·- . - - - . 
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awarded, refreshments served, and everyone had a jolly 
time. 
This is just one of the many things they do. Their 
eff-Jrts are directed in maintaining balance betw·een relig-
ion and life. They do not forget their religion in their 
good times, but they give the good times that religion may 
be more wholesome. 
The Embroidery Circle. 
The Embroidery Circle is mainly for the purpose of 
seYling. The ladies meet together and bring their ovm sew-
ing or sew for some needy family of the community. The 
ladies v1ho belong to the society are, for the most part, 
Baptist ladies. 1\Trs. Charles li"arris is the president. o"! 
the Circle. The club is small but, even so, it has great 
possibilities. r~~any poor and needy children may derive 
material benefits from the "~Nork of the ladies 1 needles. 
7. The Rhythm Girls 1 Club. 
This club y:as organized in 1932 by Clara Hargrove. 
I.7eetings are held every week at the homes of its constit-
uency. The procedure is first a business meeting, then a 
social time, after which refreshments are served. A good 
time is elvvays enjoyed by those v:ho attend. 
The club was organized in interest of a corrununity 
center. The girls realized the need of such a place in 
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which they might CODco-regate. The colored boys had the 
privilege of going to the Young Peoples' Christian Assoc-
. . . 
iation at certain times. The girls had no such place for 
recreational OL)portunity. In the surruner the city afforded 
them a playground but there was no provision made for 
winter social life. The girls wish to improve the facil-
.. . 
ities for their recreation ~nd, if possible, expect to 
start a social center settlement. As yet they have not 
attained this end but their meeting each vreek is a step 
in that direction. The disadvantages are that the club 
does not and cannot extend itself in service to the larger 
group of young people. The club cannot offer adequate 
recreation because of lack of equipment, limited space, 
and home conditions~ 
The girls are still working on this project and in 
due time they may succee:.d in the fulfil~ent of their aims. 
If they faint not, their labors will not be in vain. The 
money they are saving will someday amount to a sufficient 
sum for the launching of their program in a more effective 
way. 
The girls have staged two very successful minstrels 
which increased their financial resources. It is hoped 
that their perseverance will eventually bring them reward. 
8. The Hock-a-toise Club. 
This is a girls' club which was organized in 1931 by 
II 
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Martha Hilliard. She later became president and served in 
that capacity for three years. Evelyn Fitzgerald succe.e.ded 
e . her and is now the head of the organization. l/eetings. _are 
held semi-monthly in the homes of the members. Fees for 
membership amount to twenty cents a month for each member. 
!I 
The club is not large, but the girls always enjoy a good 
time when they come together. 
The original purpose was to establish a sorority house, 
in which social functions might be perpetuated. The only 
thing that is hindering the realization of the goal is 
finances. The girls have not given up hope, but partially 
because vrf another club with similar ambitions, their pro-
gress is slov.r. Some day the clubs may i.bi;:!.ga:ti amalgamate 
and together achieve the one primary desire--- to found 
a community center for colored young people. 
The girls of the Eock-a-toise club have conducted 
several dances and given a fev.r studio parties. These were 
all reported successful, especially the studio parties. 
The studio party, as given by them, is invitational. It 
may be formal but is usually given informally. 
These social affairs help the girls to partially real-
ize their ambitions. They serve to compensate the lack 
and satisfy the need of' social life among them. 
The majority of these young people are church memb~rs, 
but as yet the church is not alive to their needs. Possibly 
some day the church will avrake, and the community center 
-94 
problem \vill be solved. 
9. VIi anna Bridge Club. 
The \lianna Bridge Club v.ras organized a f:ew years .ago 
by some enthusiastic bridge players. A small number had 
been meeting around in various homes and someone f:ound 
support to his suggestion that a club be f:ormed. Plans 
were made, the club organized, and it has been carried on 
during the winter months vlith apparent success. 
This group was never large. It was desirable to have 
enough f:or tvm tables-- f:onr members playing at each t~ble-­
and that number has quite consistently been maintained. 
The club meets every week at the home of: one of: its members. 
During the course of: the evening light ref:reshments are 
served. 
For the past f:ew years this organization has enjoyed 
several days of: camping on the Cape. When the weather is 
hot and the city annoying, they remove themselves to '\':here 
the cooling and re~reshing breezes ~rom the ocean side 
sooth their tired bodies and give them new vim and invigor-
ation. A~ter this little outing they return to their 
homes with gleeful memories of' the past and happy thoughts 
~or the :future. 
10. The t:issionary Circle. 
The I.Tissionary Circle of' the Messiah Ch'\.lrCh had its 
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origin many years ago. It reached its zenith under the 
pastorate of' rteverend Brawley who gave the ladies much en-
couragement in their activities. 
The purpose of' the organization has been tvm-f'old: 
to enlighten darkened minds, and to lighte!l the burdens. _o~ 
the depressed. Regular business meetings VJ"ere held, boxes 
and barrels v;ere packed, and VTere soon directed to the 
Southland. Local conditions, hov·rever, vrere not forgotten. 
The ladies vrere granted their request, by a vote of' 
the church, in regard to their presentation of' missionary 
news. Whenever a fifth Sunday occurred in any given mon_t!l 
they were allowed to use it for their purposes as they saw 
fit. On such a Sunday the ladies made extended preparation 
in an effort to advance the Spirit of' Christ, broaden 
peoples' horizons, and create an enthusiastic and sympa_th-
etic feeling toward all mankind. They did this by prepa.r-
ing papers and reading them, by reading certain missionary 
literature, commenting upon it, ·and by reading letters 
direct from the field. This brought before the people the 
needs of' other people and the vvays for meeting those needs. 
~:lhenever the le.dies \vere in charge they always dressed 
in white. This made for uniformity, simplicity, and att-
ractiveness. Tvvo collections were taken, the second of 
which v.ras used for missionary purposes. OcCEtSi onallY7:. on 
these days, the ladies would have both the morning Wld 
evening services. In such cases special music was arranged 
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and interposed at the right time. This day always proved 
to be a profitable one for all concerned. 
11. The VI omen's Efficiency Club. 
The V!omen' s Efficiency Club was organized December 12, 
1920 by l1~rs. Watt Terry. The object of this club is to 
further intellectual, philanthropic, moral, and social 
adve..ncement of its nembers and the community in which it is 
established. At the present time there are about fifteen 
active members. This organization has had three scholar-
ships in the Brockton Eigh School, has donated barrels of 
clothing to schools in the South, a11d has contri1:mted. t~ 
the Red Cross and Visiting Teachers' Association. The club 
is also a member of the Eassachusetts State Union. Its 
mottoe is: "Aim high in all you do!" 
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IX. 
SPORTS AND TEE BROCKTOH l:EGRO. 
,:!he rever outdoor sports are being featured, one is sure 
to f'ind the colored boy. Eis interest runs high in all such 
activities, and of'times, someone of' the group is in the game 
itself'. One will f'ind Negro boys on the Eigh School ball 
teams, and regular players on the city teams. It is not in-
frequent that members of' the l!egro race are f'ound on foot-
ball teams also. Bec~use of' the strength they add to the 
various athletic organizations, they are of'ten to be seen 
holding responsible positions on the court or the gridiron. 
No race discrimination, whatever, is made when teams are 
organized. Only scholastic requirements, identical with 
those necessary f'or white students, determine eligibility. 
The Jregro student in Brockton has an equal chance vdth the 
white student, at least so f'ar as athletics are concerned. 
The Y .L~.c .A. of' Brockton sponsors an inter-church 
basketball tournament. This is an annual f'ete which the 
young people of' the churches greatly enjoy. Time in the 
gymnasium is apportioned out f'or practice and playing. Thus, 
there is little opportunity or chance f'or any kind of' 
group confusion or conflict. To light, heat, and keep the 
gymnasium in shape, a small f'ee f'rom each competing group 
is charged. The various churches, usually the Sunday Schools, 
or young peoples' organizations, assume the responsibility 
f'or financing the particular group in which they are most 
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interested. 'l'he amount charged is only four dollars, so 
the financial burden is not great. Some of the churches 
even furnish the boys vrith suits, but in most cases the 
boys buy their ovm. 
The Lincoln Congregational boys have been playin~_for 
several years, and through practice and experience, hav~. 
developed a strong team. The regular players on this team 
are Clayton Scott, Stanley Harris, Baron Gorrence., L_e~lie 
Farris, F.rnest Solomon, James Torrence, Vincent Kersey, 
Lloyd Baker, and Enos Christiani. 
The Messiah Baptist boys or.ganized a team and entered 
into the contest in 1934. At first they labored under the 
handicap of inexperience. Other players, from various teams 
had been playing for a number of' years. Their experience 
had given them confidence, as well as technique and e:ff~-:­
ciency. The Uessiah boys have made rapid progress during 
the last fevl months, and soon they vrill undoubtedly p~ove 
no mean adversary for any other team in the community. 
The boys who play are Samuel Gale, Edgar !Iilliar_d, Frf:illcis 
Young, Clayton Scott, Ralph I::orrow, and Mervin Vlatson. In 
addition there are several ~ubstitute players. 
on Februany 16, 1935, the first game between the 
r:iessiah and Lincoln teams was played. Enthusiasm ran high, 
both before the game and after it. During the week prior 
to the contest, the Lincoln girls tried to encourage and 
mislead the I!!essiah sympathizers by telling them that with-
------ --"---~------·--- . 
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out doubt the Iv:essiah team was the better of' the two and 
. ' 
would quite easily vlin. The modulation of' the voice, f1o~v.., 
ever, betrayed the sincerity of' the statement. This irony 
on the part of the Lincoln boosters was sensed and was 
interpreted as such. 
From the start, the r::essiah team had doubted its abil-
ity to conquer the Lincolnians. The game opened vlith a 
number of' enthusiastic fans on the side-lines. When the 
final vrhistle blew, the lv:essiah boys had been defeated to 
a score of 29 to 7. The vanquished team was not discouraged, 
but expressed the belief that vlith a bit more practic~ it 
could be equipped adequately for subsequent victories. 
The Y.M.C.A. is rendering a great service to the church 
boys of the city by making possible these basketball tou~~­
aments. Few of' the churches have gymnasiums of' their own. 
Those that are fortunate enough to possess them, find them 
too small and inadequately equipped for the purposes of 
public contests. The Y.M.C.A. gymnasium is well equipped, 
and, by giving the Brockton boys a chance, it serves its 
purposes well. Commendations to the organization for its 
endeavors and accompolishments are frequently voiced. The 
y .l.I.C .A. binds boys together in a common interest of' whole-
some sports and amusements. 
The outstanding baseball team composed of Brockton 
Negroes is knovm as the "Lincoln Giants". A member of that 
team makes the following historical statement concerning it: 
I 
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"At the close of the 1932 basketball season the members 
of the "Lincoln Basketeers" decided to form a Sunday School 
baseball team. N"ot enough members could be found among the 
Sunday School boys, so membership was opened to the pub_lic. 
At one of' the meetings, !,'J'. Hargrove was elected manag_e~,. 
John Shanks was made captain, and r,rr. Vlatson became coach. 
Dues were paid and socials givep. Not much success crovmed 
the efforts of the first yee~. In 1933 Lafayette Ear~oye 
·was re-elected manager. Charles Solomon was chosen c~ptain, 
~.,;. 
and Albert Vlalters was designated coach. New equipment was 
purchased, and the team entered the Community Twilight 
League. This League was' quite slow, and the Giants easily 
won the championship. They became members of' another 
Community League and did not show up so good. At the end of 
the season they ordered new uniforms. At the beginning of 
the 1934 season James Hilliard replaced Solomon as captain. 
The other leaders were retained. 
With a newly uniformed team we received many offers to 
join various leagues. We finally became members of a league 
that represented the fastest teams of the city. After 
playing Taunton Lumber Company-- the heralded champions--
to a 14 - 14. draw, we travelled to Whitmore, Avon, Weymouth, 
Deighton, Bridgewater, and other places. 
Several colored teams :from Boston vicinity \Vere p~ayed 
and, as the season got under way, more and more games w~r:e 
arranged. Because of lack of fields ,many v:ere cancelled. 
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Now, in 1935, we look forward to a very prosperous season. 
A colored club is always welcomed, and is usually given 
a big hand. 11 
The above report concerning the Lincoln Giants comes 
from Bennet Torrence. 
The baseball and basketball teams that have been dis-
cussed are made up wholly of Negroes. This is something 
comparatively new in the history of Brockton. The colored 
boy has always played these games, but, until recent yea~~~ 
he has not had the distinction of having a team of his ovm. 
Some Negroes in Brockton have taken up professi<:>nal 
boxing. These men nearly always make a good shovling. 
Thomas Bridges is the only one who has ever been orgru:ically 
injured. He novr sits in darkness, due to eye failure. He 
takes his handicap v:ithout a rm1rmur, and is eve~ cheer~~· 
Fe has a wife and ten children to console and assist him. 
Little has been said about the girls and their athletic 
life. Vlhat has been said of the boys is equally true of 
the girls. Of course, they have not taken up boxing, nor 
are they organized into teams. They are granted certain 
recreational privileges by the Y.Vl.C.A. There, they are 
treated with every courtesy and consideration. In this 
respect, Brockton offers Negroes many advantages that are 
seldom offered them by other cities. 
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X. 
MUSIC AND THE BROCKTON NEGRO. 
The negro is thought of as having special musical 
ability. This conception arises out of' the fact that the 
tTegroes who do sing and play delight in staging public 
perfor!lkmces. Those who take to music seem to have come 
by their ability naturally, and quite frequently, through 
a bit of training and voice culture, they become quite 
adept in the musical v.rorld. 
The following are Brockton Negroes who have succeeded 
in mastering some instrument well enough to gain admission 
into bands and orchestras. A number of' these have played 
together in various combinations. Some have played and 
sung in organizations whose memberships are composed P:r"~:­
marily of' white men and women. The men listed below once 
maintained a large orchestra of their own: 
John Prince---- piano. 
Kenneth Royster--- leader and saxophone. 
Earl l.~orallyce--- drums. 
Albert l[orallyce-- cornet. 
lYilliam ~.'Iinslow--- trumpet. 
U. Kingsbury-- banjo. 
Andrew Gale-- violin. 
A group of boys has also formed itself' for purposes 
of performing musically together. Among them are: 
James Demarzo-- conductor. 
Albert Torrence-- drums. 
Jerry Lang-- saxophone. 
Eugene Ka.tz-- trumpet. 
This group is especially in demand for Jewish dances. 
I 
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It has played a number of times for the Young Men's Hebrew 
Association. It is also popular runong its ov:m people, and 
is usually the first choice of' Negro dancers • 
Albert Torrence plays the drums in the Figh School 
orchestra. When dances are put on, he features special_ 
song selections, Ee is ·well liked by his fellow associates, 
and is very popular among v;hite groups. Eis h~ppy express-
ion, and pleasing manner, win him many friends. 
In addition to the orchestras we have just mentioned, 
it is also to be understood that many others are also 
quite proficient with certain instruments. They play v!el_l, 
in many instances, but hesitate to play in public. I·;1r. Farry 
Barnard likes to strum his mandolin, but seldom plays for 
any other purpose than for his ovm amusement. This is true 
of' a great number of Brockton's colored population. 
Choral,and vocal music generally,also play a great part 
in the lregro Is musical repertoire. The r.Iessiah Baptist 
church has always maintained a choir for use during both the 
regular services of the church and for special musical 
occasions~·. ·As nearly as can be ascertained, the most 
successful choirs of that church existed during the years 
1900 and 1909 when Rev. 11. E. Jones vms pastor. The oragn-
ization of' 1900 vms directed by Theophilos Brummell. I,~iss 
Alice Jordan was the organist. The following people com-
prised its membership: Urs. l.:ary Turner, Charles Strother, 
Otis Strother, Ethel J·ordan, r ..;rs. r;:-ary Shanks Cooper, r~:.iss 
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Ethel Strother, and Benjamin Gales. There was also the 
Strother quartet composed of Ethel, ,Helen, Charles, e.nd 
Otis Strother. 
. -- . \ T -- -~- ::~---------. ~ 
In 1909 the choir was directed by Edward Mallery. !.:iss 
Maria Sandridge presided at the organ. At that time she 
was the youngest organist in this part of the state. The 
choir itself ·was composed chiefly of young people including 
. 
w:iss Eliza Fields, Kiss Della Fields, Helen Strother,_ Emma 
Overby, LueBelle Overby, J,Iary 1\Iosely, rarion Sandridge, 
Katherine Johnson, ~Tulia !rallery, Benjamin Gales, and 
Nathaniel Strother. A quartet composed of LueBelle_ OY.erby, 
Della Fields, nathaniel Strother, and Benjamin Gales \vas 
also active at this time. 
Later there v1as a quartet composed of four sisters, 
Cora, Amy, Elizabeth, and I1!arion Sandridge. The organist, 
Earie. Sandridge, was another of the sisters. They sang at 
various church socials, at the Bridgewater State Priso~, 
and frequently aided Rev. Jones in the church services. 
The choirs gave several nmsicales for the financial 
benefit of the church. 
In later years the liessiah church ·was fortunate in 
having for its organist James Brummell, a young member of 
the church. Eis grandfather, Theophilos Brummell, was a 
church founder and a deacon, and had directed the choral 
singin[ of the early church. Fe had a nc-~tural gift for 
musical expression, though he had studied but a short time 
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vrith an instructor. Fe directed several choruses·· in the 
South end his reputation became quite vrcll sprca.d. James 
- . . -
finished his training for the piano and took up the study 
of' the pipe-organ. Fe is now quite accompolished and has 
been organist for the Brockton theatre for some time. 
During the last f'evr years a junior choir has been 
organized under the leadership of' Krs. Ilarion Boyd. The 
young people's ages range from twelve to seventeen years. 
The group is composed of' twenty of' the boys and girls of 
the church school. 
One of' the finest affairs conducted at the church ·was 
a music festival given in the month of July, 1933. The 
purpose was to raise money in order to reduce the church 
mortgage. The efforts of the choiristers were crovmed vri th 
great success. This performance t.:las given under the direct-
ion of a supply pastor, Richard I. I.lcKinney, a student of 
::Jevrton Theological Seminary. 
The latest venture in the line of music is a mixed 
quartet that sings at the morning service. The personnel of 
this quartet is as f'ollovlS: t:rs. Katherine Smith, soprano; 
L~rs. narion Boyd, alto; Harold Carter, tenor; and Carl 
I.1arrow, basso. All are members of the church. Their parents 
vrere also members of the church for many years, two of them 
being among the founders. 
The soprano, l.~rs. Katherine Smith, is a member of the :< 
Brockton r:usic Festival Association, an org2nization con-
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taining almost a hundred white singers. !'.:iss Iva Fargrove, 
of Lincoln Church, is also a member of the group. These 
tvro singers are the only members of their race represented 
in the Association. \'!omen and men members of the chorous 
are numbered among some of the best families of the city. 
At one time r.:rs. Smith was elected a member of a com-
mittee of five to arrange a musical. In every respect the 
tvro J'Tegro members of the group are shovm impartial courtesy 
and consideration. 
The Lincoln Congregational church also has a choir and 
has rendered some very fine musical entertainments. At 
Christmas time the choir of this church unites ·with that of 
the IJ:essiah Baptist church for the singing of carols and 
spirituals. This concert usually takes place somewhere in 
the business district of the city. It is sponsored by the 
Brockton ''!~DE'n' s Club, an organization of white ladies. 
other choruses,~ glee clubs, and quartets add special features 
to the pr~gr8m. Gr·orge Johnson officiates at the organ. 
The organist of the Eessiah Baptist church at the pr_e-:-
sent time is Ifiiss Evelyn Brooks, a young girl of seventeen. 
She is a member of the church and is a Junior in the Brock-
ton Eigh School. 
As is the case among those who play instruments, so 
many good Negro singers of the comr:1unity hesitate to dis-
play their talents in public. Francis Young, Pete Bernard, 
','Jilliam !.:arrow, and others, have fine voices. A bit of 
I 
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cultivatio~and use vrould no doubt raise their natu!al _ability 
.to high plenes of efriciency. Barnard sang at the theatre 
upon one.occassion and received much applause from the 
audience. A quartet, composed of Farold Carter, Pete Bar-
nard, V.'illiam :Earrov;, and Carl ~:arrow, were very acceptable 
to all those who heard them. 
A great deal might be said concerning other musical 
features indulged in by this talented Brockton group. Of 
significant teas, socials, and other entertainments v;rhere 
music and drama played a major part, there is no end. There 
are tvm outstanding successes, ho\·rever, that cannot be for-
gotten. One is a play, the other a musicale. 
On Sunday, April 16, 1922, the Messiah Baptist church 
presented an early English Morality play entitled "Everyman". 
A program, printed for the occassion gives the following 
information: 
"Everyman is commanded by Death's Summoner to go 
on a long journey from which he will never return. · He 
begs for more time, to no avail, but is told that· he 
might take any of his friends "vVho will go with him. 
In succession he appeals in vain to Fellowship, to 
r:indred and Cousin, and to Riches (Goods) by ·whom he 
had set special store. Forsaken by all in his need,· 
Everyman turns at last to Good Deeds that he had. done 
little to cherish. Good Deeds assists him, hovJ'ever, 
calls forth her sister, Knowledge, who gives clearer 
vision, and summons Confession. Thus Everyman is made 
ready for his .journey. :Ee scourges himself by way of 
Penance, is at last forsaken even by Beauty, Strength, 
Discretion, and Five 1:lits, and only Good Deeds acc-
ompanies him to the hereafter." 
C F..ARACTERS • 
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11essenger--------------------- Berkeley Rudd. 
Death' s Summoner-------------- James P. Overby.· 
Everyman---------------------- Rev. Benjamin Brawley. 
Fellowship-------------------- Vlallace Terry~ 
Kindred----------------------- Hobart Harris. 
Cousin------------------------ r.:rs. Parvey Scott. . 
Goods------------------------- Theophilos Brummell. 
Good Deeds-------------------- l.;~rs; Ben,jamin BravTley. 
Knowledge--------------------- !£rs. ~Hilliam Turner. 
Confession-------------------- Joseph S. Carter. 
Beauty------------------------ Bessie Daniels. 
Strenghh---------------------- Alice Royster. · 
Discretion-------------------- Esther Anderson. 
Five Wits--------------------- Lanie Bryant. 
Of the musicale, a Brockton newspaper says the follow-
FII\1E EDUCATIONAL CONCERT PRESENTED. 
Entertainment given at 
I\~essiah Baptist 
Church 
A delightfUl entertainment in 
charge of ~.:rs Jessie Brovm was giv-
en Viednesday night by young women 
in the auditorium of' the Messiah 
Baptist church. Various speakers 
and musicians participated and Miss 
Sarah Ellen I=arris was mistress o:f 
ceremonies. The programme includ-
ed piano selections and a duet by 
I.:iss Marjorie Harrison and J,J>s. 
Ruth H. Barnett, preceding the open-
ing address given by Deacon Charles 
Harris. A solo was given by l:lrs. 
Katherine Burrell, accompanied by 
rttrs. Barnett. 1~iss Ruby Carter 
featured a piano selection and an 
encore. 
The speakers for the·evening 
were then annonnced. Mrs. Carrie 
Hilliard read some of Paul Lawrence 
Dunbar's poems, whtich were a feature, 
followed by a paper on President 
Cooldldge by Ray Famlin Scott. ~/iiss 
Elsie Filliard entertained with a 
----·~--- ---
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comedy sketch, followed by orig-
inal papers v:ri t ten in interest 
of' various business men of' the 
city, vdth an introductory address 
by Iass Alice Marrow and readings 
by l.lrs. Jessie Brovm, I.'iiss Alice 
Royster, IHss Lanie Bryant, Miss 
Alice Carter, ~iss Ruth Royster, 
and l.ifiss Mildred Turner. . 
r,ass Or dis Harris gave a solo, 
accompanied by Hiss Sarah Ellen 
Parris. A speech by I.1rs. Edith 
Ro~ster concluded the educational 
concert which was one of' the best 
in the history of' the church. 
Two prizes as announced by Ers. 
Brovm were given to the best 
speakers. r,:iss Ruth Royster, a 
writer of' promising ability, won 
first prize. The second prize 
was won by Miss Carrie Hilliard, 
prominent and active young member 
who resides at 50 Elm avenue. The 
awards were made by William Turner, 
the first prize being a necklace, 
the second, a correspondence box. 
Mrs. Albert Bryant assisted Mrs. 
Brovm with the tickets. 
•• 
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XI. 
FJF_,ALTH.tJffi 11:§. BROCKTON J\lEGRO. 
The Negro in Brockton is fully as healthy as the 
average citizen. He is seldom overtaken by disease \'l~~ch 
requires hospitalization. His rec::ord, in comparison with 
other races, is almost negligible. If there is any one 
disease that is more prevalent than another, it is lung 
trouble. This would indicate that the Negro has never 
. . 
become fully acclimated to the Northern v1eather. In this 
connection it is evident that he either takes less pre.-
caution or has lower resistence. It is very likely t~at 
both are contributory factors. The Negro man is often 
found among the laborers where he is exposed to all sorts 
of v.reather throughout the entire year. Instead of se?king 
shelter on a cold, rainy, day, he may merely place him-
self up against a lamp post and there stand or talk until 
he is chilled through. Onlookers :may remark, 11 I wish I 
could do what that colored man does without suffering 
sickness! 11 If asked concerning his remarkable physical 
stamina, the Negro might reply, or be inclined to reply, 
that 'a little alcohol,advisedly taken, vrarms one up, peps 
one up, and keeps one going'. 
Insurance companies consider Negroes poor risks. It 
is rare that an agency will insure one for as much as five 
thousand dollars. A few years ago, a Fegro vrho was finan~i­
allY able to carry a five thousand dollar policy sought to 
... 
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procure one on a 'straight life' contract. This vras denied 
him by one of the leading companies despite the fact that 
he passed the physical examination acceptably. The c~mp~?Y 
offered him a twenty-year endowment policy, but this he vras 
not inclined to accept. After much effort, the Negro f~?al­
ly succeeded in getting himself satisfactorily insured in 
another company. This hesitant attitude, in such matters 
as this, prevails in practically all good insurance com-
panies. 
Despite the fact that a Negro is considered a poor 
risk among insurance companies, it is believed that a 
among the most highly insured of America, not excepting 
white policy holders. His premiums amount to something like 
ten thousand dollars a year. According to the revenues of 
his business, this financial burden, it is reputed, would 
not be too heavy. The policy holder of whom we speak is 
Watt Terry. 
The accusation against the Negro that he is not yet 
properly acclimated, would hardly hold true for those born 
in the North. Unless it can be proved that there is a 
racial tendency which demands warmer and less changabl~. 
weather, then, the ste.tement is false. Negroes who have 
been born and reared in the Horth, and have been given all 
the modern conveniences of other residents, need not be 
I! 
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erly applied, and good food available, the health differ-
ences betv1een l'Tegroes and w·hite citizens should not be 
- -
great. It has not been detected in Brockton that such 
differences prevail. 
In the South the health of the Negro may be impai!~d 
I 
by circumstances. He usually has a large family~ living 
conditions are poor; he has but few conveniences. For these jJ 
reasons, chiefly, he is subject to all sorts of attack in i' 
regard to his physical well-being. Vlhen sickness comes, he 
has little or no money for the services of a doctor. It 
is especially during that part of the year when he has no 
food in sufficient amounts that his vitality is weakened to 
such an extent that disease germs easily ravage his system. 
In the north, such characterizing distinctions are not 
so pronounced. The Negro claims to have health records 
that equal, and sometimes surpass, those of white people. 
Without doubt, in the case of the Negro at least, equal 
rights and considerations make for physical normalcy. 
It might be of interest to mention a few instances 
in which hospitalization for Negro citizens has been necess-
ary. A girl of sixteen, one of a family of ten childr~~~ 
was taken sick with sudden and severe pains in the chest. 
A doctor was.isummoned _but he was unable to ascertain t_h~ 
nature of the trouble. Fe recommended tJ:1at she be tak_en to 
a hospital for observation and attention. The necessary 
==~fb=============--·---------
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arrangements ·were·made and she was removed to the City 
Fospital. Even there, her case proved baffling. Since 
the girl showed no signs of recovery, .the father_ became im-
patient and took her back to the home. There·, she rema~J:led 
in a critical condition for several weeks, finally succumb-
ing. A post mortem diagnosis of the case revealed that 
the fatal disease had been pleurisy. Although the father 
is frequently condemned for ~aving removed the patient 
from the hospital, the question is debatable as to whether 
or not she was just as \Vell off in her ovm home. 
The Hegro is sometimes thought to be more susceptib::...e · 
to tuberculosis than are members of other races. This idea 
is not borne out so far as the Negro of Brockton is con-
cerned. It is true that some :Negroes of that city have 
been afflicted with that dread disease. 1~~r. Watson, an_. 
active member of the Messiah Baptist church, a world v:ar 
veteran, and a public spirited individual, died a few 
months ago in a tuberculosis sanitarium in Hanson. Visitors 
in his vrard sensed the fact that he vras reconciled to his 
fate and no longer hoped for recovery. For a \'v"eek or so 
prior to his death he found it extremely hard to get his 
breath. Pe could not restrain tears at the futility of his 
attempts to talk. For him, it had been a long, ha~d fight, 
but he wavered not, even when the end finally came. 
In the sa.me sanitarium with t:r. Watson was the young 
twelve year old son of I.:rs. Johnson. Ee had been but 
=====tl:=================:-. --
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recently taken there, and still had the appearance of a:ny 
normal person. Fis face was full~ and his body plump. Indeed, . 
.. . I 
he v1as a very 'picture' of health. Conversation vrith his 11 
nurse, hov.rever, revealed the fact that one lung vras in .?-
very dangerous condition. Eis youthfulness and determin-
ation, hovrever, eave the doctors much hope for his recovery. 
The nurse asked him to show me about, so he took me 
into the school-room. There, he told me about his studies, 
his opportunities for play, his diet, and his tree.tment. ~n 
general. There vrere five other boys of near the same .ag~ .. 
as he V!ho vrere also threatened v1i th the great v·:hi te plague. 
. . 
They had classes daily. Their teacher was a regulc:.rly 
accredited instructor, and she savr to it that the boys clid 
not lack any of the scholastic opportunities of healthy 
children. 
Their play life, however, v:as somewhat restricted. 
They were not permitted to engage in such vigorous pastimes 
as baseball or football. In order that they might never 
tire themselves greatly, they v,rere made to limit themselves 
to games of a quiet nature. Daily rest periods were essent-
ial. Balanced diets of pure foods were scrupulously main-
tained. These tvro items-- food and rest-- served a.s their 
chief medicines. 
During the past fevr months, rr. Filary Go.les was taken 
to the sanitarium. Ee \'las z. plumber by trade, and a Yle.ll 
loved and public spirited citizen. re had always been a man 
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of superior physica.l strength, and it was quite unexpected 
that he should fall a victim of that strange disease._ His 
nervous temperament, however, was one contributing factor 
to his breakdo\'tn. It was requested, upon his admission to 
the sanitarium, that only the immediate relatives should 
visit him. 
There is :ri6t another hospital in Brockton ·vrhich is not 
so much for the sick as for the aged. It has been called 
the "City Home". In this home; both the patients and the 
employees are colored. At the present time there are five 
employees: !.:iss Alice Parrow, !::iss Grace Butter, Itrs. 
Cornelia Rawlins, 1~.irs. "Ruth Reed, and Mrs. r.:runie Bowles. 
The patients ·who live there help the institution by doing 
certain small things to help. They make beds, sweep floor~, 
wash dishes, and engage themselves in other similar chores. 
For the most part, they are contented and quite willing to 
remain. Just now the patients are only tv,ro in number, :vrs. 
Hannie Young and Ivliss Julia Terry. 
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CRIEE AJ:·W 1l'liE BROCKTON NEGRO. 
At the beginning of the 'i'wentieth century, there 
!' 
I' ,, 
appeared defamatory publications of the Negro race. A 
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Bible rlouse in ~t. Louis, in 1902, published a book entitled, 11
1 'l'he Negro a Beast, or In 'l'he Image of ::rod." 'l'his book had 
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a large circulation, especially in ·the South, where it 
promoted mob spirit among the ·r,oorer classes of vrhites. 
Other oooks were written such as: "'I'he 2·~egro" by Snufeldt: 
r~T_;le Color Line '' by Smith; 'l'he i>Jnerican :Negro :1 by 'l'l'wmas. 
'l'homas was himself a Negro, but his book Vias unparalleled 
by its vindictiveness and exaggeration. The governor of 
?.'·ississippi, J. :L Vardaman, in an inau~,·ural address said 
concerninr-; the ~:egroes; :I 
liAs a race, they are deteriorating morally every 
clay. 'l'ime has demonstrated that they are more criminal 
as freemen than as slaves; that they are increasing in 
criminality with frightful rapidity, being one-third 
more criminal in 1090 than in 1880. 
Only a fev1 w·eeks later, Bishop brown of Arkansas, 
held that the ~outhern ~egroes were declining both morally 
and intellectually; consequently, they could not be expected 
to take any constructive part in government. ~e even justi-
fied lynching, as being a le~itimate means of control. 
'rhomas Dixon, in 190:J, v!rote "'l'he I\lansrnan '. 'l1his vms 
written as a novel, but it was later put on the stage. 
It caused nmch excitement and prejudice ac;ainst the :·Iogro. 
~~e play has been said to be partly responsible for the 
""~~ -----------.....-----
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Atlanta J.:assacre. A.ll of this feeling v1hich v~as created 
against the Negro tended to increase his inferiority, and 
destro'r hi.:~ initiative. ;llis array of uncomplimentary 
propaganda, made it very hard for the race to receive 
justice, irrespective of its character and merit. 
Tne Negro was forced to live under the worst of con-
ditions; without sanitation, proper housing, or desirable 
. 
living districts. These degrading living conuitions, often 
caused him to react criminally. If brought into the court, 
justice was not given to him, thus driving him further down 
the social scale. One instance of Vihich shows the limit 
of unfairness in court procedures is as follovrs; a color·ed 
man failed to make a payment of one dollar at the appointed 
time and as a result he servea virtually as a slave for 
., ·c·oxLIG.tely thro.:; ;ro~c,':. , __ ,o :r~t"' so1~1 for tvJenty-five 
dollars to pay the cost of court procedures because he rias 
unable to raise the ~oney for the fine. 
The Jim Crow law was originally intended only to 
segregate the 1Je:.::roes from the Yihite people by giving the 
:-;:rm:Ds separate conveyances. It v;as not originally inten-
ded ~o discriminate against the Hegroes by ic:ivino- the vrhite _ _.. L) 
folH: better service but in most instances, the Hegro accom-
mdldations were inferior to those of the white race. Be-
cause of interstate commerce, the law was declared uncon-
stitutional by the Supreme court of the United States. 
~his was forced to an issue by a case from Louisiana. 
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1r:l1e Louisiana statute, v1hich vms declared unconstitutional, 
discriminated against interstate passenGers on account of 
color. 'l'he result of the Supre:ne Court 1 s decision cul-
Jninated in a new phrasing of the law, so as to apply to 
intrastate connnerce. ~hough inters~ate passengers have 
legal rights of non-discrimination, yet in reality the in-
trastate laws take precedence. 
In seventeen states and the District of Columbia, 
school sesre~ation is enforced. This often works an in-
justice to the Negro, due to appropriations and school 
equipment. In the ~tate of South Carolina in 1985, there 
was an appropriation per capita of trtirty-nine dollars for 
nhite children over against four nollars for colored 
children. ~he average salary for a white teacher was 
eight lmndr'ecl and eignty dollars, vJhile only two hundrecl 
and sixty one dollars nas paid ~eGro teachers. The above 
apnlies to public schools and ~hen it comes to high schools, 
the rate per capita tor ~egro children is far less. In the 
~tate of Georgia, up until recent years, there was not a 
sin,::le hi:jh school in the ~)tate, Yihich watJ 0:9en to the 
u egro. 'hi th only a fe\'1 exce:r_;tions, there is no other op-
:r:1ortuni ty for a high sc.i.lool education for the Negro in the 
South than through schools supported by relisious orc·an-, __ ; 
izations, or pnilanthropists. 
... ~egroes are forced to pay taxes, the same as ~-:hites, 
but they do not receive equal benefits. The Negro section 
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of the City of Fort Valley, Geor~ia, in 192%, uas destroyed 
by fire because the water s~~tem paid for by eQual taxation 
did not extend into this section. In ~ilmington, North 
Carolina, a l-fep;ro died. because he vras refused first aid at 
t.e1e ho.spital. 
';.de is oarred from t11e 'public 1 library. :ie may 
'."lalk or rest on municipal batiJ.inc,: beaches, nor D\'Ii:m in 
the nmnicipal pool. A Negro city official of the nor-
therly city of ~ittsburgh, Pa., recently obtained an 
inJunction as the first step in a fi11ht to obtain for 
his daughter the right to swim in a pool erected at 
public expense. Provision for }JUblic recreation does 
not include the Negro in the South. More, it is a mis-
demeanor and someties a crime in most southern states 
to concluc~ a public meeting where segregation is not 
observed in seating blacks and ;:Ihi t es. By law or cus-
tom, the Negro is segreGated in public gatherings every-
w.here in the South. 
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·''l'o seat Negroes and v1hi tes together brings trouble. I 
0te:chen Graha~,. a nhite labo: e. organkizer, conducted a i'l 
meetin[ in Virg1nia. ~ix wn1~e wor ers and lQO Necroes 
came to hear draham ex::)lain the benei'its of labor orp;an-
11
-
ization. 'l'J.1ey sat toi;ether, Gl'aha::n v;as arrested, t:i1e 'I 
charge being 1 j_ncitins the Hegro population to insur- il 
, II 
rection a{"ainst the vhite ·oonula-cion 1 • After two trials ,1• 
--- - - 1'.! he \Vas acc;ui tt ed, only to be rearrested, and recofJUnencla-
t ions for his deportation Yiere dravm up. ( charc;ecl with 
advocating the violent overtnrov.- of tile .·:;overmnent) '' \ 
Crime is born in ti.1-e travail of social agony and rocked 
in the armc-=> of economic stress. Criminals, as such are not 
born, but because of environmental concHtions, they are 
1: -oro due eeL. A boy nho is brought up not to respect the law 
is apt to become an offender of the law. Children of 
foreign parents cause the courts the greatest amount of 
vJOrry. tni8 may -oe clue to the confu.sion in loyalties, 
resultinf:S from conflictin,g vie':Js, as taucsht in home, school, 
and crml'ch. 
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The Iiio saic code declares, 11 'l'hou shalt not steal. tr 
'l'he Bible also states that, "~',:o:1 shall earn his bread by 
the sweat of his brov1. il the foreign parent v:ho is brought 
up to be thrifty, forces his children to find work, and if 
there is no vmrk to be found, then other methods must be 
not 
sought. 0tealing is often resorted to v:hen nork is available 
the father seeks J"ustification on the zrounds that he needs 1 
the financial aid, of the children. 1'h: chilc'l.ren appeal to I 
justice on the basis that it has the only solution to their ' 
,I 
immediate problem. .i'he complainant asks for justice on the 1 
l 
legal richts of a property owner. It is impossible to 
deal out justice to all three of the above cases. It seems 
to me, that the only approach to such a dilennna, is to 
rectify the system that promotes-!t. 
Under depressing circumstances, individuals are so con-
stituted. that baser desires usually supercede moral scruples. 
A man v1ill usually steal before he Ylill starve; he v:ill 
generally lie ratner t~1a11 receive punishment; he v:ill some-
tiLes co1mnit adultery loather t:nan ·near tJ:1e responsibilities 
of married life; ae will resort to violence rather than be 
enslaved; and often a~cept the stigma of irresponsibility, 
rathe:.· than grimly face tlle realities of manhood. Vfny is 
this true? Is it not because oi' the social set un of our 
ei viliza t ion? ji;conomic and social pres;,mre causes moral 
and spiritual dwarfs. Pressure of this type either drives 
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men to God, or from God. It makes them seek J•efuge in 
religion, or become pioneers on the road of indivi~ualism, 
without consideration of man or God. '11his is ,,-Jha t hap-
penecl to the liegroes; some became very religious, y;hile other 
became lawless. ~~ose who became lawless were held up as 
examples of the race, consequently the -~;hole race "~Has 
Dunished. 
Race friction has never been so tense in the North, as 
in the South. Friction is caused by contact, and fort he 
1nost part there have not been sufficient Kegroes in the North! 
to cause friction. ~ven in Hortherm Cities, \·1here the black 
man has micsrated, the conditions are greatly changed. 
Attitudes toward him are ~ifferent, and as a result his 
environment is conducive to better living. L:luman souls, 
if they are not too calloused,usually respond to kindness. 
'l1JJe black man, as v1e have seen, has oft n r)een made a crim-
inal, because of social sentiment against him. If society 
conclen!llE: a man, tnat man .nas no self respect to !H,eserve. 
rie has no rej.'Utation to maintaJ.n, thus, the vmy of least 
resistance may e followed. i~ere is something innate in 
man that causes him to fight against those v1ho persecute 
him, and the r;ee;ro is not ex,mpt from this human trait. tf 
11is record reveals a greater amount of crime than that of 
the white man, society is responsible. 
Ver;t f'ew Negroes resided in Brocl{:ton, prior to 189C. 
About tnat tlme a number moved in frmn North Carolina, 
-l 
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Virginia, and I\~aryland, but they came peaceaole, and v1ere 
received hospitably. Even today, the white citizens soeak 
well of their colored population. 'i'he inferences Yihich may 
be dravm are strongly in evidence of our past discussion; 
namely, lcinclness is rev;arded by trustworthiness. 'l1reat a 
person squarely, and seldom ~-;ill he betray your trust. -,-fe 
find that this has generally held true in Brockton and as 
a result fe~ Negroes have been brought before the bar of 
just; ice. 
For specific cases see the appendix. Even there, we 
will find some justification for their action. A trian-
gular love affair never works out smoothly, whether it is 
oetvJeen ·:inite or colored. A saloon generates no influence 
for social good. A saloon keeper is not motivated to con-
form to the standards of right conduct. A man slightly 
unct.er the influences of liquor, lacks t:ne finer qualities 
of self propriety. fhe raoe charGe was denied, and evidence 
seems stronc in 1Lc defense, even -,~hough there never \:as 
an Rquittal. 
Crap shootinf; and .~.:;ambling aJJpeals to th'= colored man, 
because of his emotional tendencies. Drinkin~ helps him 
to foreet his troubles and bur-;v his cares and woes. De-
sertion frob fm;lily may be due to a nagging wife, or it may 
be due to a cruel v10rld of just demands. .i'he store keener 
demands his pay, and the home. ovmer calls for his rent, but 
if labor has failed to yield her increase, vlherein shall the 
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bills be met? '.rho easiest escape from trouble may be to 
leave home. 
One remedy for social ills is to apply the golden rule. 
Anoti.1er solution is to follov1 Christ in the pathv;ay of love. 
11 Love thy neighbor.,: nRender to no man evil for evil,,; but 
seelc peace and pursue it. If either the white man, or the 
black man .had followed tnese principles, less social mal-
adjustmen ts would have occurred. 
11 .:;ee Aouenclix for individual Brockton cases. 
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In twenty-seven States of the Union, a difference in 
color is a legal l.:iarrier to marriage, eitJ:1er by statute, or 
judicial docision. Some States go so far as to pro~ibit 
a couple to dwell within their bor~ers although legally 
married within another ~tate. In Oregon, the law reads as 
follOVJS: 
;;Hereafter it shall not be lavrful ';;ithin this 8tate 
for any ':;hite :oerson, male, or fe::mle, to intermarr~·r 
\iit11 any 1~eo>;ro, Cninese, or any persons havin~; .aore 
ti1.an one quarter India., blood; and all such r:mrriages, 
or attempt at mar1•iages shall be absolutely null and 
void.'' 
It may be >:Tell from a sociological point of vie·\'l to 
discourage, or prohibit, race intermarriage but in cases 
..-.. here marriage has ta:v:.:en place, a dii'fer'ent atti tur::e sl-10uld 
be as surned. In most cases, it will be hard enough fOI' the 
cotnle to tc:et alon:_:, ;;ri thout s entir:1ent or uolic opinion 
being a~;ain;;t them. 'Ehe remedy should oe in tl1e ::;tate la\Is. 
rc s,jould be made impossible fOI' any State to sive mnrl->iaE.:;e 
to a cOUJile, v1no c01ne from a t erJ.'i tory, where race inter-
marriage is illes~~l. 'l'o alloH a man to 2:et married, and then 
arrest him for bein1:': r,1arr·iec , is unethical, and should be 
uncons~itutional. fo illustrate t~is point, let us take a 
definite OXG.lli!Jle. li youn,<_:· man YJaS married in the Disc rict 
of Columbia to a 1:llite ~c:irl, and afternards .i1e \ias ar1·ested 
on tJ.-1e cro :n<.l~; t.hat he r1as colored. The evidence however 
L:l 
was not sufficient to convict hie; sci1ool chums al-
vmys testified tJ.J.aG he v1us a merr~ber of the v:llite race. 
Even t (1ou;:d1 llc vws acqui ted :Jy the coUI't, ther·e vto_s a great 
injustice met out to him, v1hich only the future could re-
veal, as to its effects on 1is perso:..1ali ty and marriec-'l_ life. 
There has been a large intermixture between the 
Negro and the Indian. Thio is natural se8ins that both 
at one time v;ere enslave(}. 'l'here ·were n<J bar··ie1,s to 
social equality betv.Jeen them an(' both had a symyo.tbetic 
i'eelinfr for the otheY· irom;. ·r?w ~n::;lish colonies had made 
slaves of t!1e Indians oefore the c·omi1w of the 1iesro slave~;. 
r.l'hese ,_·roups intermarried and the Indian::J >.;ere :~radually 
absorbed into the iegro popalation. . any J.:egro slaves es-
caped from slavery and fled to Indian tribes brinG about 
an inte~nixture of blood. ;-:-so:-ne :southern Indian tribes are 
:nore l:egro t.:.1an IncJian but cnoose t·; be called J:ncHc.n. 
1 _ rior to ti1.e Civil .;·--r, racial inter::1ixture c::_epended 
'I 
I, '! a :-re t c~eal upon t/Je loct:tlity 8.s to ti·le sentiment concern:~n:-,_. 
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the relntionsli of e::roes anct \!lliGe:. ·_(tlere •;;ej'O not any 
barriers to i~tercourse bet~een sla' es and ,he slave-owins 
:i 
'[ ~30 uc;J.1t tne ,~;;·e:ter, Jc:,'Jt ti1c.'c socinl rclaLionA uith 
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~s a result or th~ Civil 
·.\·ar theJ•e Y/as a lone.::: perioc: of ex ir:;·e:;ul::u•:ity and :·aci2l 
lnter:>nixture until a sex code had been formed anc~ the social 
InteriJ:arr·io.ce hs.c3 not been .so prevalent a~l trw sex 
contact of the ruces. It ic proba le that the sex contact 
of the r•ace~3 exists to corwiderui:·le extent but tnere o.re 
fevJer· c..:c.ildc-en a~~ a rcsul -c of tl-:ese sextJ.al relations bece.use 
ot oirco control in.for11tatio:n. ::statistics do not .shovr the 
inc:eec,se of ·cde Fiulatto offs •I'i:n [.:cS t.i.J.e inte:·· i.:·:tur·e ol' 
tJ.'le raceE; muy .;o on vritb.out tl:1e f'o.ct be:L11'.:; notec< Ll the 
recorde. Considerable intermixture of bloo~ occurs oetTieen 
_L-.:_1c int err,Ji~c-
I 
1: 
' a~::::: 3 t~: ::::u: 1:; l:: 11:11~ e:•r~::: 3 ,: e c "'" i i;:ed eM I 
··enoro.lly ~_lnderc;tooc'· ruc:'_a:L ~ ,te:;: D.rrisYes 2l2Los ,_ never I 
occurred; t;lCI'8 •;;ere l10l1E:J in tjJ.C Gla·•;e :3tE:tcc:. ::tnc" V8i'-·' j' 
fO\/ .:i.n otc1er ·;o.rtc of t •e eountr~·. i.'here ,-·as some in- 1. 
crease ciurinc; t-:10 sentincnt::-,1 ;,eriod centcrin.:_: ::-~.bout !'I 
tiw :~:1_ viJ. .,:::;_::-:-· ·out t11e num-c!CT' '.JfUJ no l; ~:ro<'.t. In t.l1o :,~,el~·- ! 
:tocl e::.ltlC•=; tl1o :=:·l,_cnci~Ja~ion, incer•::.ar·r~_o.r:;es jJ,,ve l;qen .I 
rave. It i~.::. not possible to ktlOv. tho exact lWJ;;[)C:'.' but ! 
:.1uc;1 f'i:z_:,n•cs a:J a:c•e o ;tai.to..ble sho·.·_ t,Le ezo_ct num:Jer ' 
to be no:~li:,ibl ~- au t~Vel'~l.::!;e ()f' )er·.i:w:;s le::.;s tlwn one 
tl-u.ncJred uor ·.oar. ;;uel'l l.l8.r:c'i8<;es are :;roclil:>itoci in al:t 
of t:ne uo.:tlrorn states c.nd in n~any states of tho ~)ortil 
arlli · .. sst. ·.,.lore taere i::; no legr1l }-Jro.::lioition, t;J_1cy 
nevertheless t2.J-::e pLlce l'a:J•el. ; "llite sentll.J.ent is 
c vervv.rl1er•e o·rJJ!O so(: t '·· :· :c; ~1 union;J c-..11' · a ::d '!': l:J.l' 
1c,c: ·:·:.:;c~ J •• '' h r,. cc~re:cl :i.n the :l: :)'O por)-,.J.lD.tion. '' 
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Tlle prima:c:·' diff8l,Grlce bet\1een :r2_r_~os i:' not ~!~_olo~ical lj 
but cultural ~:.s far c:.s l':arl,::LJ.c;es t;.re eoncernecl. 
dif'fe1,enc e s do 
::;esert:i..un~-~ anc1 dj_vc.~rce::; are usu::dl.j on the i)asis of cultural lj 
differences in national life. ! 
·~·ver:_·•' c~tudG"ll-f-. o·~~· o·l:_Y> "·' • 1 L 0 l J  . ~ v _ -.L J.O:ec::c>Jl po::)U awlon e_e-•Jenc~: 
l"C.as stressed tue Clifficultio;:, o:L' i'c.' il'' ac: ·iu~"Jt!·,;cnts to 
t;1e new envlrom:.0nt. · .i:1en the1,e is acld_oc'L to t~1is tile 
dii'i'icnl ties of ad ;jus i;l!10nt of t'.Jo L :di v:i..d'c.WJ_i3 po s ~o e ~:: si,<; 
diver~.e cLJ.ltu1,e tr[dt~~ to ec:\C.il otl',er· v;it11in thei:r· 0'-.'11 -
marriace relations, tnc task is made doubly hard. One 
does not need to look beyond tile Clif:i_'ere.ncos in rn.arJ•iac-·e 
an(1 f~_,r il_,, :.:ore<-J c_•,on:: L;ho v::l.r'5_on.s rwt:Lonal:'Lty .your;:c ~ 
in recr~ect i:;o t:::.o a.uthorit:y' and_ douination of tll;.; il)_s-
oe..nd, the stabu:3 of thu vlife, L; ;_e cJ.isci_CJJ.ine, tJle ecLu-
Ctctlon, ·i:; (,: ey:;lo,,uen;~ of (~lll1cJrCll, stand~1rd~> of' 11vin:;;, 
I 
I 
~oxual t:!ttitudes, and et~lic:-ll VL~luation~;, rmcJ the lilce~ 
or to consi(:ier- the diffeJ'E.mt :eatos nt Yr>icll A···ericnnj_-
ze_tion :i_n tile clj_f'Cerent c·ro,)_;-·!:.1 procecCis, to C':L~cover a 
wJde var•iety of causes, fro; 1 ~-;_ny 01w of \;rde~l s er:toLts II 
tens ions lU:t~:r cl.ovolup. I 
Intermarriage amonE the Kegroes of Brockton has not been 
common. Po,Hever, there have been instances in which this has 
occurred. As far as information lends itself, only one such 
union has proved disastrous. In that case a white girl v;as 
I 
.i 
married to a Hegro gentleman. Apparently the cradle of 
matrimony rocked smoothly for a number of years, but a con-
flict was occasioned by the entrance of their two daughters 
into the public schools. Because of remarks made by unthinking 
school children, the mother became so disturbed that she 
committed suicide. 
Other such marriages have worked out more satisfactorily. 
l·~rs. George Louise, an English lady, married a Negro man 
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and lived happily ·with him for many years. Two Swedish 
men, each named Johnson, married Negro ladies. Despite the 
differences in color, background, and religious faith, there 
vras no lack of harmony in their marital relations. There has 
been one marriage between a Negro and a Chinese, and several 
between Negroes and Portuguese. All have been reported 
successful. 
William Allen, the Spanish-American war veteran mention-
ed in another connection, married a French girl. Pis com-
plexion was rather light, and her's rather dark, so the con-
trast was not great. Their marriage career was very happy. 
Mr. Allen is now deceased. 
Florence Edwards, one of the daughters of the mother 
mentioned above who committed suicide, married James Atus, 
a N'egro. Fe was her first husband, but he had entered mat-
rimony twice previously. 
The latest intermarriage on record in Brockton is that 
of Ulysses Ravis, who married an Italian girl. They seem 
to be very well matched socially, and the color distinction 
is not great. li 
Divorces are not common among the colored people and, in 
,. 
Brockton, none have occurred in cases where intermarriage has · 
taken place. If the Negro has domestic troubles, he tolerates 
them or forsakes them. Occasionally, a Negro leaves his 
home in search of freedom, but almost invariably he returns 
after a short period of' time. In Brockton, all those who 
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I have intermarried have found contentment or ha.ve been too 
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:fearful to dare make a change. That the former condition 
exists is the general belief. 
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1: Before the author relates his experiences, he would like / 
to give an aeroplane view of the entire thesis. Abraham Lin-
coln is our starting point, and for the first three chapters, 
we sail high over the landscape of Megro history. In the 
fourth chapter we are at Brockton's air-port, and take a brief 
tour through the Negro business section of the city. From the 
fifth to the twelfth chapters we stay in Brockton and scrut-
inize closely every phase of the Negro's religious and social 
history. In order to do this in more than a general way, we 
must observe things at close range. Consequently, the group 
may be hidden from view because of an outstanding individual 
who steps into the foreground. Even American history without 
the names of great individuals occassionally would seem strange,. 
·: Therefore, it seems natural and logical that individuals shou1J 
': come into the lime-light, and that group activities should be J/ 
;i examined minutely. Educational and religious movements, lodgeJl 
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and clubs, sports and nrusic, as well as health considerations 1: 
must be discussed •. No one phase of Brockton's history has 
been stressed, but a comprehensive view of the entire Negro 
history has been brought to our attention. 
Tv1o episodes, familiar to me, reveal a distinctive Negro 
trait, religious emotionalism. An old man, who is alleged to 
be past ninety years of age, and who is still very well pre-
served, came to the front of the church waving a dollar bill, 
offering it to us as a gift, but proposing, before he parted 
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with it, to make a speech. He did not as_lc_ p~;mi;~j_~~;- he-- ---~ 
simply stc:.rted in to voice his mc:my impressions and react-
ions. ~.'Jhat he said was not any too complimentary to t_he 
preacher. Ee told the people in a very sincere way that 
they needed more 'fire' and mare manifestations of the 
spirit. The church was rapidly dying and something must be 
done. The longer he talked, the more interested the preach-
er beceme, for the latter fully understood the emotional 
reactions of the speaker. The speaker vms a Negro of' the 
Civil ':lar type, and he felt that vrithout all the emotional 
fervor that characterized the religious services of that 
time something vras radically wrong. The 'amen corner' must 
be revived, and the minister must show more enthusiasm. 
111;'le need something more than high sounding phrases11 , he 
shouted. 
Some of the people in the congregation vrere mortified 
vli th shame. They f'el t sorr'.f that anything like that should 
take place in their church. Some had left while the en-
thusiast was still speaking, and others lost no time in 
explaining to the minister after the benediction. Be was 
to be excused on the grounds that he v:as old. This was not 
the first time he had spoken in a similar fashion. 
Nor was it the last. Several weeks passed before he 
·was seen in the church again. '.'!hen he did come, ho'Nev.er, 
he commended the minister very highly. Durine the time 
when announcements were being made, he stlbod up as if' to 
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make one. Upon this occasion · he continued to speak yvel1_ 
of the minister, but turned belligerently upon the congr~g­
ation. relabeled the colored folk as being_ignorant, and 
of course he met with much verbal resistence. For quite 
some time, several were speaking simultaneously, and the 
preacher was at his vTits end as to what he should do. 
Fe found a solution to the problem in his suggestion that 
the quartet start a song. 
Just before Thc:mksgiving, Sister G. Fowler of the 
Bethel Pentacostal Church in Boston, came into the service 
and gave us quite a surprise. The minister had nearly 
. . 
finished his evening discourse. She, and the lady with her, 
sat dovm near the front of the auditorium. Just bef'ore the 
time for pronouncing the benediction, Sister Fowler aro_s~ 
and asked if she might sing a song. Her request was granted. 
Af'ter f'inishing the song, she began to speak. Among other 
things she said, "This is a revelation of' the Lord. I have 
been strangely directed here by Him and, since I am entirely 
1 
I' 
I 
li 
I 
I 
under His guidance, I must not. be disobedient. Blow ye II 
the trumpet in Zion; sound an alarm in my holy mountain. i 
Let all the inhabitants of the land tremble. For the day of' 
the Lord cometh, it is nigh at hand." She had quoted this 
from Joel 2:1, and had printed it in the circular v:hich she 
distributed. Eer punctuation of' this passage was o!igi?al, 
as can be seen. She classes herself with the prophets and 
believes she has a supreme mission to f'ulfill. 
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Sister Fowler, as she called herself, (I do not know j'j I 
I II whether she was •r.ciss' or 't:rs') related a few incidents 
1
, 
1 
in which she and the Lord had co-operated to bring about. 
His wishes. She told how the Lord gave her a message for 
,J 
II 
'I 
lj 
a certain church, hov; hard it was for her to deliver it, /1 
hovr it was received, and the consequences attendant upon it. 11 
A certain J:Tegro church in Boston had a pastor vrho, apparently ,/
1
.' 
was not living up to the standard of' Christianity. She . I~ 
had rebuked him for his ·waywardness in the presence of his 
own congregation. She said that it was obvious she had 
pricked the colored man's conscience. Fe did not yield to 
the Lord's voice, however, and, because of his stubborness, 
soon suffered death. 
She related further of yet another occasion w·hen she 
played an indispensible part in carrying the Lord's messages. 
She felt herself called upon to warn some young men of the 
danger of their evil practices. When her message had been 
delivered to them they staunchly denied the.t they had ever 
indulged in card-playing, dancing, gambling, or drinking. 
Two weeks later she visited the boys again and caught them 
at the card table.. One of the boys trembled for fear, and 
Sister Fowler said it \':as the fear of God. A few days later 
he was taken to the hospital v.:here it was not discovered 
that thRre vras anything organically wrong vrith him. But 
his illness was fa.tal. 
Sister Foviler related one other incident vrhich was 
======¥==============-=-==----·------"7..;;._ 
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similar to those already given. The minister feared that 
. . . 
his time had come at last, but was qu_ite relieved, as v;_as 
the congregation, vrhen she chose to talk about the probab-
ility of another vrar. She ·warned that many of' the boys 
then sitting in that church would doubtless be called upon 
to fight in it. Fer note of' pessimism predominated her 
entire discussion on this subject. She felt that despite 
the combined efforts of God and herself the world was 
surely going to hell. 
After the service a.number of the folk gathered around 
her, hoping that she might continue her little discourse. 
The preacher had made no comments, but had only pronounced 
the benediction. One thing he learned :from the 'prophetess' 
was that she had the knack for social control. One has but 
to scare a 1-tegro v:ith religious fea..r and he can be made to 
do anything v-rithin his povrer. Of course, this is hardly 
true of' all 1tegroes, for some are educated above the levels 
of superstition. 
In the !.iessiah church there are three distinct groups: 
the reactionaries, the conservatives, and the liberals. 
The reactionaries are living in the past, and v-:ant to return 1 
to 'the good old days'. Some of' them even think that the 
institution of slavery is scriptural. Since those who 
think so are usually quite religious, they indicate that they 
would gladly return to a state of servitude. This idea 
springs from the book of Genesis, in vrhich a curse is placed 
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upon Esm, the colored men, and he is told that he must be 
the 'servant of all'. 
l.~r. Green, perhaps the oldest man in the city, was 
alv;ays wondering v;hy the 'good old days' had passed. Ee 
liked the old time religious fervor that 'put life within 
the soul'. Ee argued at all times, both appropriately_ ru;td 
inappropriately, for a return to the 'old time religion'. 
The conservatives, for the most part, are to be found 
among the middle aged and older groups of people. They are 
quite content to maintain the status quo. The theology of 
Calvin is good enough for them. They cannot defend his 
views, but they are certain that he must have been right. 
Foreordination end predestine.tion, they believe, are a part 
of God's universal plan. 
The third group, the liberals, includes representatives 
from all age groups but is especially made up of young 
people. This group desires progress, and is \'rilling to 
engage in constructive vrork for the Kingdom of God. There 
are many obstacles to hold them back; they are immune to 
neither the forces without the church nor those vrithin 
it. The existence of patriarchal idealism ·vrithin the 
church org2~ization has greatly regimented the young people. 
This characteristic is evidenced in many other churches 
with which I have at some time or another been associated • 
It seems to be an axiom of all time that religious idealism 
advances slowly and perilously. 
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The author \'ras once asked what were the differences 
he observed betvreen the colored folk and the vvhite people. 
. . . -
The question is a good one but is hard to ansvrer without 
much meditation and reflection. Even after trying to 
congeal impressions, or balance one against the other, it 
is difficult to render an accurate decision. Individuals 
=====li============·-----·. :_ 
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the author can tabulate none that are essential. 
When considering the question from a racial standp?int, 
the verdict vrill be slightly changed.- I am reluctant to 
draw conclusions on racial lines. Fo\Yever, it seems to 
many that the whole nervous structure of the lTegro is 
- -
different from tha.t of the v1hite man. It appears that he 
reacts to stimuli differently, but does it naturally. 
Fis psychological tendencies cause him to think, choos_e, 
and act slightly different. Fis temperament is not the 
same as that of the Caucasian. Usually, the Hegro is easy-
going, unperturbed at life, _and determined only to make the 
best of whatever may happen. Yet his vrhole nature is emot-
ionalized. Fear often possesses him and causes him to act 
as an irrational creature. Ee has always been more or less 
oppressed by the social system, and that_has given h~ 
an abnormal sense of fear and insecurity. He is often 
afraid that other races aTe manoeuvering against him and 
that his race may, therefore, become extinct. It is little 
that the colored me..n will ever become extinct regardle~s of 
the amount of social pressure brought to bear upon h_~.· He 
may lose his city job, but the soil of unoccupied areas 
will still bid him welcome. There is ample room in America 
:for all our races. Our problem is one of adjustment. 
The }Tegro, because of his emotional nature, often .. 
jumps at conclusions, e..nd sa.ys things which are irrelevant 
and uncalled for. Oftimes he does not see fallacies in his 
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reasoning that are most obvious to other people. Through J 
·his m•m arguing, he persuades himself that his opinions. ~re 
quite correct. This phenomenon is very likely to manifest 
itself often in business meetings where things of general 
and common interest may be discussed. 'fhe many variou_s. 
ideas displayed, even t.hough they discredit some members of 
the group, are usually treated lightly e~nd dismissed v!ith-
out any thought of retaliati::m or revenge. In such a meet-
ing the '::aters m-c;_y become turbulent, and from all appec;.r-
ances, the ship and all the people may seem to be lost. 
Usually, hov:ever, all waves subside, and the troubles are 
soon forgotten. Those betvrcen vrhom contention seems the 
greatest are the best of friends on the morro~;:. 
Another racial trait ·which set?ms irrevoca.ble is that 
of a natural resourcefulness, as it reveals itself in a 
spirit of song. The l'.l"egro has music in his soul vrhich helps 
him to meet and solve the adversities with vrhich life has 
confronted him. ~:lhen he feels despondent, he plays up_on_. 
his banjo or sings. He forgets the present and looks ahead 
to the future with a hope that conditions more favorable to 
him may avrait him there. No other race possesses the 
amount of endurance and hope that his race does. 
As a colored man usually ovms his own home, drives his 
ovm car, and educates his own children, it cannot be said 
the.t he is greatly different fror.1 the 'l.'lhi te D12n so fa.r as 
citizenship is concerned. To be sure, his race does not 
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mvn as many homes, or drive as good cars, or educate as 
many chilc..ren as does the vrhiten:nan, but this rrJE..y be ex-
plained on a basis of economic planning. Families are 
often too large, and pay checks too small. 
Through continued education and the application of 
scientific methods, the f'c:u'1ily may be restricted vlithin the 
limits set by the husband's earning capacity. Socially, the 
1fegro is not eclipsed by any other race; he is competent to 
care for his ovm socic.l needs quite adequately. He forms 
his mvn churches, his ovm lodges, his own clubs, and in some 
cases, his ovm schools. It is only as he tries to make a 
transition out of his ovm race that he finds maladjustment. 
Religiously, the Eegro tis surperior to almost any other 
group of people, at least so far as inclinations to·ward 
objective vrorship are concerned. Economically, he is at a 
great disc.dvantage so long as he depends upon the ·white 
employer for a livlihood. Ee is not apt to improve greatly 
until he pushes out for himself into the stream of business , j 
and proves himself equal to his competitors. 
"It may be said that the majority of intelligent 
colored people are, in some degree, too much in earnest 
over the race question. They assume and carry so much 
that their progress is at times impeded and they·are 
unable to see things in their proper proportions."l 
Some people sincerely believe that the Negro under-
stands the vrhi te person bettEr than the Vlhi te person under-
stands him. ~.7e have evidence in many instances that this 
may be so. James ~::eldon Johnson came to such a conclusion 
1. (.Tohnson, James Weldon, The Autobiographz of on Ex-
Colored 1~an, Introduction, p. 8. 
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quite early in his experience. Fe says: 
"I believe it to be a fact that the colored people 
of this country und~rstand the white people better 
than the white people know and understand them."l 
J,~r. ~ohnson is a lTegro and has ha.d very close contact 
with white people most of his life. He does not indict 
them as much as do some members of his race. On thP other 
hand, he feels that vihite folk are, :for the most part, 
v!illing to be fair vri th N"egroes provided the latter are 
similarly disposed toward the Caucasians. 
"The colored people may be said to be roughly 
divided into three classes, not so much in respect· to 
themselves, as in respect to their relations to the 
v;hi tes. There are those constituting what might be 
called the desperate class. These men respond to 
the requirements of civilization much as a trained··· · 
lion. They cherish a sullen hatred for all \Vhi te men 
and they value life as cheap. 
The second class comprises the servants, the 
vrasher-vromen, and all v:ho are connected i"!i th the \\•hi tes 
by domestic service. They come into close contact · -· 
vrith the i"thites end ma_y be called the connecting· link. 
The third class is compored of the independent · 
vrorkmen e..nd tradesmen, and the Yrell to do and educated 
rec:roes. These peo?le live in a little v:orld o:f their 
ovm, and a.re about as far remox,ed from the v:hi tes e..s 
is the first class mentioned.""-' 
"Careless seems the sreat Avenger; 
Fistory's lessons but record 
One deo.th grapple in the dc:.rknc ss 
1 TY.rixt old systems and the v.·orld; 
Truth forever on the sceS:fold, 
1:Trong forever on the throne; 
Yet that scaf':fold sv:ays the future, 
And behind the dim unlmm·:n 
Stnndeth God vri thin the shadOi'r 
Keeping v.;atch above his ovm. 11 3 
=_j~~~-4-------~ohnson, (James ':Teldo:ri;--The Autobiography of'.£!?. Ex-Colored 
r.~an, p. 22. 
2. Ibid., pp. 76 f'f. 
3. From Lowel~iJquoted by W.E.B.DuBois, ..The Sonl ...D..f..:th.e 
nleck ~ k, p. 13. 
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Q13ESTIOITirAIRE TABtJLATIONS. 
Total number of questionnaires returned -
Birthplace- Brockton, Mass. --- --- - 6 
Massachusetts (other) - - 2 
East and South - - - - 13 
No. attending Grammar School only - - -- 12 
No. attending High School- - - - - - - - 9 
No. attending College or University- - - 2 (One a mail carrier, the other unemployed) 
No. unemployed: ------------- l Vocationally dissatisfied:- - - - - - - - 4 
No. discriminated against because of race, 
at present time or ever:- - - - - - - l (The mail carrier) 
Attitude toward New Deal: Favorable - - - 7 
Antagonistic 7 
No reply - - - - 7 
Attitude toward Socialism: Favorable - - 2 
Antagonistic 6 
No reply 13 
Attitude toward Communism: Favorable - - 0 
Antagonistic 7 
No reply 14 
Health: Good- - - - - - - - 16 
Fair - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 
Poor - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 
No. ever confined to hospital:---- 3 
No. discriminated against because of race 
while confined to hospital: - - - - - 0 
No. having served in military unit:--- 1 
{Spanish-American ~ar - 1898) 
No. of complaints of race prejudice in 
Brockton: Police - - - - - - - -
Newspaper - - - - - - - -
Court - - - - - -
Charity organizations 
0 
2 
0 
2 
Uo. having received or no~v receiving aid: 1 
(From city, requiring one year for 
request to be granted) 
21 
139 
No. having received aid from Church organization--
No. of Church members - - - - - - - - -- - - -
Average years of membership - - - - - - - - - -(only nine members answering this question) 
Influence of Church on moral life: 
Positive - - - - - - - -
Negative - - - - - - - -
No reply - - - - - - - -
Failure of Church to meet spiritual needs of people: 
Yes - - - - - - - - - -
No ~ - - - - - - - - - -
No reply - - - - - - - -
Colored Churches of Brockton meeting needs of people: 
Yes - - - - - -
No - - - - - - - - -
No reply - - - - - -
Has commercialized entertainment deadened the 
spiritual quest for God? 
0 
16 
22t 
11 
3 
7 
6 
3 
12 
7 
4 
10 
Yes - - - - - - 8 
Spiritual value of a social 
~----~---- ----- ---- ~ - __ _._ 
No - - - - - - - - - - - 1 }io reply - - - - - - 12 
program in 
Positive -
Negative -
No reply -
the Church: 
5 
3 
13 
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XII. 
CRIME AND THE BROCK'l,ON NEGRO. 
In ~Titing a history, it is necessary to consider all 
phases-- both good and bad. As no race has survived for long 
without some one of its members being apprehended and brought 
before the bar of judgment, it should be beyond our expect-
·ations that the negroes in Brockton v.rould be exempt. Hovl-
I 
I 
ever, a surprisingly few, in comparison to others, have been Ji 
1: brought into city court in answer to charges made against 
1\ ,, 
,. 
II 
them. Information at hand indicates that they have not been 
charged vrith any major crimes. !! Petty larceny, intoxication, il 
il 
I' gambling, and non-support are their chief offenses. 
The colored man seems to have a natural affinity for 
gambling and drinking. Eis nervous structure and emotional 
II 
I' 
,I 
II 
tendencies contribute to his vice. His nature craves excite- 1 
ment, and gambling and drinking, for the moment, satisfy. 
He is strangely attracted to the ~sterious, and the chance 
element in life often controls him. He is instinctively 
hopeful, as attested by the tenor of his 'spirituals'. This 
same hope motivates him to stake his last pennies in chance 
gc.mes. 
The chance games, as we usually think of them, apart 
from the crap game, have not caused the city any anxiety or 
trouble. A fevr of the Negroes, dovm through the decades, have 
persisted in shooting craps and several times have appeared 
usually drink, and those who both gamble and drink inevit-
ably become involved in home-financing difficulties. If 
they are-extremely fortunate in their games, and avoid in-
toxication, it may be that domestic troubles will not result 
therefrom, but drunkenness, combined with ill gaming luck, 
frequently causes wives and children to endure untold suffer-
ing and neglect·. Quite often the wife is forced to work in 
order that her family may receive support. In her failure to! 
provide the home necessities sufficiently, she often is com-
pelled to resort to court proceedings against her husband. 
Two outstanding episodes of crime involving some Negroes 
of Brockton took place several yea:rs ago. One vms the out-
growth of a triangular love affair; the other involved a 
saloon keeper. The offender inthe first was James Bullock. 
Mr. Bullock is now dead, and since he made full restitution 
for his error, it is improbable that there would be any ob-
jection to the use of his name in this connection. The story · 
is told in two slightly.different ways; nevertheless,in both 
accounts the shooting has a prominent place. The girl in the 
case was the unfortunate person who received the shot. 
Whether or not it vms intended for her is debatalble. James 
had been going with this girl for sometime and she was be-
e oming rather LJJPatient with the prolongation of the court-
ship. Too, another young man was beginning to attract her 
li interests. James was avmre of this and at times became very 
'· 
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-1 I; ii angry. One evening, when he was very sure the young lady was 
,, 
li 
,r dating the other young gentleman, he purposed to do something 
ii li about it. In a fit of temper he picked up a revolver and 
,. 
i! He 
1
1 
i! 
!i soon discovered that his intuitions had not misguided him, j 
statted dovm the street in the direction of her home. 
I!. I 
!! for as he neared the young lady's residence, he spied a couple/ 
!1 coming in his direction. As soon as he recognized them to be I 
:I 
1; the couple he suspected, he drew the revolver and shot. 
!I 
i, 
,, 
,: It was the girl who received the vround. ~1lhether it 
i; took effect in the bree.st, or was a slanting blovr to the head, 
I 
1
: it is not certain. A prominent Brockton historian relates 
II 
,I 
,: 
1: this of the incident: "The bullet entered the breast from the 
,I 
'I 
fj side, v:here it lodged. It had not penetrated deeply, and was 
'i in nowise fatal. The victim was taken into a nearby home and, 
" ,, 
;: _ while waiting for the doctor, fell asleep. The doctor came 
,, 
and was about to administer an anaesthetic when James, w·ho 1: 
I• II 
I, ·was responsible f'or the shooting, remarked': 'Let me pull out 
li 
1: 
I II 
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!: 
the bullet. I can do it before she awakes.' 11 
The other story as related is as follows: "The girl was 
stunned by a glancing blow to the head. Eer stunned condition 
gave her the appearance of being asleep". In due time the 
girl recovered. James was convicted of' an assult vrith attempt 
to kill and, as a result, served time behind the bars. Since 
at 
he mad~no time an attempt to escape prosecution, and since 
he sorrowfully confessed his guilt in the matter, his sent-
ence was ver.J light. 
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Another indicted individual, vrho is now dead, and whose 
name should not be mentioned in this connection for various 
reasons, was the operator of' a saloon and was very active in 
community affairs. Rumors indicate that trouble arose when 
a customer vras injured by being hit \vith a bottle. Blame 
was placed on the operator and scandalous tales concerning 
him were circulated. How many of' these ·were actually true, 
it cannot be ascertained. Nevertheless, the offender was 
brought before the bar of' justice. 
One accusation, a rape charge, was filed by his white 
I' ,,
stenographer. She aroused sentiment against him. As a con- 'I 
sequence, he received a jail sentence. Ee always insisted 
upon his innocence, and those who understood the situation 
best declared him free of' guilt. An elderly white gentleman 
who knew the of'f'ender,remarked: "I think this individual 
should have been acquitted." Visitors to his cell heard him 
reiterate again and again that his treatment was unjust. He 
would not admit even being familiar with the stenographer. 
He said it was a 'trumped up affair' and that all he could do 
was submit to the circumstances. 
Although it was never admitted by the court, those who 
know of' the case today believe the condenmed man to be 
innocent of the charge for which he served sentence. 
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